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Abstract
Positron Emission Tomography or PET is a medical imaging tool used in clinical
diagnostics, treatment monitoring and developmental drug testing to assess the biologi-
cal activity of an organ. This study evaluates the abilities of a small animal PET sys-
tem, which utilises high-purity planar germanium detectors. A Monte-Carlo simulation
of the presented apparatus was first experimentally validated, by comparing efficiency
measurements across a range of energies (80 keV - 1408keV). Excellent agreement was
demonstrated between the model and the experimental readings. The simulation was
then employed to expand image reconstruction techniques, enhancing imaging efficiency
by a factor of ten. Individual uncertainties in PET data were systematically introduced to
the simulation to quantify their impact on image quality. Particular attention was placed
on physical ambiguities e. g. the positron range or the y-ray acolinearity and distortions
introduced by the detector e. g. position resolution or the correct ordering of many in-
teractions. To order these events, a y-ray tracking routine is presented, which correctly
determines the y-ray sequence in ~80% of its attempts. A selection of increasingly com-
plex phantoms has been modelled to produce achievable, experimental targets for future
measurements. The second half of the study further developed pulse shape analysis rou-
tines through a high precision characterisation of the position sensitive charge response.
A database of these responses was exploited to reduce position resolution down to 1 mm®
for single site interactions. A mean position error in three dimensions was calculated at
0.78(1) mm. Additionally, this pulse shape database was engaged to quantify the sensitiv-
ity of the detector towards multiple interactions within a segment. A methodis discussed
to recognise interactions separated by 7mm or more. This technique was implemented
on experimental, uncollimated data, where multiple interactions within a segment were
identified and deconvolved.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis focuses on quantifying the impact of high-purity germanium (HPGe) detectors
on the small animal Positron Emission Tomography (PET) imaging field. In PET, semi-
conductor detectors have become a very promising alternative to scintillation counters as
they offer both competitive spatial and superior energy resolution. This documentshall
evaluate the potential and limitations of a prototype germanium-based PET system.
1.1 Nuclear Medical Imaging
Functional imaging modalities in nuclear medicine study the well-being of an organ by
assessing its biological activity. Functional imaging is often combined with anatomical
imaging types such as Computed Tomography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI), which map physical properties of tissue e. g. density. The majority of clinical
nuclear medical imaging comprises two imaging scans: PET and Single Photon Emission
Computed Tomography (SPECT) (Sas07]. Both administer an imaging subject with a
radioactive tracer, whose subsequent decay products can be detected to locate the emission
point. In PET,scintillation-based detector elements have been most commonly utilised
for this purpose. These detectors are conventionally coupled to PhotoMultiplier Tubes
(PMTs)for signal processing. The physical size of the photomultiplier tubes has imposed
a limit on the spatial resolution of a detector element, which restricts the image resolution
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achievable in a reconstruction. In clinical PET, this limit is ~5 mm [Tar03]. In the drug
development research field, there is a need for the ability to acquire functional images of
small animals. The ~5 mm imageresolution limit is insufficient for small animal imaging
and the field has turned to devoted small animal systems and investigating alternative
radiation detection devices [Tai05]. One option, currently the focus of much attention
and the subject of this work, is to introduce semiconductor detectors to this scenario.
1.2. The SmartPET Project
Semiconductor detectors have historically been employed in the spectroscopic study of
the products of exotic nuclei since the 1970s [Lee03]. As a result of advancements in
their technology over the last decade, a multitude of research projects have arisen, inves-
tigating alternative applications for these devices [Yan01, Wat06, Bos07a, Mih07]. The
major reason for this is the high spatial resolution obtainable when combining segmented
detectors (Section 3.4.6) with digital electronics (Section 4.2.1) and Pulse Shape Analysis
(PSA, Section 3.4.7) [Kr696, Vet00] routines. The enhanced position resolution allows a
high resolution map of a source distribution to be produced. Such capabilities are ad-
vantageous in clinical diagnostics and treatment planning/monitoring, but also in any
situation where radiation may require localising (e.g. nuclear safety monitoring [Rig06]
and international security [Far07]).
SmartPET (SMall Animal Reconstructed Tomography PET) {Bos07a] is a prototype,
small animal, imaging project which uses segmented, planar, high-purity germanium de-
tectors coupled with digital electronics and pulse shape analysis to acquire PET data.
Funded by the Medical Research Council (MRC), the system was a collaborative study
in which the University of Liverpool Nuclear Medical Imaging group was to liaise with
STFC (then CCLRC) Daresbury, UK. The programme also aimed to demonstrate the
principle of collimator-less SPECT imaging. Many publications [Gil06, Mat06, Tur06,
Bos07a, Bos07b, Coo07a, Coo07b, Coo08, Coo09] have emanated from this research and
proofof principle - in terms of PET imaging - was exhibited for point sources [Mat06]
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and distributed sources [Coo09].
1.3. Research Aims
Having developed the necessary software tools [Mat06, Tur06] and successfully achieved
some early goals of the project [Coo07b, Coo09], it was important to evaluate the lim-
itations of the system. Experimentally, these had been approached in [Coo07b] when
the imaging of a Jaszczak phantom[JAS] (see Section 5.7 for phantom description) was
attempted. One of the main difficulties in the measurement of the phantom was the
statistical restrictions on the image reconstruction (discussed in Section 5.3.3). Over-
coming this issue, is a first aim of this work. Understanding further difficulties in this
experiment was another primary objective. Comparing simulated data and experimental
measurements opened up an additional route to a reconstructed image, offering further
insight into experimentally encountered constraints. This concept was expanded to cover
a systematic inclusion of all parameters which influence the quality of a reconstructed
image, thus allowing their effects to be studied and quantified in isolation. Furthermore,
increasingly complex phantom geometries were simulated, including all distortions on im-
age quality, to establish a realistic target to be reproduced experimentally.
The second half of this thesis aims to expand the analysis of the pulse shapes induced by
charge migration (Pulse Shape Analysis or PSA)and hence improve the position resolution
reached with the SmartPET detector. This can be achieved by accurately characteris-
ing its position sensitive charge response and generating a look-up table (pulse shape
database) to calculate the most likely position of a y-ray interaction. Additionally, the
database shall be applied to identifying and separating multiple y-ray interactions within
one detector element. Therefore, the fundamental research aims in this project are to:
e overcomestatistical limitations in imaging by using higher data fractions
e quantify the contributions from individual uncertainties on PET image quality,
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e define, in simulation, realistic, experimental imaging targets (phantoms) for future
measurements,
e improve position resolution in the SmartPET detector by performing a characteri-
sation analysis and improving the PSA algorithms,
e implement the characterisation results to identify and deconvolve multiple interac-
tions within a detector segment based on the signal response.
Chapter 2
The Physics of Positron Emission
Tomography
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is a diagnostic technique which noninvasively
probes the distribution of a radiopharmaceutical within an imaging subject. A positron
(e+) emitting isotope is radiochemically processed to accumulate in the organ of interest
where the positrons are released accordingto thehalf-life of the nuclide. PET exploits the
7 rays resulting from a positron-electron annihilation to reconstruct a spatial and tempo-
ral map or image of the source distribution. Knowledge of the well-being and activity of
the organ is thus inferred [Web98]. This chapter shall discuss the physics of PET along
with its role in clinical medicine and, in particular, small animal research.
2.1 Nuclear Medical Imaging
Nuclear medical imaging is a term describing nonintrusive studies of the distribution of
a radioactive tracer within an organism. Generally, nuclear medicine covers two imaging
modalities: PET and SPECT (Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography). Both
PET and SPECTshare the principle of registering the products of a nuclear decay to
obtain the location of a radiopharmaceutical. SPECT isotopes emit a single photon
which is conventionally detected using a thallium-doped sodium iodide (Nal(T1l)) Gamma
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Camera [Ang58]. The Gamma Camera (sometimes referred to as the Anger Camera)
relies on a mechanical collimator, mounted to the Nal(T1) detector, to reliably ascertain
the direction of the y ray. PET studies detect two photons from a positron-electron
annihilation (Section 2.4) in coincidence. PET systems are moreefficient than SPECT
systems as they exploit the coincident detection of both y rays to bypass the need for
mechanical collimation. Figure 2.1 is a schematic illustration of the fundamentals of
PET. The positron is emitted from a radioactive nucleus via 3* decay (Section 2.2)
and thermalises in a series of scatter reactions (Section 2.3) before it annihilates with a
nearby electron. The produced back-to-back 511 keV photons are detected in radiation
sensors, surrounding the imaging subject, to define a line containing the annihilationsite.
Reconstructing these lines (Section 2.7) produces a spatial map of the distribution of the
tracer [Web98]. The physical processes summarised above shall be discussed in further
detail in the following sections.
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Figure 2.1: A schematic diagram of the physical stages of PET imaging. The positron is
emitted from a proton-rich nucleus. After thermalisation, it annihilates with an electron
to produce two back-to-back 511 keV photons. Their coincident detection defines a line
of response containing the annihilation site.
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Figure 2.2: An adaptation of the Segre-Chart reproduced from [Doe93]. Stable nuclei are
illustrated by solid black squares. Regions of the chart where nuclei are susceptible to G
decay are indicated.
2.2 Beta Decay
In nuclei with a large proton/neutron imbalance, 3 decay is a nuclear transition carried
by the weak nuclear force which optimises the N/Z ratio to bring the nucleus closer to
the line of stability [Lil01]. Figure 2.2 is an interpretation of the Segre-Chart and displays
nuclei as a function of their number of protons (Z) vs. their number of neutrons (N).
The regions of the nuclear landscape susceptible to @ decay are indicated in the figure as
adapted from [Doe93] and [Lil01).
Twovariations of 3 decay exist: G~ and B+. In @~ decay a neutron (n) is converted into
a proton (p), an electron (e~) and an anti-neutrino(.); 6* decay transformsa proton into
a neutron, a positron and a neutrino (Y%.). The 3~ and @* decay processes are described
by the Equations (2.1) and (2.2) respectively as given below:
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nopte +h (2.1)
ponte t+. (2.2)
When converting a proton into a neutron, G* decay often competes with Electron Capture
(EC). In this reaction, a tightly bound electron (most likely from the K-shell) interacts
with a proton in the nucleus to produce a neutron and a neutrino. An example of an
isotope where these processes compete is ?*Na. The decay scheme for this isotope is
presented in Figure 2.3. ?”Na is frequently used in laboratory research, dueto its relatively
long half-life (ti/2 © 2.5y). Like any other isotopes with a @* reaction channel, it can
serve as a source of positrons for PET.
The most significant difference between the 3-decay modes and a- or y-decay modes
is the continuous range of energies assigned to the light reaction products. It was this
observation which first prompted the proposition of the neutrino by Pauli [Pau30]. His
hypothesis stated that, if the constant amount of released energy was being shared with
ti= 2.602 y
Na
\)
iy +‘ \ B 90.4% MeV
\ Seen e eee eee eeoo 1.275\ EC 9.5%
—y
\Veen eee eee eee - 0
+B 0.06% Ne
Figure 2.3: The decay scheme for the proton rich 22Na isotope experimentally utilised as
a positron source for PET. The competition between the @* and EC reaction channels is
highlighted.
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a second (not counting the nucleus), undetected particle (the neutrino), the continuous
range of kinetic energies, in the detected charged particle (e~ / e*), could be explained.
Although it is not the subject of this text to discuss this phenomenon,it is of signifi-
cance in Section 5.6.2. Figure 2.4 illustrates the energy spectrum of electrons emitted
from ?!°Bi as published in [Eva55|. The continuous range of energies of the charged lep-
tons, along with the asymmetric shape characteristic of G decay, is observed. The shape
originates from kinetic energy being shared between the lepton/anti-lepton. The @ end
point (Gna) energy corresponds to the maximum available energy being carried by the
electron (positron). In this eventuality, the anti-neutrino (neutrino) leaves the reaction
with practically zero kinetic energy. The distribution in Figure 2.4 was reproduced in
simulation in Section 5.6.2.
2.3. Positron Scattering
Immediately after emission in tissue, the positron has a low probability of annihilating
with an electron (2% [Har04]). The most likely process is that of thermalisation, in
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Figure 2.4: An electron energy spectrum resulting from ( decay in 7!°Bi in [Eva55).
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which the positron loses kinetic energy through collisions with bound electrons in the
molecules/atoms of its environment until it reaches thermal energy. This is analogous
to collisions undergone by electrons as they decelerate, however, the procedureis signif-
icantly slower for positrons [Har04]. The linear distance travelled by the positron before
thermalisation is referred to as the positron range. Typical values for this parameter range
from tenths of a millimetre to a few millimetres depending on the PET isotope in ques-
tion. This quantity is a limiting factor in PET imaging, as the acquired data represent
the annihilation site rather than the emission point. This shall be studied in detail in
Section 5.6.2.
2.4 Positron Annihilation
In many explanations of PET, the positron and electron are considered to annthilate in-
stantaneously following the thermalisation of the positron. This simplistic view is not
entirely accurate. In fact, there are two strongly competing exit channels: the direct an-
nihilation and the formation of positronium [Cha01, Har04, Chi07|. According to {Chi08),
a direct annihilation occurs in 70% of cases. Positronium is formed in the remaining 30%
of annihilations.
2.4.1 Direct Annihilation
Direct positron-electron annihilation may proceed via a numberof routes, where emissions
of anything 0-4 y rays have been recorded [Cha01]. The most dominant process emits two
+ rays. Thecross section of this exit channel was derived in [Dir30] and, for the energy
range discussed in this document, can be simplified as
Joy = 4nrec/v, (2.3)
where79 is the classical radius of the electron, and v is the velocity of the positron relative
to an electron, assumed to be stationary. Direct annihilation processes where <2 ¥ rays
are produced must exchange the unemitted energy with a nucleus. Higher order photon
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emission has a much reducedcross section. The cross section for three photon decay (¢3,)
was observed to be a factor of 370 less than o2, in {Ore49]. Four photon annihilation
is rarer still with an approximate cross section of 1.5x10~® relative to the two photon
channel [Ada94].
2.4.2 Positronium Formation
Competing with the direct annihilation is the formation of positronium (Ps). Positronium
is a quasi-particle consisting of a positron and an electron [Cha01]. Positronium canexist
in a singlet state (S=0) or a triplet state (S=1). Positronium in thesinglet state is referred
to as para-positronium or para-Ps whereas ortho-positronium or ortho-Ps are conventional
terms addressing the S=1 state.
Thespin state (S) has large implications for the decay schemeof the positronium. Namely
the para-Ps only decays into even numbers of photons, while the ortho-Ps may only decay
into odd numbers of photons. The para-Ps are produced in only 25% of positronium
formation [Chi08]. The ortho-Pshas half-life orders of magnitude longer than the para-
Ps, with values quoted as 142ns and 125 ps respectively in [Har04].
2.5 Photon Production
In summary, although multiple decay and annihilation channels exist for the
positron/positronium, conventional, clinical PET utilises the two-photon channel to iden-
tify a source distribution. From this point on, only the two-photon decayshall be consid-
ered as studies of the more complex cases and/or the positronium are more of academic
interest than clinical use. In this case, the rest masses of the positron and electron
(me=511 keV) are converted into energy and carried by two photons!. Due to conserva-
tion of momentum, the near-zero momentum going into the reaction must be maintained,
therefore the y rays are emitted back-to-back at approximately 180° to each other. Asthe
initial momentum was not exactly zero, an angularoffset is introduced. This acolinearity
 
1tthis context, the binding energy of a potential positronium (6.8eV) shall be neglected.
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will impose a fundamental limit on the resolution of a PET image and is quantified by
ExinG= 2.4V mec?’ (2.4)
as a function of kinetic energy (Ein) and massof the positron and electron (m,). For the
 
commonly utilised PET isotope '8F, the acolinearity is quoted as 0.47° in [Mog95]. The
resultant impact on a reconstructed image is quoted as 0.56mm given a detector separa-
tion of 20cm in {Hal03]. This fundamental limitation may be negligible in comparison to
other factors e.g. positron range, aperture resolution depending on the specific isotope
and system design.
2.6 Line Of Response Definition
In PET, the patient or imaging subject is surrounded by radiation sensors, to detect
the back-to-back photons created by the positron-electron annihilation. The most com-
mon designs employ either a ring geometry (see Figure 2.5) or a dual-head geometry
(Figure 5.1). Providing both 7 rays interact with detector elements within a fixed time
window, a Line Of Response (LOR) can be defined connecting the two interaction points.
PET images are reconstructed on the assumption that the annihilation site is a point
along the line of response. Intense regions of lines of response overlap and are therefore
indicative of concentrated radioisotope distribution. In experimental data, the annihila-
tion site is not necessarily an element of the LOR and they must be categorised into the
following groups [Web98}:
2.6.1 True Coincidences
A schematic diagram of a true coincidence is depicted in Figure 2.5(a). In this scenario,
the two interaction points originate from a common positron-electron annihilation site.
The line integral defined by the two points correctly contains the last location of the
positron. These LORs need to be maximised for ideal imaging conditions.
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2.6.2 Scatter Coincidences
Figure 2.5(b) is a graphic representation of a scattered LOR. Although both 7¥ rays orig-
inate from the same annihilation site, one y ray has been deflected from its path by a
Comptonscatter reaction (Section 3.1.2). The LOR defined by the twointeraction points
no longer indicates the genuine annihilation site. Unless a correction is applied, a LOR of
this nature will introduce artifacts and blurring to the reconstructed image. The fraction
of scattered events will depend on the size and density of the imaging subject. Scattered
events can berejected or corrected for based upon the energy deposited by the y rays and
- in clinical imaging - the results of a CT image. Detectors with good energy resolution
are an advantage in this case - this shall be discussed further in Section 5.6.3.
2.6.3 Random Coincidences
As displayed in Figure 2.5(c), a random coincidence occurs when ¥ rays from two separate
positron-electron annihilations interact in the radiation detectors within the coincidence
time window. The LORdefined, connecting the two points, does not contain a genuine
interaction site. The rate of random coincidences Nrandom is described by
Nerandom = arNaNy, (2.5)
where 7 is the width of the coincidence timing window and N; and N; are rates at which
single photons interact in detector element i and j respectively [Web98}.
2.7 Image Reconstruction
The aforementionedlines of response are acquired and stored during a PET scan. The pro-
cess by which these LORsare mathematically transformed into a two- or three-dimensional
imageis referred to as image reconstruction. The techniques for PET image reconstruction
have evolved from Computed Tomography or CT algorithms. In both imaging modalities,
the mathematical property of the data representing a projection along line, /, through
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Figure 2.5: Three different categories of lines of response: (a) a true coincidence connects
the interaction points along a line which contains the annihilation site; (b) in a scattered
coincidence at least one y ray has been deflected from its original path by Compton
scattering in the imaging subject; (c) a random coincidence contains two y rays from
independent positron annihilations.
the imaging subject is shared. In CT, the photon sourceis located outside of the imaging
subject, CT is thus known as a transmission scan. Transmission scans conventionally
image the linear attenuation coefficient as a function of two-dimensional position (x,y).
Emission scans, e.g. PET or SPECT,reconstruct the localised activity of a radioisotope
A(a,y).
During the scan, a two-dimensional map ofactivity (i. e. the activity in a slice through
the patient) is transformed into a set of line integrals by acquiring lines of response. A
complete set of parallel line integrals, spanning the boundaries of the imaging subject, is
defined as a projection. To regain full, two-dimensional knowledge of the activity map,
projections must be acquired for a range of angles [Gas78]: the more angles, the closer the
reconstructed activity map A’(z,y) will resemble the true object A(z,y). This relation
between several one-dimensional projections and one, two-dimensional, object shall now
be discussed mathematically.
When two detector elements a and 6 register a pair of y rays produced by a positron-
electron annihilation, they define a line of response Lay. Mathematically, the frequency
with which L,» is detected in a PET data set is a Poisson value, whose mean < pgp > can
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be expressed as
< Pab >= Tacq I. drf(r) War(r), (2.6)
whererov denotes that projections are acquired across the whole field of view (FOV)
i. e. the full range of the scanner. In Equation (2.6) Tacq represents the acquisition time
and f(r) is a time-independent tracer distribution. w»(r) is a sensitivity function which
corrects for scatter coincidences and random coincidences. For pre-corrected data, this
term is unity and Equation 2.6 becomes
2pn=| drf(r) (2.7)
along the line Lay. This expression corresponds to the basic mathematical definition of
the line integral.
A schematic representation of a slice through a patient is presented in Figure 2.7. A
region of increased radiopharmaceutical accumulation is highlighted. Two projections of
equally spaced line integrals are displayed in the figure at 6; (red) and 62 (blue). The
frequency of LORs detected in the projections as a function of radial position r (pe(r))
are plotted above the respective projections. If these projections, pg(r), are sampled for
a full angular range of 0° < @ <180°%, sufficient information is acquired to reconstruct
A'(x,y) from the projection data. The projection data can be stored in a simple list
of lines of response, but it is often detailed as a two-dimensional histogram p(6,r), a
sinogram. Figure 2.6(a) displays three point sources of activity each located at different
coordinates within A(z,y). The theoretically generated sinogram for this hypothetical
object is presented in Figure 2.6(b). Colour was used to relate a point to its sinusoidal
function and doesnotreflect a difference in activity. The figure has been reproduced from
[Mat06].
 
2Tt shall be noted that the angular increments must be equal.
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Figure 2.6: (a) Three point sourcesofactivity in the matrix A(z, y); (b) the corresponding
sinogram of A(z, y), p(@,7r).
The mathematical transformation from a two-dimensional image into a finite number of
one-dimensional projections was studied long before tomography was contemplated as a
medical tool. {[Rad17] derived an equation for this operation referred to as the Radon
Transform
p(@,r) = [Alena (2.8)
As these line integrals are acquired experimentally in tomographic imaging, the reversal
of the Radon Transform is the foundation that many image reconstruction algorithms are
based upon. Three approaches to retrieve the two-dimensional map from the array of
one-dimensional projections shall be discussed.
2.7.1 Central Slice Theorem
One method of performing the inverse Radon Transform is to apply the Central Slice
Theorem or CST {Bar04]. The theorem relates the two-dimensional Fourier transform of
the object A(z, y), A(vx,vy) to the one-dimensional Fourier transform of the sinogram
P(ve,VR). In the spatial domain, the experimentally acquired sinogram p(@,r) is a con-
volution of the true object A(x, y) and the uncertainties introduced by the system S(z, y)
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Figure 2.7: A schematic diagram of two sets ofline integrals or projections acquired at
different angles 0; (red) and 0, (blue). Obtaining such positions at a complete set of angles
0° <6 < 180° provides sufficient data to reconstruct an image of the object A(z, y).
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(9,7) = A(a,y) @ S(a,y). (2.9)
However, in Fourier space, this deconvolution will be reduced to a multiplication [Ste83]
and
P(ve,’R) = A(vx, Vy) S(vx, vy) (2.10)
will hold. With detailed understanding of the system response S(x,y), knowledge of the
true object A(z,y) can be regained. Direct Fourier reconstruction algorithms operate
using this method.
2.7.2 Back Projection
One of the fundamentally simplest means of producing a reconstructed two-dimensional
map A’(z,y) is to back project the acquired line integrals into image space. The straight
line r at an angle 0 can be expressed in Cartesian coordinates as
f = wos? + y sine. (2.11)
This allows the sinogram p(6,r) to be expressed as
p(9, x cosé + y sin®) (2.12)
and a back projection of p(@,r)
App(2,y) = | p(@, x cosO + y sin@)dé (2.13)0
to be defined.
Due to the nature of producing a point from the overlap of multiple lines, the simple
back projection function, expressed in Equation (2.13), results in the image being con-
voluted with a 1/r blurring component in the spatial domain. As discussed in Section
2.7.1, convolutions can be removedin the frequency domain. The two-dimensional, inverse
Fourier transform of A(vx, Vy) is applied to obtain A(z,y):
 
3Here, the system refers to all sourcesof error in the data acquisition process (see Chapter5).
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A(x, y) =| / A(vx, vy) e2277"X EePTYdyxdyy, (2.14)
which can be simplified using Equation 2.9 to
20 lee)
A(z, y) = | dé / UpP(ve, VR) eiPanupcontysInh)yy (2.15)
0 —co
the integral over all angles of the one-dimensional, inverse Fourier transform of the
projection data (the sinogram). vp is the filtering factor to remove the 1/r blurring and
shall be discussed shortly. Equation 2.15 reduces to
Arspp(2,y) = | d6 p'(6,xzcos@ + ysind), (2.16)0
where p’(0,r) is the filtered sinogram. This is the equation describing filtered back-
projection (FBP). Key, here, is that by employing the CST in combination with back-
projecting, only one-dimensional, inverse Fourier transforms are handled. This reduces
computational time requirements and eases algorithm implementation.
A rangeoffiltering functions can be represented by vr. This work utilises a RAMPfilter
defined as
| (2.17) VRAMP = )
YNyquist
where Vnyquist is the Nyquist frequency i.e. half the sample rate.
2.7.3. Iterative Reconstruction
Iterative image reconstruction addresses the issue of obtaining the two-dimensional map
from a range of its one-dimensional projections from an entirely different perspective. Such
algorithms are founded on the principal of making aninitial assumption about the activity
distribution A(z,y). This assumption is forward projected to produceits line integrals
q(0,r). These are compared with the experimentally measured line integrals, p(#,r) to
obtain a correction factor, by which the assumption is modified. These steps are referred to
as an iteration and are repeated until satisfactory convergence between estimated forward
projection and acquired LORsis reached. The concept of maximising agreement between
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data and estimated image is responsible for the term Mazimum-Likelihood Estimation-
Maximisation or (ML-EM), which acts as the basis for many iterative algorithms.
Consider two large data arrays: the first, which representsall possible LORs 7 = 1, 2,3,.../,
and the second, containing all pixels of image space 7 = 1,2,3,...J. As the radioactive
decay process and detection of 7 rays remainsstatistical, the entries inside both arrays are
Poisson distributed and oscillate around an equal mean which denotes the true activity
A(x,y) [She82]. The i‘ entry of matrix m, mj, shall define the number of detections
in LOR i, while n,; depicts the activity in pixel 7. Introducing a value k to delineate
the iteration number, then {qi} is the forward projection of {n*} which is compared
with {m;} to calculate {nktt}, Mathematically the iterative reconstruction algorithm is
described by
k L J
nett — if ay— with qf = ayné (2.18)J ire - J qk ! vo?i=1 “ij j=1 i jai
where nk is the reconstructed activity in pixel j after the k’” iteration, q* is the expected
numberof counts in an LOR 7, m; is the experimental measurement collected along LOR i
as published in [Rea01]. The quantity a is crucial in this approach and termed the system
matriz. As the name suggests the system matrix is a mathematical representation of the
mechanical system itself and contains the probability of a decay in voxel 7 being detected
along LOR 7 for all combinations of j and 7. The matrix can be simplistic and based
solely on geometry (e.g. aj; = 1 for j €ianda,; =O for j ¢ i), but can be expanded
with extensive Monte-Carlo simulations to involve such phenomenaasthe positron range,
detector resolution and scattering within both the subject and the detector. Iterative
algorithms are very dependant on an agreement between the characteristics of the PET
scanner and their reflection in the system matrix [Rea07]. In principle, there is no limit
to the detail incorporated in the system matrix and its development andeffect on image
quality is a very active research field.
Although, generally, the performanceof iterative algorithmsis superior to analytical meth-
ods such as FBP,the iterative algorithm [Mat06] has not been employed in the majority of
this work. Onereasonis the ability of the algorithm to produce very high quality images
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and overcome many physical and experimental constraints. However, these constraints
are the subject of large sections of this document - removing their effect on image qual-
ity would be counter productive. Similar arguments against using an ML-EM algorithm
for comparative studies are given in [Lio93]. Logistically, the FBP algorithm [Mat06]
(and FBP algorithmsin general) is much less computer intensive. The number of recon-
structions in this work required a fast reconstruction algorithm. This also influenced the
preference of the FBP method.
2.8 Small Animal PET
Nuclear medical imaging is an essential tool in both clinical diagnostics and medicalre-
search as it offers an insight to many aspects of a subject’s behaviour including transport
processes, metabolism, excretion, and signalling between organs [Che01]. Extrapolating
a link between humans and animals has also served as a vital route to understanding the
causes of, and developing cures for, diseases. For many years, PET has been employed to
imagelarge animals e.g. dogs, pigs and non-humanprimates [Che01]. Until recently, the
desire to image small animals, e.g. mice, rats etc., has remained unfulfilled as the per-
formanceof nuclear medical scanners was unsatisfactory [Web04]. With advancements in
detector hardware, these restrictions were surpassed and PET and SPECT systemssolely
devoted to small animal research studies were designed and constructed. In PET, two of
the first such systems were the microPET [Cha99] and the HIDAC-PET camera [Jea99].
Following these systems, many more small animal PET cameras emerged including the
Hamamatsu SHR 7700 [Wat97], TierPET [Web99], YAPPET [dGu99] and explore VISTA
(Wan06] 4. Small animal imaging demonstrates several advantages over human imaging in
the field of clinical research. Firstly, the non-invasive, non-disruptive and non-destructive
technique allows the same test subject to be imaged several times. As there is no needfor
the subject to besacrificed after the study, it can act as its own control [Che01]. Therefore
a result is much more powerful as variation between subjects is minimised. Furthermore,
 
4for a full review of small animal scanners, the reader is referred to [Lew02, Mye02, Sch03, Web04).
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the size and breeding cycle of small animals, such as rodents, helps to reduce costs. As
laboratory animals, scientists are also granted the freedom to deliberately infect small
animals with certain diseases whereas in human studies the researcher must obviously
hope for a suited volunteer. At time of writing it was also ethically permitted to perform
genetic modification to these species to producea subject, tailored to the necessary study
e.g. the immunodeficient mouse or nude mouse. These factors have accelerated the pace
at which a result can be obtained [Che01] andled to great progressin thefield of genetics,
pathology, metabolism, oncology and neuroscience [Che01, Lew02, Row03}).
2.8.1 Semiconductors in Small Animal PET
With encouraging advances also made in semiconductor detector development in recent
years, many research groups have focused their attention to designing a semiconductor-
based PET camera. This is a very young research field with the earliest documents
published around the turn of the millennium [Cha02, Kas02]. The majority of the semi-
conductor PET literature concerns itself with either cadmium telluride (CdTe) or Cad-
mium Zinc Telluride (CZT) e.g. [Ish07]. The high atomic number and density provide
the materials with a sufficiently high stopping powertoefficiently absorb at 511 keV pho-
tons. An alternative is to stack multiple layers of silicon such as was performed in the
SiliPET project [dDo06]. This document is devoted to the use of high-purity germanium
in PET - the detector of choice in spectroscopic nuclear physics for many decades. A full
review of the role of germanium and semiconductors in small animal imaging is provided
in Chapter 7 of this document. However, it shall be mentioned here, for completeness
that, the superior energy resolution of semiconductors allows more accurate scatter re-
jections/corrections and simultaneous multimodality PET/SPECT imaging. The ability
to operate within a magnetic field is also a great strength of these devices as it allows
PETto be coupled to magnetic resonance imaging systems. Theliterature indicates that
semiconductors are playing an increasingly significant role in PET imaging which should
not be ignored [Tai05|]. The fundamental physics of semiconductor devices are discussed
in the following chapter.
Chapter 3
Principles of Radiation Detection
Radiation detection relies on the conversion of energy into a measurable signal, most
commonly produced byelectric charge. This chapter presents the processes by which this
transformation occurs and how spectroscopic information is extracted from the charge
response registered in a semiconductor detector. These interactions shall be discussed
in the context of High-Purity Germanium (HPGe) detectors. All specific references to
energy will assume an interaction in germanium, unless specified otherwise.
3.1 Photon Interactions with Matter
Gammarays (7) can interact with matter by several mechanisms. Often a combination
of these processes will take place in succession. The likelihood of an electromagnetic
interaction occurring is dependent on the energy carried by the y ray and the atomic
number (Z) of the material through whichit travels (e.g. Z= 32 for germanium). The most
commoninteractions for photons in an energy range of 10 keV - 6 MeV are photoelectric
absorption, Compton scattering and pair production. These interactions are displayed
schematically in Figure 3.1.
23
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagrams of the three discussed interactions of y-radiation with
matter. On theleft is a diagram of the photoelectric effect, in the centre a representation
of Compton scattering while the final figure depicts pair-production.
3.1.1 The Photoelectric Effect
The photoelectric effect, or photoelectric absorption, is the dominant interaction method
at low photon energies (10 keV - 200 keV)(Ewa64]. In this process, an incident 7 ray
transfers its full energy EF, to an electron tightly bound to an atomic nucleus. The energy
deposited provides the electron with kinetic energy (F-), ejecting it from its shell (most
commonly the K shell) leaving a vacancyin its place. The ejected electron is referred to
as a photoelectron. FEis defined by
E,= By = Bi, (3.1)
where F, is the binding energy of the electron. This vacancy will be filled by a bound
electron from a higher shell (most commonly the L shell). The difference in energy between
the two states is often released as an X-ray, however an emission of an Auger electron is
also possible. The X-ray is characteristic of the energy difference between the shells in the
interaction medium. Detection of this X-ray can be utilised for identification purposes in
X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy [Jen99}.
The probability of photoelectric absorption transpiring has been shown to depend on
both the energy of the y ray and the atomic number (Z) of the absorption medium.
Although no equality has been derived for this expression, it can be described by
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OPhotoelectric ™ B35 (3.2)
Y
where n lies between 4 and 5 [Kno99].
3.1.2 Compton Scattering
Comptonscattering dominates for interactions from ~200 keV - ~2 MeV [Ewa64]. In this
process, the photon imparts a fraction of its energy to a weakly bound atomic electron.
This electron is released as a recoil electron or Compton electron, while the incident
photon continues, scattered from its original direction by an angle @. The angle @ and
the remaining y-ray energy E’, are related by Equation (3.3), where moc? is 511 aaa the
mass of an electron at rest,
EFf=—* (3.3)7 1+ (1 — cos)
The cross-section of Compton scattering (OCompton) occurring is linearly dependent upon
the atomic number(Z) of the scattering material due to the numberof potential scattering
targets increasing with Z [Kno99]. Thesolid angle distribution 2 of scattered y rays, as
a function of energy, is described by the differential Compton scattering cross-section or
Klein-Nishina formula [Kle29]
do 1 * (1+ cos?6 a?(1 — cos)— = Zr6 1 3.4dQ "0 (on) ( 2 ) ( * (1 + cos?6)[1+ a(1| (3.4)
where a = E, / moc? and 79 is the classical electron radius 2.818x 107!’ m. The equation
  
assumes ‘y rays are incident on a single electron.
A graphic representation of this equation at various incident y-ray energies is depicted
in Figure 3.2. The figure presents the angular distribution for a y ray entering from the
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Figure 3.2: A plot of the solid angle distribution of scattered photons for various incident
photon energies. Thefigureillustrates the increased likelihood of forward scattering with
higher energies. The figure has been reproduced from [Kle29].
left of the figure and scattering off an electron in the centre. The increased probability
of high energy y rays maintaining their original direction and that of lower energy y rays
scattering more uniformly,is illustrated.
3.1.3. Pair Production
When E, > 1.022 MeVit is possible for the energy of the incident photon to be converted
into mass, in the form of an electron (e~) and positron (e*) pair. However, the process
remains unlikely below 2MeV. In this mechanism, the incident y ray is absorbed com-
pletely within the Coulombfield of the atomic nucleus, where the charged lepton pairis
produced. Energy is conserved according to
Ey = Tet + mete? + Te- + me- ce, (3.5)
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where 7.+ and T.- are the kinetic energies of the positron and electron respectively, while
Me+C? and m,-c? refer to their respective rest masses. For E, = 1.022 MeV, T.++T.- =
0. Therefore, 1.022 MeV defines a threshold at which pair production is possible. In this
scenario, both the electron and positron are created at rest. If the incident 7 ray undergoes
pair production in excess of this threshold, the remaining energy is transferred to the
electron-positron pair as kinetic energy. After undergoing multiple elastic collisions the
kinetic energy of the positron will be reduced to thermal energy. This process is referred
to as thermalisation (Section 2.3). After thermalisation the positron will annihilate with
a nearby electron. The distance travelled before annihilation is referred to as the positron
range. During the annihilation process, the total energy (kinetic and rest mass) of the
e+ and e~ is attributed to photons sharing the energy available. Most commonly (~80%
of annihilations [Kac04, Chi07]) two 511 keV photons are produced. In order to conserve
momentum these are released at an angle of 180° to each other as the total momentum
going into the reaction is ~0. These photons are referred to as back-to-back photons.
The scenarios where the annihilation can either result in the emission of more than two
photons or non-equally shared momentaat an angle not equal to 180° do exist and were
discussed, in further detail, in Section 2.4.
3.1.4 Photon Attenuation
The total photon interaction probability (cota) is defined as the sum of the probabilities
for each individual y-ray interaction process. For the interactions discussed in the previous
sections, this means:
OTotal = 9Photoelectric +P OCompton + 0Pairproduction (3.6)
The probability of an interaction per unit length or the linear attenuation coefficient (1),
equates to the product of the number of atoms the y ray encounters, (V), and o7otal.
is measured in units of cm~!. For a given material,
Nav
= Ntotal = (Sorta (3.7)
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where N4, is Avogadro’s number (6.022 x 10?3mol™'), p is the density of the material and
A is the atomic mass of the material. js quantifies the fraction of y rays which pass through
matter of thickness x, unattenuated by an interaction. This exponential relationship is
described by
I(z) _ paTo =€E 5 (3.8)
where J(x) is the photon intensity after passing through thickness x and Jp is the initial
photon intensity.
3.2 Semiconductor Detectors
Solid state detectors are of interest for nuclear [Del99], astrophysical [Bog00] and medi-
cal [Vet04] applications. Being several orders of magnitude denser than their gas based
counterparts, they have higher stopping powers and thushigher efficiencies. Solid state
detectors can be separated into two categories: scintillators and semiconductors. Scintil-
lators operate via the conversion of energy into light, which is subsequently processed into
an electric signal most commonly via a PhotoMultiplier Tube (PMT). In a semiconductor,
chargecarriers are created, whose migration through anelectric field produces a time and
position dependentelectric signal (Section 3.3.3). Due to their superior energy resolution
(Section 3.4.1), semiconductors are utilised in measurements where high spectroscopic
precision is necessary. The ability to manufacture these devices in large volumes allows
high fractions of solid angle coverage, making semiconductors one of the standard detector
types in both nuclear and particle physics experiments. Great advancements have been
madein semiconductor development in recent years [Lee03], increasing their availability
for physics applications. Firstly, the ability to divide semiconductors into multiple zones
by segmentation of either one, or both, of the charge collecting electrodes (or contacts)
has improved position resolution without significantly compromising a detector’s active
area. This improved position resolution has allowed more precise spectroscopic studies in
nuclear physics {[Sim06] and also lead to investigations into the feasibility of semiconduc-
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tors in medical physics [Bos07a]. Furthermore, the coupling of multiple detector readout
channels to fast digital electronics has enabled the extraction of time dependent charge
signals which allow enhancement of position resolution beyond the granularity of the seg-
ments {Kr696, Vet00]. Following one, or several, of the y-ray interactions discussed above,
the resultant charge carriers are exploited to obtain an electrical signal. The details of
these steps shall be discussed within the following section.
3.2.1 Solid State Materials
Electric conduction is the migration of electrons through a material. This occurs when
an electron is promoted from the valence band (FE) into the conduction band (Ec). The
vacancy created by the electron’s absenceis referred to as a hole (h). It is the separation
between these two bands or band gap (E,), which defines the ease with which electrons
are promoted and charge is conducted. Based upon their ability to conduct (electric con-
ductivity, 7) or their resistivity (p = 1/c), solid state materials are categorised into three
groups: conductors, insulators and semiconductors [Par04]. The magnitude of E,, in
combination with the extent to which the two bandsare occupied byelectrons andholes,
defines a material’s conductivity. In a conductor, two scenarios exist: firstly the conduc-
tion band and valence band can lie sufficiently close in energy that E, can be bridged
by electrons with thermal energies. This also requires a partial occupancy in both bands
allowing charge to migrate to vacant energy levels. A second possibility is for the the
two bands to overlap. In both situations, the charge flows naturally as the movement of
charge through bandsoccurseasily, resulting in an electric current.
In an insulator, the valence band is fully occupied while the conduction band is empty.
The two bandsare typically separated by E, ~9eV [Sze02]. This large energy gap pre-
vents charge flow between bands, prohibiting the material from conducting electrons. A
semiconductor can be considered an intermediate stage between an insulator and a con-
ductor. In a semiconductor, Ej ~leV at room temperature and only a small fraction of
thermal electrons will have sufficient energy to bridge the band gap, while a thermal or
electromagnetic energy deposit provides sufficient energy to excite an electron into the
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conduction band and produce a current [Par04]. It is this property which allows a semi-
conductor to function well as a radiation sensor. This thesis will focus on semiconductors
fabricated from membersof the fourth chemical element group (Group IV). In solid state
physics, these are crystallographic structures built of four-valent atoms.
3.2.2 Doping
So far, conduction has been considered as the promotion of N electrons to the conduction
band andthe creation of N vacancies or holes in the valence band. Therefore, the number
of charge carriers of each polarity will equate according to
i= p= hy (3.9)
where n is the numberof electrons per unit volume, p is the number of holes per unit
volume and n; is referred to as the intrinsic charge carrier concentration. In a semi-
conductor device, this scenario is not necessarily desirable as one may choose to have
a semiconductor where either the hole current or electron current dominates. For this
purpose, the crystal lattice can be doped with impurities to control the charge carrier
concentration. Dopants are added by introducing atoms from Group III or Group V into
the crystallographic structure [Sze02, Par04]. An impurity atom introduced from Group
III (acceptor) will add a hole to the valence band, asits tetravalent electron shell structure
is not able to bind with all four electrons in the crystal. Contrary to the excitation of an
electron into the conduction band,a hole has been created without producing an electron.
When a Group-V atom (donor) is introduced, an additional electron is made available
in the conduction band without generating a hole in the valence band. Semiconductors
which have been doped with Group-III elements to increase hole concentration are re-
ferred to as p-type crystals. The reverse case are n-type crystals. When a semiconductor
is doped, Equation (3.9) is invalidated and the semiconductoris referred to as an extrinsic
semiconductor !. The carrier concentration must now be described by
nxp =n}. (3.10)
 
lA semiconductor which has not had dopants introduced is termed an intrinsic semiconductor.
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These additional holes or electrons provide an energy band close to the valence or conduc-
tion bandsrespectively, permitting occupancy within the band gap E,. It can be assumed
that all introduced dopants will be fully ionised as sufficient thermal energy exists within
the crystal for this to occur. Therefore, the numberof charge carriers can be described
by the approximations
n~Np (3.11)
and
p~Na (3.12)
where Np is the donor concentration and N, is the acceptor concentration. A schematic
diagram of the semiconductors energy levels is given in Figure 3.3(a).
3.2.3. P-N junction
Whena p-type semiconductor is placed in good thermodynamic contact with an n-type
semiconductor, the two regionsof different dopant type interact as displayed schematically
in Figure 3.3(b). The steep charge concentration gradients exert a force on the respective
charge carriers. Analogous to a high pressure gas in an open space, the charge carriers
will diffuse into regions of weaker concentration. The force responsible for this is therefore
entitled the diffusion force (Fup) [Par04]. Fai will force the electrons towards the p-type
region and the holes towards the n-type region of the semiconductor. As the acceptors
(Nz) and donors (Nj) are a fixed part of the crystal lattice, they remain stationary while
the hole or electron which they introducedis free to diffuse.
The stationary acceptors and donors form regions of opposing charge within both the
p- and n-type regions. Both zones now consist of a region of neutral charge and a region,
close to the junction, where the net charge is non-zero (space-charge). This process of
charge diffusion and the subsequent accumulation of space-charge on a microscopic level
are illustrated schematically in Figure 3.4.
The space-charge regions form the depletion region of the semiconductorasit is close
to free of mobile charge carriers. Inside the depletion region, the unbalanced ions produce
an electric potential (built-in potential (Vo)), resulting in an electric field between the two
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Figure 3.3: The figures above are schematic diagrams of the three key stages in con-
structing a p-n junction. Figure 3.3(a) shows the two oppositely doped regions separated
from each other. E; is the level of the Fermi energy. Figure 3.3(b) illustrates the two
regions in thermodynamic contact and the merging of the two Fermi energies. Figure
3.3(c) represents the subsequent build-up of space-charge.
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Figure 3.4: Anillustration of how the charge is spread throughout a junction between p-
and n-type regions of dopant concentration. The outer regions remain charge neutral yet
positive space-charge accumulates within the n-type region due to the migration of holes.
The reverse scenario is true for the p-type region.
regions of opposing polarity. The electric field exerts an additional force, the drift force
(Furift) on the charge carriers, opposing Fy,s5 described by
Parise = qk, (3.13)
where g is the charge of either a hole or electron and F is the magnitude of the electric
field. With time, a state of charge carrier equilibrium is reached where the two forces
Fup and Fa,ife are in balance. The net current flow (Jjoa1) within the depletion region
must remain zero, however, both the drift current (Japif:) and the diffusion current (Juiss)
are non-Zero.
Jota =0 (3.14)
total = Jarize + Saisf- (3.15)
In order to further understand the depletion region, the simplification of a one dimensional
case shall be made. The width of the depletion region or depletion width (Wa) is defined
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by
Wa = p+ Zn, (3.16)
where zp is the width of the p* region and 2, is the width of the n~ region. Throughout
this depletion region, overall charge neutrality must hold, as each electron results from
the ionisation of an atom and the creation of a hole. Therefore the total numberof charge
carriers on either side of the p-n junction must equate:
Naty = NpZn. (3.17)
Although the boundaries of the depletion region are not abrupt, their width is negligible
in comparison to the depletion width Wg [Par04]. This allows the definition of boundary
conditions in order to solve Poisson’s equation in a one dimensionalcase,
eV p(x)dae’ 8.18)
where p(x) is the charge density as a function of z-dimensional position and € = €€; is
the dielectric constant for the material in question. Solving Equation (3.18) produces
 
av qNa
. for —%, x= 0 (3.19)
for the p-type region and
2 Nav =—2 P for 0<x<x& (3.20)dx? €
for the n-type region. For a p-n junction to operate as a y-ray detector, it is necessary for
W, to extend across the full volumeof the crystal [Par04]. This is achieved by applying
an external potential bias across the junction, introducing an additional electric field.
This electric field can either hinder (reverse bias) or facilitate (forward bias) drift current
flow (Jarift). Figure 3.5 illustrates the current flow as a function of applied voltage. The
electric field generated by the bias will sum with the already existing field(s) produced
by space-charge. The reverse bias will intensify Fy; drawing more charge carriers from
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Figure 3.5: The figure illustrates the relationship between current flow and applied bias
voltage across the p-n junction.
the neutral regions of the doped crystal into regions of space-charge, hence widening the
depletion region.
The depletion width (Wz) is calculated by
2e(Vo — V), Na+ NpWay) ee, 3.21d 7 ( NiNo ) (3.21)
where ¢ is the dielectric constant and Vo is the built in potential.
In semiconductor applications, the voltage at which the depletion width extends across
all of the crystal is referred to as the depletion voltage. For a p-n junction to function as
a radiation sensitive device, bias is applied above the depletion voltage to the operation
voltage.
Both the depletion and operation voltage will depend on crystal geometry. The operation
voltage can surpass the depletion voltage by several 100 to 1000 Volts. This additional
bias voltage is applied for a multitude of reasons. It ensures the drift velocity of the charge
carriers (Section 3.3.4) is saturated and maintains a strong, uniform electric field in all
regions of the detector. The strong electric field also reduces the risk of charge carrier
recombination (Section 3.3.2), maximising charge collection efficiency.
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3.3 High Purity Germanium Detectors
Due to its inherent chemical properties discussed in this section, germanium crystals
function well as a radiation detector. The steps leading to the readout of an electric
signal shall also be covered herein.
3.3.1 Physical Properties of Germanium
Germanium is an element from the fourth group (Group IV) of the periodic table with
an atomic number (Z) of 32. Germanium’s density (5.323g/cm?) and atomic weight
(72.64 g/mol) are responsible for its reasonable stopping power andefficiency as a y-ray
detector. In comparison to other detector types, germanium, as a semiconductor,findsits
place in an intermediate stage between inefficient gas detectors and highly efficient scintil-
lators. However, semiconductors provide superior energy resolution to both gas detectors
and scintillation counters, due to the ease of chargeliberation and direct charge collection
attributed to their low band gap and conducting properties. Germanium, especially, is
the unrivalled material of choice for the spectroscopic measurement of y rays. Various
physical and chemical properties are quoted in Table 3.1. Germanium has a Face Centred
Cubic (FCC)lattice crystal structure. This means that germanium atomsare arranged in
a cubic base with an additional germanium atom positioned at the centre of the six faces.
Therefore, the continuously repeated unit cell contains four atoms. The FCC structureis
displayed schematically in Figure 3.6(a), while Figures 3.6(b), 3.6(c) and 3.6(d)illustrate
the various lattice planes and their Miller indices quoted below. Whendiscussing semi-
conductor materials, it is of interest to examine the conduction and valence band (Eg and
Fy) structure. A schematic diagram of germanium’s bandstructure is given in Figure 3.7.
This energy-momentum or E-k diagram displays the energy of a particle in the valence
and conduction bands of germanium asa function ofits carried momentum [Kno99]. The
band gap of forbidden energies is also shown in the shaded area of the figure. Figure
3.7 also illustrates the transition which promotes an electron from the valence band into
the conduction band. This transition shall be made from the absolute maximum of the
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Figure 3.6: Figure 3.6(a) depicts the structure of a face centred cubic lattice such as
germanium. The red discs indicate the atoms separated by the lattice constant a, while
the blue discs indicate the additional atoms characteristic of the FCC structure. Figures
3.6(b),3.6(c) and 3.6(d) show the <100>, <110> and <111> lattice plane, highlighted
by the blue shading, respectively.
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Atomic Number(Z) 32
Atomic Weight (A) 72.6 g/mol
Density 5.32 g/cm?
Dielectric Constant (€,.) 16.2
Intrinsic Carrier Concentration 2.0 x 10% cm7~?
Intrinsic Resistivity 47 Ocm
Energy Gap (300 kK) 0.67 eV
Energy Gap (0K) 0.77eV
Ionisation Energy Epair 2.96 eV
Electron Mobility (300 kK) 3900 cm?V/s
Hole Mobility (300 kK) 1900 cm?V/s
Lattice Constant (a) 556.75 pm    
Table 3.1: Electrical and chemical properties of germanium.
valence band to the absolute minimum of the conduction band. The F —k diagram shows
how this is not a vertical transition but also requires a change in momentum. Semicon-
ductors with this attribute are referred to as indirect semiconductors. The momentum
necessary for this transition is taken from a phonon. The phononis a quasi-particle which
carries the vibrations of the crystallographic lattice structure. It has been demonstrated,
in both experimental and theoretical work, that the absolute minima of the conduction
band for germanium lie along the <111> axis [Sho50, Car66].
3.3.2 Charge Carrier Production
Electrons created by the physical procedures described in Section 3.1 will interact with
the crystal, either by the ionisation of surrounding atoms or by emitting Bremsstrahlung.
Although Bremsstrahlung only becomes dominant above ~2 MeVit shall be mentioned
here for completeness. The total energy deposited by an electron in matter per unit length
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Figure 3.7: A schematic diagram of the energy of the particles situated within the valence
and conduction bands of germanium as a function of their momentum. The band gap of
forbidden energies for germanium is indicated in the shaded grey area [Kno99].
is described by
dE dE dE— = — — : 3:22
( dx vas) ( dx soem T ( dx suivante) ( )
A photoelectron released in the crystal will lose its energy by the generation of electron-
hole pairs. The numberof pairs created (Npair) is dependent on the energy deposited by
the y ray, Ey, and the energy required to liberate an electron-hole pair from the crystal
structure (Epair)
(3.23)
Equation (3.23) or more directly the ionisation energy Epair is responsible for the spec-
troscopic performance of a material. For germanium Fair is ~ 3eV [Peh68] while for a
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typical scintillation detector, such as thallium doped-sodium iodide (Nal(T1)), is 2 orders
of magnitude higher at ~300 eV [Lee03]. The greater numberof chargecarriers ultimately
results in more accurate representation of the deposited energy.
The statistical variation (ANpair) on the number of generated charge carriers (Npair)
is, therefore, the first fundamental limitation to the achievable energy resolution of any
semiconductor radiation detection device. Due to these properties, germanium is an ideal
detector choice for spectroscopic applications in nuclear physics.
As the generation of an electron-hole pair is a probabilistic and repetitive occurrence,
Poisson statistics were first chosen to quantify the uncertainty ANpair. However, {Fan47]
demonstrated that a modified Poisson distribution must be utilised as the probability
of producing an electron-hole pair is not independent of previous charge liberation. A
correction factor termed the Fano factor (F) was thus introduced. Inclusion of the Fano
factor allows ANpair to be calculated using
 Wp= ANpair =—V FNoair = (3.24)
Ear
In germanium,the Fano factor is ~0.06 [Pap04] while in Nal(T1) Poisson statistics apply
and F ~ 1.0. In addition to the statistical fluctuation in the numberof generated charge
carriers discussed above (W>), the uncertainty in a measured energyis influenced by two
further factors. For optimum spectroscopic performance, the amount of charge liberated
by the y-ray interaction must be fully collected on the detector contacts. Any charge
carriers which become trapped in defects within the crystal structure [Sim49] or recom-
bine [Hal52, Sho52} will introduce additional uncertainties [Kno99]. Charge trapping and
charge recombination are combined as the error due to incomplete charge collection and
termed (Wx). Thefinal contribution arises from the error caused by electronic noise in the
system (Wz). The energy resolution or full width at half maximum (FWHM)of a peak
in a y-ray spectrum is fundamentally limited to the quadrature sum of these contributing
factors and is defined by
FWHM = Wr = \/W3,+W2 + W2. (3.25)
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These terms have been quantified as a function of energy for a standard coaxial detec-
tor and are presented graphically in Figure 3.8 as reproduced from [Kno99]. The figure
displays how the summedcontribution from all three sources scales linearly with increas-
ing y-ray energy. The influence of noise upon the energy resolution remains constant
with increasing deposited y-ray energy, while the effect from charge trappingis linearly
proportional to the deposited energy due to the increase in the numberof chargecarriers.
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Figure 3.8: A graphic representation of the various contributing factors to the energy
resolution for a coaxial germanium detector and their sum Wr. Wp is the statistical
uncertainty on the charge carriers produced per eV of deposited energy, Wx is the un-
certainty due to incomplete charge collection and Wg is the influence of electronic noise
[Kno99].
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3.3.3 Signal Generation in Germanium
In a germanium detector, the electric field across the depletion region drawsthe liber-
ated charge carriers towards the contact of opposing polarity. Their motion within the
electric field E induces a time-dependent current (i(t)) upon the detector electrodes. By
measurement of i(t), quantitative information is gained regarding the numberof charge
carriers created (Npair), thus establishing a relation between the energy deposited by the
y-ray and the measuredsignal. {[Sho38] and [Ram39] published that 7(t) is a function of
the amount of liberated charge present (q), the electric field (E) strength, the position-
and time-dependent drift velocity of the charge carriers (Uz) and the electric potential w.
i(t) is thus described by
i(t) =ee (3.26)
While Equation (3.26) holds for single electrode devices, it is complicated by detector
segmentation, as charge is induced andcollected on separate electrodes. The concept of
a non-physical weighting potential and a corresponding weighting field was introduced to
aid this calculation for mulitelectrode detectors {[He00].
The weighting potential describes the electrostatic coupling between a charge carrier
at position x and an electrode at unit potential providing the remaining electrodes are
grounded. The problem is thus reduced to being solely geometry dependent.
A schematic diagram of a multielectrode detector and its weighting field is shown in Fig-
ure 3.9. The contours on the diagram quantify the weighting potential ¢9. The observed
current as a function of time (7(¢)), shown below the contour map, indicate the amplitude
of charge observed on the electrode at unit potential for the two depicted charges g. The
migration of q and the structure of the weighting field along its path define the current
signal observed on the respective electrode.
Although the assumptionsdiscussed aboveare notvalid in a real detector, [He00] demon-
strated that the charge induced on any electrode is independent of both the potential ap-
plied to other electrodes and the magnitudeor presence of space-charge. This observation
validates the Schockley-Ramo theorem derived in [Sho38] and [Ram39] for segmented
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Figure 3.9: A diagram showingthe weighting potential from an electrode at unit potential.
The current induced on the sameelectrode when two separate charges q travel through
the weighting field are depicted beneath the potential map in the i(¢) curves.
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detectors of any geometry. This permits the current and charge induced in a detector
segment by a moving point charge to be defined by
i = qvaEo(2z) (3.27)
Q = —49¢0(z), (3.28)
respectively, where ¢9 and Eo are the weighting potential and field. For detector readout
it is important to understand the amount of charge induced (Q) as a function of time
(t) by a moving charge (q) as it is this physical quantity which shall be processed by an
electronic unit such as a preamplifier. Q(t) is described by
Q(t) = —9¢o(x(t)). (3.29)
Although the charge cloud released within a semiconductor detectoris ofa finite size, the
weighting potential as described in [He00] is still applicable. With relation to the detector
geometry, the charge cloud dimensions are understood to be minimal and saturate at
~1mm even at energies of several MeV [Kro99]. The spreading of the charge cloud has
been made subject of closer study in works such as [Kro99]. Their conclusions justify
approximating the charge cloud to a point-like entity and add weight to the assumptions
in [He00].
3.3.4 Anisotropic Charge Carrier Drift Velocity
The drift velocity of a charge carrier is linked to the size of the electric field and its
mobility (4) according to
ae = MeE(r) for electrons (3.30)
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Figure 3.10: A graph of the drift velocity vq of the electrons as a function of the magnitude
of the electric field. The effect of the lattice orientation on vg begins to contribute above
an electric field of ~120 V/cm {Mih00].
or
vA = t,E(r) for holes. (3.31)
The charge carrier mobility will vary, dependent upon the crystallographic plane or Miller
index it travels along. The electron drift velocities, for all three lattice orientations, as
a function of applied bias voltage are shown in Figure 3.10 as reproduced from [Mih00].
This is an important criterion to consider in the design of a semiconductor detector. In
planar detectors (Section 3.4.4), the bias must be applied along the axis facilitating easy
charge migration in order to reduce charge recombination and trapping and produce an
efficient charge collection system. It is also important to align the electric field vector
with the <100> plane as a misalignment results in an angular offset between the drift
velocity vz and E. This may, ultimately, result in a divergence of the charge cloud path
(Mih00).
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3.3.5 The Preamplifier
In the semiconductor detector relevant to this work, the current signal is processed by a
preamplifier unit and integrated to produce a charge signal. Specially-developed, high-
bandwidth, charge-sensitive preamplifiers are utilised. The current signalis initially pro-
cessed using a field effect transistor (FET), to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and this
signal is transferred to the preamplifier. The preamplifier step is necessary to amplify the
current as the insufficient amount; generated within the crystal, cannot be manipulated
directly. For signal-to-noise purposes, the preamplifier is located as close as possible to
the detector, to minimise capacitive loading in connecting cables. Finally, the amount of
the charge,i.e. the height of the charge signal produced by a charge sensitive preamplifier,
contains information on the numberof liberated charge carriers, Npair. In data analysis,
calculations are performed on the charge signal to extract its height and, with it, the
energy deposited in the crystal.
Figure 3.11 displays a schematic diagram of a typical charge-sensitive preamplifier in-
stalled in a semiconductor detector. Ry and Cy are the feedback resistor and feedback
capacitor respectively. A typical value for Rp is ~1GQ and ~1pF for Cy. The product
of Ryx Cy defines the time constant. For the preamplifiers used in this study, Ry x Cy
= 50 us.
 
  0 | 0
Vig 0 Ci ae om
Figure 3.11: A schematic diagram of a resistive feedback charge sensitive preamplifier.
The charge will be stored in the capacitor Cr and released slowly in an exponential decay
proportional to the decay constant Ry x Cy.
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Figure 3.12: A sample preamplifier pulse digitised from a segmented planar HPGede-
tector. The initial fast rise as the charge is collected and the exponential decay as the
capacitor C’; discharges are clearly seen.
Figure 3.12 provides an example of a preamplifier signal recorded with a digital oscillo-
scope from a HPGe segmented planar detector. The pulse showstheinitial fast rise of the
pulse as the chargeis collected. The rising edge of the pulse is a convolution of both the
intrinsic risetime of the preamplifier and the current induction due to the motion of the
charge carriers. The intrinsic risetime was measured using a pulser to be 30 nsin [Tur06].
The risetime parameter (T90) is defined as the length of time passed for the pulse to go
from 10% of its height to 90%. T90, along with analogous parameters such as T30 or
T50, is often used in pulse shape assessment and will be discussed in detail and applied
to experimental data in Chapter 6. The second shaping feature of the preamplifier is
introduced by the discharge of the capacitor Cy. As charge accumulates within C’;, the
capacitor will begin to decay. This is most easily observed in the exponential decay of
the preamplifier after the charge is fully collected. The decay of the charge within the
preamplifier is governed by
Q = QoeVI, (3.32)
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3.4 Applications of Germanium Detectors
In this section the development of the HPGedetector will be discussed. Important metrics,
for quantifying detector performance, shall be introduced and the historic route leading
to detector applications outside of nuclear spectroscopy outlined.
3.4.1 Detector Performance
In order to evaluate detector performance, it is critical to develop figures of merit common
to all detector systems. The categories addressed here are: efficiency, energy resolution,
timing resolution and position resolution.
Efficiency
In general, the efficiency is the probability of a detection system producing a response
to incident radiation. All stages of the detection system contribute toward the efficiency,
including the interaction material (e.g. solid crystal or gas) and any subsequent electronics
(e.g. photomultiplier tube). The efficiency is divided into three sub-categories:
Absolute Efficiency
The absolute efficiency (€4ys) is a direct ratio between the number of y rays emitted and
those detected during a measurement. The number of emitted y rays is calculated accord-
ing to Equation (3.33), using the activity of the source at time t (A(t)), the branching
ratio of a given emission energy (P(E,)) and the acquisition time(Texp)
Neaetentad Naetected= . 3.33
Nematted A(t) * Texp * PE.) ( )
€Abs = 
The absolute photopeak efficiency (€4»s(E)) quantifies the numberof full energy absorp-
tions for a given energy. In this case, only events in the photopeak contribute to the
numerator, Naetected:
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Intrinsic Efficiency
Although €4,, is a much employed metric, it is influenced by the source-detector geometry.
For a representation more characteristic of material and/or system properties, the intrinsic
efficiency €7; may be calculated. It was devised to normalise €4,, by the solid angle of a
sphere covered by the detector
* €Abs; (3.34)EInt = |
where Ape; is the detector’s surface area and r is the source to detector distance.
Relative Efficiency
As a means of comparing a system with a well understood and commonly available de-
tector unit, the relative efficiency (ere) gauges the absolute efficiency relative to the
efficiency of a 7.5cm diameter and 7.5cm long, cylindrical Nal(Tl) for the 1.332 MeV
y-ray emitted from a °°Co source at 25cm distance.
Energy Resolution
The energy resolution of a detector is a measureof the ability to produce a low uncertainty
on an energy deposit. Individual systematic and statistical factors contributing to the
energy resolution were discussed, in more detail, in Section 3.3.2. In this work, the energy
resolution shall be quantified by the full width at half maximum (FWHM)of the Gaussian
photopeak observed in an energy spectrum. In some documents, the o parameter of a
Gaussian fit is selected for this purpose. When performing to specification, a typical
coaxial HPGe detector will produce a FWHM of <2keV at 1.332 MeV.
Timing Resolution
The uncertainty on the y-ray interaction time is an additional important property of a
detection system. As with the efficiency, the timing resolution (rT) is a result of both the
chosen detector material and the signal processing electronics [Kno99]. Ideally, a detector
(in conjunction with its electronics) will have the ability to produce and collect a signal
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rapidly, minimising the uncertainty on the interaction time. Firstly, accurate timing
resolution is important in order to correctly identify the number of y-ray interactions.
Any energy deposits occurring within a time At are not resolved if At < 7. In this case
the interactions are falsely interpreted as a single deposit of the summed energy. Also in
any form of coincident data readout, the ability to effectively define a narrow coincidence
windowresults in higher quality data due to a larger fraction of true coincidences and a
reduction of random coincidences. These terms are discussed in more detail in Section
2.6. The timing resolution of a system is most commonly quantified as the FWHM of a
peak in a time spectrum between two “coincident” signals from separate detectors.
3.4.2 Lithium-drifted Germanium Detectors
A p-n junction with an applied reverse bias wasfirst introduced as a radiation spectrome-
ter in the 1950s by [Tea50]. However, in these early stages of semiconductor development,
the devices were more suited to the detection of short range particles (e.g. a particles)
rather than more penetrating y rays [Kno99]. The reason for this was the thickness of
the depletion region (d) defined by
2eV
whereV is the reverse bias voltage, e is the charge of an electron and N is the net impurity
concentration. The thickness of a depletion region d was restricted by the net impurity
concentration N. In order to producethicker detectors, capable of attenuating particles
with longer mean free paths, a reduction in the impurity concentration was required. For
example, for a orysial to produce a 10mmdepletion width at a bias of 1000 V, an impurity
concentration as low as 10!° atoms/cm? is necessary. Although such impurity levels were
not possible at the time, thicker depletion regions were reached by [Pel60] in 1960 in
silicon (Si) and reproduced for germanium in |Fre62]. Both publications avoid directly
removing the impurities present in the crystal by compensating for them by introducing a
dopant of opposing polarity. Commonly crystals were drifted with lithium (Li) after their
growth in which case they are given the symbols Si(Li) and Ge(Li) for drifted silicon and
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germanium respectively. This approach allowed germanium based p-n junctions of up to
20mm to be manufactured, providing a much moreefficient detector for higher energy
photons.
3.4.3 High-Purity Germanium Detectors
The Ge(Li) detectors discussed above were, unfortunately, very inconvenient to operate
as they required permanent liquid nitrogen cooling, even when no external bias supply
was applied. This meant that any form of maintenance or transport was an inherently
tedious procedure. New methods to grow germanium crystals were devised in the 1970s,
which produced the desired net impurity concentrations directly, without lithium drifting.
Theearliest documentation of such crystal growing techniques were published in [Han71],
while these ideas were later applied to detector manufacturing in [Hal71]. The technique
begins with melted germanium and uses a germanium seed to grow a crystal from the
liquid element. By adapting such parameters as the temperature gradients, seed rota-
tion and withdrawal speed, properties of the new crystal can be controlled. Due to the
distribution coefficients of the undesired impurities [Hal71] and their solubility [Kno99],
the impurities accumulate in the liquid crystal, effectively filtering the newly grown solid
crystal. With this technique, impurity levels as low as 10!°cm~? have been documented
in the purest regions of the crystal [Hal71]. The purity of the crystal allows it to pro-
duce depletion regions which rival Ge(Li) crystal without the inconvenience of permanent
cooling. Although the crystal must be cooled when biased; for storage, travel and repair
purposesit can be allowed to warm to room temperature without its impurity level being
affected. This was a major breakthrough in producing large volume devices, which were
able to travel around the world as radiation sensors.
3.4.4 Detector Geometry
High-purity germanium detectors are generally manufactured into two different shapes:
planar and coazial. Figure 3.13 illustrates an example of both these types. The planar de-
tector (Figure 3.13(a)) is defined by application of the bias potential across two opposing
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Figure 3.13: Schematic illustrations of both a planar (Figure 3.13(a)) and a coaxial de-
tector geometry (Figure 3.13(b)). The difference, in where the potential is applied and
how the charge carriers migrate, is displayed.
surfaces of the crystal. Conventionally, planar detectors are thinner square or rectangular
crystals (up to + 2cm thick) with each charge carrier species generally migrating in the
samedirection with respect to the lattice axes. Coaxial detectors, as depicted in Figure
3.13(b), have a morecylindrical shape and can be producedin larger volumes. The poten-
tial is applied between the outer surface of the cylinder and an inner, cylindrical contact
produced by removing a core from the cylinder centre (see Figure 3.13(b)). For this
geometry, charge carriers will migrate inwards or outwards depending on their polarity.
3.4.5 Detector Contacts
The charge signal is read out through detector contacts, which must be either n* or pt
* contact is produced byin their dopant concentration. With current technology, the n
lithium diffusion or evaporation onto the wafer surface, while the p* contact is formed by
implantation of donor atoms using an accelerated beam. Most commonly, boron is chosen
as the implanted dopant. An alternative to this approach was developed in [Han77],
which allowed the contacts to be made thinner and less susceptible to neutron damage.
The authors show that a contact fabricated from amorphous germanium can operate as
a blocking contact. Today, HPGe contacts are most commonly manufactured from either
lithium diffusion/boron implantation or amorphous germanium {Amm08].
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3.4.6 Detector Segmentation
One disadvantage of large volume HPGecrystals was their poor position resolution. In
nuclear structure experiments, this has major repercussions for the measured energy res-
olution due to Doppler broadening effects [Nol94]. The very first steps taken to address
this problem involved simple restriction of the detector’s opening angle, through lead
collimation (as first used in the HPGe array TESSAO [Twi81]) ?.
Fuelled by the desire to further improve position resolution for nuclear structure ex-
periments, [Mac94] developed a lithographic technique to segment the outer contact of
a coaxial detector effectively dividing the active volumeinto subsections with negligible
loss of efficiency. The numberof separable detector volumes (granularity) was enhanced,
reducing position uncertainty on the interaction and minimising Doppler broadening. De-
tector segmentation waslater applied to planar HPGedetectors, most commonly either by
pixelating one contact (pixel detector) or by segmenting both contacts into orthogonally
aligned strips (Double-Sided Strip Detector or DSSD).
3.4.7 Pulse Shape Analysis
The term Pulse Shape Analysis (PSA) covers any type of analytical technique where
additional details, regarding an interaction, are obtained from the shapeof the charge or
current pulses. Such studies have been performed since the 1970s [Bru75], but it is the
examination of interaction position, as a function of pulse shape, which prompted the
expansion of semiconductor usage into other fields. The first attempts were conducted
by [Kr696] using an unsegmented EUROBALL |Sim97] HPGedetector. Advancements
on these efforts are documented in [Vet00], where a segmented detector was utilised to
produce three dimensional position sensitivity in a segmented coaxial HPGedetector. In
[Vet00], pulse shapes were categorised into real charges, induced directly by the collection
of a charge cloud, and image charges, induced upon neighbouring segments by charge
 
2A similar technique is still employed in present arrays such as GAMMASPHERE[Del87] and TI-
GRESS [{Gar07] where the BGO suppression shields extend beyond the front of the detector additionally
acting as a geometric collimator.
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Figure 3.14: An exampleof pulse shapes as they appearafter digitisation. The pulses have
also been normalised. (centre) an example of a real charge as observed on theelectrode
where an interaction occurs. (left) and (right) are examples of image charges as induced
on immediately neighbouring segments by the charge cloud migration.
cloud motion toward the contacts. Figure 3.14 displays an example of a typical real
charge pulse, recorded by a segmented HPGeplanar strip detector. Thorough analysis
of the pulse shapes and/or some of their selected properties® (e.g. integral or rise-time)
led to two major breakthroughs: firstly the y-ray was localised along an unsegmented
dimension (in the case of [Vet00], this was the radial dimension) and secondly, position
resolution was improved much beyond the dimensions of the smallest segment.
Unsurprisingly, as it became clear that position resolution on the order of several mm
was achievable using PSA, new detector arrays were designed to take advantage. Most
famously, the long anticipated GRETA [Del99]} and AGATA [Sim03] arrays will apply
sophisticated PSA-algorithms to the digitised pulse shapes to achieve interaction posi-
tion resolution of 2-3mm°. Coupling the position resolution with germanium’s excellent
spectroscopic performanceallows exploitation of Compton kinematics to reconstruct the
 
3 Analysis of certain parameters of the pulse rather than its whole shapeis often referred to as para-
metric PSA
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interaction path throughout the array’s entirety (Gamma-Ray Tracking or GRT). GRETA
and AGATAwill be the first nuclear physics arrays to reconstruct the y ray path despite
scatter between detectors. This increases the arrays’ efficiency by orders of magnitude
(Del99, Sim06, Bos07c} at 1 MeV, as events Compton scattered between detectors are no
longer rejected. Although the application of these techniques in nuclear spectroscopy is
not the subject of this work, the high position resolution developed in nuclear physics
inspired scientists, from a wide rangeof disciplines, to apply semiconductors and HPGe
to their fields.
3.4.8. Gamma-Ray Imaging Applications with Semiconductors
Across a broad rangeoffields, it is of interest to produce an image representing thelo-
cational distribution of a y-ray source. Exploiting a principle first published by [Tod74],
which would become known as the Compton camera,it was the Comptontelescope (Comp-
Tel) [Sch78] to first experimentally demonstrate y-ray imaging, albeit using Nal(T1) scin-
tillators. Further experimentation into Compton imaging was carried out by [Sin83],
first applying Compton cameras to medical imaging and designing a system making
the collimation stage of a Gamma Camera redundant. This field of research remains
very active today with a multitude of proposals and systems currently under studye.g.
(Yan01, Tak05, Mih07]. Another field of medical imaging, which is evolving through the
use of semiconductor detectors, is positron emission tomography. Semiconductor detec-
tors show much promise and may form the basis for the next generation of PET scanners
([Tai05]. Numerous PET systems have been developed at research level using mercuric
iodide (HgI2) [Dah85], cadmium telluride (CdTe), silicon (Si) [Aur05], Cadmium-Zinc
Telluride (CZT) [Ish07] and germanium [Bos07a, Coo09], while the effects on the medical
industry are also well documented [DIm00, MNT08]. This work shall discuss a specific
example of such an application of germanium detectors to positron emission tomography.
Chapter 4
The SmartPET Project
In the latter half of the last century, much research effort focused on the application of
semiconductors to medical imaging {Act03, Tai05]. SmartPET (SMall Animal Reconstruc-
tion Tomograph for Positron Emission Tomography) |[Bos07a] was a collaborative project
between the University of Liverpool and STFC (formerly CCLRC) Daresbury Labora-
tory established in 2003 and is an example of a semiconductor-based medical imaging
proposal. SmartPET utilises two segmented, planar HPGedetectors in a dual-head PET
camera configuration. The detectors are coupled to digital pulse processing electronics
and mounted in a rotating gantry to acquire radiation intensity projections at an angular
range of 180°. The detailed digital sampling of the detector response enables application
of sophisticated pulse shape analysis routines to produce high resolution images.
4.1 The SmartPET Detectors
Identically designed detectors (SmartPET1 and SmartPET2) were manufactured for the
project by ORTEC [ORT]. Each is a Double Sided Germanium Strip Detector (DSGeSD),
containing a HPGecrystal of 74mmx74mmx20mm. These dimensions include a 7mm
wide guard ring, indented along the 74mm edges, leaving an active crystal volume of
60mmx60mmx20mm. A technical drawing of the crystal inside one of the SmartPET
detectors is provided in Figure 4.1 (left). Figure 4.1 (right) highlights the crystal axes.
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The active volumeis orthogonally segmented into 12 strips with a 5mm strip pitch. The
manufacturer reports that both HPGecrystals have a comparable impurity concentration
of ~ 6x 10°cm~? with the impurity gradient not exceeding 5% through the depth (20 mm)
of the crystal [San05a]. Charge carriers migrate through the 20mm depth of the crystal,
which follows the <100> lattice axis to within 1° [San05aj. As addressed in Section 3.3.4,
this axis is capable of fastest charge transportation and aids optimum charge collection.
The orthogonal strip segmentationis illustrated in Figure 4.2. The crystals are operated at
-1800 V and, according to documentation provided by the manufacturer [San05a], deplete
at -1300 V. Detailed information regarding the contact material on the detector faces has
not been disclosed by ORTEC, however the AC coupled (p+) contacts (Figure 4.2(a)) have
a 0.3 wm thickness and are separated by 180 um (inter-strip gap). On the DC blocking
contact (n+) (Figure 4.2(b)) the inter-strip gap is 300m and the contacts are 50 um
deep. The output from each contact is fed to an ORTEC-designed warm Field Effect
Transistor (FET) and a fast charge sensitive preamplifier with a gain of 300mV/MeV.
The preamplifiers are designed for low-noise and high-bandwidth signal processing and
have a decay time of rT ~ 54s. The risetime of the preamplifier has been quantified at
30 ns in [Tur06].
4.2 Digital Electronics
The SmartPET system requires highly-developed, digital electronics to perform sophis-
ticated pulse shape analysis and achieve high spatial localisation of a y-ray interaction.
In addition, the electronics must be capable of operation at high count rates, to acquire
sufficient statistics in the available time defined by the half-life of the radioisotope. In the
case of fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG), a commonly used PET substance based on the decay
of fluorine-18 ('8F), one half-life lasts +110 mins [DRU].
The digital acquisition units extract energy and time information from the charge
response of the detector. For this reason, the pulse shapes or waveforms are digitised at
a high frequency and recorded for offline analysis. Two types of digital electronics units
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Figure 4.1: A technical drawing illustrating the dimensions of the crystal (left). The
shaded area indicates the guard ring while the unshaded area indicates the active volume.
(right) highlights the crystal axes. The charge carriers are collected along the <100>
axis.
have been employed in SmartPET measurements: the well-understood and previously
commissioned four-channel Gamma-Ray-Tracking (GRT) VME module {Laz03] and the
more sophisticated, commercial Lyrtech VHS-ADC card [LYR]. The Lyrtech VHS-ADC
units are currently being optimised for their role in the project and are in the development
and testing phase.
4.2.1 The Gamma Ray Tracking 4 Cards
One GRT4card is implemented with four 14 bit 80 MHz flash Analogue to Digital Con-
verters (ADCs). Each analogue input trace is processed by a 40 MHz, low-pass, Nyquist
filter to reduce the effects of electronic noise on the pulse shape. Processing is performed
by two Xilinx Spartan 2 Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), the first providing a
512 sample circular buffer, a digital trigger algorithm and a calculation of the deposited
energy based on a moving window deconvolution (MWD) algorithm [Geo94]. The sec-
ond available FPGA offers the potential for further pulse processing and trace buffering
[Laz03]. The GRT4 cards are administered a common external trigger pulse, typically a
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Figure 4.2: A display of the orthogonal strip segmentation on both the AC and DC faces
of the detector. The shaded area of the crystal indicates the guard ring.
NIM logic pulse, as a signal to begin data storage. During data transfer, the cards return
a busy or inhibit signal to the trigger system to prevent additional trigger signals. A
detailed discussion of the experimental setup is found in Sections 4.6 and 6.2.
The GRT4 cards suffer from two major limitations which motivate their replacement by
the Lyrtech ADCs:firstly, the readout of the VME crate which contains the GRT4 cards
is limited to approximately 4Mb/s (~220Hz per VMEcrate). Secondly, they are only
temporally synchronised (time aligned) locally to each VME module. This means that
although four channels within a card are collectively time stamped, the remaining cards
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are not synchronised with each other. This weakness has dramatic implications for the
pulse shape analysis algorithms [Dim08], see Section 6.8.
4.2.2 The Lyrtech Analogue to Digital Converter
The commercially available Lyrtech VHS-ADCdigitiser cards [LYR] benefit from a sig-
nificantly higher readout rate and a global time-synchronisation. Their high readout rate
of 50 kHz per channel, dramatically exceeds the previous 220 Hz overall rate in the GRT4
setup. The radiation sources, measured in SmartPET experiments so far, have not chal-
lenged this count rate, resulting in a system with virtually zero dead time. The 16 14- bit
ADCsoperate at a sampling frequency of up to 105 MHz and are implemented with high-
capacity Virtex-4 programmable FPGAs. Uponfull implementation, the more advanced
FPGAsshall permit online pulse shape analysis. This reduces the offline analysis time
and the disk space required as only interaction parameters such as position (x,y, z) and
energy (/) are stored. The global time stampis crucial to the performance of sophisti-
cated pulse shape analysis algorithms and is an additional reason why the full system is
not programmable in the GRT4 electronics system. It should be stressed that the high
readout rate is essential to the success of the SmartPET project as a majority of PET
imaging is conducted using short-lived radioisotopes, e. g. SF, which has a half-life of
~110mins. Even this seemingly short half-life, when compared to laboratory sources,
is one of the longer lived clinical PET isotopes (see Table 5.2). Producing images with
this isotope is a crucial step in the project’s success and is not possible using the GRT4
system.
4.3 The Rotating Gantry
As with most dual-head PET cameras, the two SmartPET detectors are mounted in a
stable holding structure which physically rotates them around the Field Of View (FOV).
The gantry itself was custom designed and built by the University of Liverpool and the
rotation is executed by two, high-precision McLennan stepper motors. The angular po-
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Figure 4.3: A CAD drawing of the SmartPET detectors mounted in their custom designed
rotating gantry. Theillustration includes the stepper motors and the central source holder.
sition of the stepper motors is coupled to the data acquisition system and included in
the data stream. The motors operate with an angular step size as low as 400 increments
per revolution (0.9°). The angular velocity is kept minimal to reduce microphonic noise
induced by the motion of liquid nitrogen within the SmartPET dewars. A CAD drawing
of the SmartPET detectors mounted in the gantry is presented in Figure 4.3.
4.4 Imaging with SmartPET
SmartPET was designed as a prototype system to evaluate the use of germanium in
both PET imaging and Compton camera imaging ([Gil06]). The project has successfully
demonstrated imaging capability with germanium in both of these modalities and led to
a range of publications in imaging [Gil06, Coo09], fundamental understanding of detector
response {Bos07a] and charge cloud behaviour and collection [Coo08]. The research car-
ried out by [Mat06] and [Coo09] demonstrates undeniable potential in germanium-based
scanners and the large impact of applying well-understood and fully-characterised detec-
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tors to PET imaging. Complementary, collaborative work between Monash University,
Australia and the University of Liverpool has resulted in highly successful Compton imag-
ing publications [Gil06, BosO7b, Bev07]. With the fundamental possibility of performing
imaging with a device similar to the SmartPET system established, it is crucial to be able
to identify the limitations of the existing system.
4.5 The SmartPET Model
Attempting to answer these questions experimentally does not provide access to all the
necessary information. In fact, the parameters are distorted as the radiation detection
introduces manylevels of uncertainty. Specifically, the general goal in nuclear imaging
is to locate a radioactive decay, based on interactions of its products with matter. If, in
detecting these products, an error is introduced (i.e. through the abilities of the detec-
tor), decoupling the uncertainty attributed to the physical process from the uncertainty
for which the detector is responsible, is non-trivial. Although the origins of these distor-
tions can be considered empirically [Mos93] and somesingle contributions can be studied
through innovative experiment design [Der79, Der&6a], their individual, quantitative im-
pact on any one image cannot be measured. Theindividual contributions from all limiting
factors (e.g. position resolution, timing resolution) are combined within the image and
information, regarding the factors in isolation, is irretrievably lost. In a simulated data
set, this is not the case. Providing the simulation truly represents the interactions with
matter, access to the “true” interaction parameters, before they are distorted by the
uncertainties of the experiment, is granted. Furthermore, one acquires information unob-
tainable experimentally, e.g. the interaction order. The near infinite level of precision on
all parameters is not only beneficial in establishing system limitations, but also qualita-
tively assessing their origins. This knowledgeis of general scientific interest, but is also
essential for project evaluation and maximising the potential of current equipment and
future systems in the design stage. As alluded to above, it is crucial to take particular
care in interpreting simulated results. Without experimental comparison, miscalculations
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may go unidentified. More importantly, a realistic link must be established between the
performance and accuracy of the detector and the modelled data. Otherwise, no mean-
ingful result can be concluded. For these reasons, the simulated results were thoroughly
compared to experimental data and validated (Section 4.6).
4.5.1 The SmartPET Simulation Geometry
The SmartPET model is programmedin the Object Orientated (OO) C++ Geant4 (GE-
ometry ANd Tracking) environment {Ago03]. Geant4 was selected as a simulation plat-
form due to its extremely versatile functionality stemming from its OO roots. It allows
free selection of parameters of interest and was moreflexible than its competitors at the
time of code development. The geometry, in the simulation, replicates the SmartPET
detectors (Section 4.1) to the highest possible level of detail providing the information
disclosed by the manufacturer.
The simulation geometry includes:
e The HPGeactive volumes
e The surrounding guard ring
The charge collecting contacts or dead layer?.
The aluminium cryostat housing
The vacuum within the cryostat
 
TAs the composition of the contacts has not been disclosed by the manufacturer the contacts were
modelled as HPGe. This arises from the suspicion that they are manufactured from amorphous
germanium(Gri64, Han77]. Reasons for this suspicion are two fold. Firstly ORTEC have commented
that the contacts are not manufactured fromlithium and boron [San05b] and secondly during discussions
regarding SmartPET, M. Amman commented that given the contact geometry (particularly thickness)
the contacts are highly likely to be manufactured from amorphous germanium[Amm08]
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The simulation does not include:
e The copper cooling element surrounding the crystal
e Any cabling materials related to the FETs and preamplifiers
e The contact segmentation?
e Any mounting materials (e.g. screws)
The following validation results will clarify that neglecting these components had little
impact on the accuracy of the simulated data.
4.5.2 The SmartPET Physics List
Primarily, the SmartPET model employs the “G4LowEnergy” physics package [Cha04]
which is designed to reproduceelectromagnetic interactions at low energies. A competing,
available physics package to include was the “Standard” physics package. The most
significant differences between the “Standard” package and its low energy equivalent are
observed below 1 keV [Cha04]. Although energies this low are not of primary interest
for this study, the long term aim of the SmartPET work is to produce a competitive
diagnostic tool and the low energy physics package is documented to reproduce dose
effects with higher accuracy than the “Standard” package [Cha04]. In Geant4, the cut
value is the point at which the software is ordered to terminate a simulated track as below
this threshold the microscopic detail of the particles path is no longer of interest. In this
work the cut value was set to 100 wm.
4.5.3. Source Generation
With the exception of the simulations discussed in Sections 5.6.2 and 6.6, the Smart-
PET model has employed the “GeneralParticleSource” package (GPS) [QIN] to emulate
radioactive sources. GPS permits a command line controlled source generation, while
 
?The contact segmentation was included offline.
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its libraries include many fundamental source properties. This allows such attributes as
source shape, emission particle, energy distribution and angular coverage (e.g. isotropic)
to be called upon by a commandseries and do not need independently defining by the
user. The sources utilised in this work include isotropic point sources, source planes and
volumetric shapes such as cylinders. Both positron (e*) and y-ray sources were modelled
and are discussed in full detail in their respective sections.
4.5.4 Data Stream
Data were written to file if radiation interacted with any part of either of the SmartPET
active volumes or their guard ring. In this scenario, a range of information parameters
was extracted from the simulation and stored in a list mode format for offline study. The
list of parameters included the x, y, z coordinate of the interaction, a range of values for
the energy lost in the interaction (e.g. energy lost by the particle, energy deposited in
the crystal), the AC and DC strips in which the interaction occurred and the type of
particle involved (e.g. photon or electron). The data were then analysed in the ROOT
environment [ROO].
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4.6 Simulation Validation
Monte Carlo simulations exploit random number generation in order to reproduce and
predict the behaviour of a system. In order to maximise confidence in simulated results,
it is important to validate the simulation by drawing comparison with experimental mea-
surements. For this purpose, both experimentally acquired and simulated data shall be
examined in parallel in this section.
4.6.1 Simulated Data
Simulations of the geometry described in Section 4.5.1 were conducted. The general
particle source package [QIN] was employed to model isotropic, y-ray emitting, point
sources with experimentally available energies ranging from 80 keV - 1400 keV. The sources
were positioned 25cm above the aluminium housing of the detector.
4.6.2 Experimental Data
The geometry described above was assembled experimentally. Calibration sources emit-
ting the modelled energies were, independently, placed 25cm away from the aluminium
detector housing. Data were acquired with both a europium-152 (1°?Eu) and a barium-
133 (13Ba) source °. In all measurements, the 12 AC signals were divided into two paths:
one to provide an external trigger for the data acquisition, the other for spectroscopic
analysis. The 12 trigger signals each passed through a channel of an ORTEC 863 Quad
Timing Filter Amplifier (TFA). The TFA output signals were then fed through ORTEC
935 Quad Constant Fraction Discriminator (CFD) units with a 60 keV discriminator
threshold and a 20ns internal delay. Data were to be recorded when at least one of the
12 channels registered an energy deposit above the 60 keV threshold. This was achieved
by producinga logic pulse using a Phillips Scientific 755 Quad Majority Logic Unit which
was subsequently delivered to a CAEN 32 Channel Multievent Peak Sensing analogue to
digital converter (ADC). The DC pulses and other half of the AC pulses were input to
 
3Some additional data points were included from [Coo07b]
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Figure 4.4: A graphic representation of the electronics setup assembled to acquire exper-
imental validation efficiency data.
a CAEN N568LC 16 channel Programmable Spectroscopy Amplifier and then to the 32
channel ADC for digital energy storage. A schematicillustration of this setup is depicted
in Figure 4.4.
4.6.3. Terminology
To ease the discussion of both the analysis and the results, two terms shall now be
introduced. These will also feature in later sections of this document:
Fold
The fold of a detector face is defined as the number of strips which register energy ex-
ceeding a predefined threshold. The threshold is set intending to count the numberof real
charges in the detector. Values for the fold shall be quoted for each detector face using
the <AC fold , DC fold> notation for one detector and
<AC fold, , DC fold, || AC fold, , DC fold, > for two detectors. The || symbol indicates
that an order of the fold values is interchangeable. For example <1,1,2,1> demands AC
fold) = 2, where <1,1||2,1> requires only that either detector registered a single fold event,
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while the other contained only one fold two event.
Addback Energy
The term addback energy shall refer to the summed energyofall strips in a SmartPET
detector face. In some cases, specific addback energies shall be discussed, for example
the term fold two AC addback describes the summation of both detected energies in any
event where the AC fold is two (<2,X>). The addbackefficiency is calculated according to
Equation 3.33 with only events which meet an addbackcriterion contributing to Nuetected-
An example of such a criterion may be an energyrestriction.
4.6.4 Simulation Analysis
Simulated energy deposits in the SmartPET crystal were calculated along with an indi-
vidual sum for each AC and DCstrip. To account for further experimental effects, the
following thresholds were applied:
e Constant Fraction Discriminator threshold - demanding that at least one of the
energies in the AC strips exceeds the CFD threshold value of 60 keV. This parameter
is analogous to the threshold which triggers the data acquisition.
e Image Charge Threshold - requires that the individual deposits on a strip are in
excess of either 50 keV or a third of the photopeak energy as the acquisition system
is otherwise likely to regard them as an image charge (Section 3.4.7) or noise.
The addbackefficiency was then calculated by obtaining the numberof energy deposits
that fell within energy resolution of the source emission energy and dividing this by the
total number of emissions.
4.6.5 Experimental Analysis
The experimental data were analysed in the MTsort environment [MTS], where a three-
point, quadratic, energy calibration was carried out. When calculating an experimental
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addback spectrum, residual charge induced in the electronics channels is undesirably in-
cluded in the summation. This phenomenonreferred to as proportional cross talk has been
understood in SmartPET since [Coo08]. A correction was necessary when adding energy
from neighbouring and next-to-neighbouringstrips. If the interactions were separated by
a greater distance, no effects of proportional cross talk were observed. The experimental
absolute efficiencies were calculated using Equation 4.1 quoted below
 
Naetected _ Naetected (4 1)
€Addback = = ’
we Nemitted A(t) * Texp * P(#,)
where €Addback describes the numberof events which lie within a photopeak and meet
a requested fold criterion. The reader is reminded that A(t) is the activity of the source
at time t, Texp is the data acquisition time and P(E,) is the branching ratio of the y ray
of interest, as explained as part of Equation 3.33.
4.6.6 Validation Results
The absoluteefficiencies for total addback, fold one addback and fold two addback shall be
presented for both simulation and experiment over the 80 keV - 1400 keV energy range.
Figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 present the total addback, fold one addback and fold two ad-
dback values respectively for data acquired with the SmartPET1 detector and the source
positioned above the ACface.
All three figures show a goodlevel of agreement between simulated and experimental
data with all values passing a standard consistency check. The most accurate agreement,
over the energy range, is in the fold 1 data. In Figure 4.5 (total addback data), the
simulated values are consistently higher than their experimental counter part, especially
at low (OkeV - 200keV) to intermediate (200 keV - 700 keV) energies. In the fold 1 data
(Figure 4.6) the disagreement at low energy is maintained, where the intermediate en-
ergy points increase in accuracy. These two observations lead to the following conclusion.
Firstly, it is argued that the over-prediction of the simulation at low energy in both data
sets is due to photon attenuation. The detail of the interior of the SmartPET cryostat is
unknownand, at low energy, any additional components excluded from the model could
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Figure 4.5: A comparison of simulated and experimental total addback efficiency for the
SmartPET1 detector. The simulated points (red) and the experimental values (black)
show reasonable agreement.
be responsible for the discrepancy. This hypothesis is consistent with the fold one results
as any material difference between simulation and experiment will have the same effect,
independent offold.
Secondly, it is believed that the over-prediction in the total addback spectrum at interme-
diate energies is a result of the charge collection performance of the detector, particularly,
in and aroundtheinter-strip gap. The simulation does not bear any knowledge of charge
clouds, their migration through the crystal or their charge processing within the elec-
tronics. Therefore, any effects produced by the charge cloud (e.g. charge loss, charge
sharing, charge spreading, recombination and charge trapping) remain unmodelled. Any
inefficiency regarding the collection of the charge cloud will only reduce the experimental
addback efficiency and not the simulated data. Based on previous studies of SmartPET1
[Coo08], recombination and charge trapping are expected to be negligible; these phenom-
ena are also rarely observed in high-purity germanium detectors.
The interactions which produce fold one data are contained entirely within onestrip.
As the discrepancy is not observed in the fold oneefficiency curve, it is concluded that
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Figure 4.6: A comparison of simulated and experimental fold one addback efficiency for
the SmartPET1 detector. The simulated points (red) and the experimental values (black)
show reasonable agreement.
efficiency reduction is due to a process following the y ray scattering across several strips
and being added back. As the discrepancy only occurs at intermediate energies and
reduces with increasing energy, it is argued that the effect is at its most prominent in
Compton scattered events, separated by short distances. If charge were to be lost in
the inter-strip gap between two segments, this would explain the reduction in the total
addbackefficiency. As energy increases, the two interaction sites are less likely to be in
the vicinity of strip boundaries, reducing the probability of the charge cloud overlapping
with the strip gap. As the energy range is increased further to the high energy range,
scattered y rays are morelikely to travel through several strips. Therefore, the number of
interactions at boundaries and any subsequenteffects are reduced. Although the trend of
the fold two values at intermediate energies support these statements, the uncertainties
are deemed too large for this pattern to add further weight to the argument outlined
above.
In Figure 4.7 it can be seen that the fold two data are higher in experiment than in
simulation for low energy. It shall be stressed that this is the only occurrence of the
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Figure 4.7: A comparison of simulated and experimental fold two addback efficiency for
the SmartPET1detector. The simulated points (red) and the experimental values (black)
show reasonable agreement.
experimental values significantly exceeding the simulated counterpart. Again the charge
cloud is believed to explain this discrepancy. During charge collection, close to the inter-
strip boundary, the charge cloud can be split and shared between two electrodes. This
phenomenon is known as charge sharing and will lead to a single interaction resulting in
two separate charge cloudscollected on neighbouring electrodes. In other words a fold one
event will appear as a fold two event. Experimentally, both charge sharing and Compton
scattering can produce a fold two event, whereas the simulation will only model Compton
scattering. This explains the under-prediction of the simulation at fold two for low energy.
4.6.7 Summary
Although many discrepancies were discussed in detail above, generally the simulation
shows excellent agreement with the experimental data. It is argued that the system has
been modelled accurately and its output correctly interpreted. Any simulated results
can be treated with the highest confidence level due to the successful validation of the
SmartPET model. The simulation shall now be used to enhance the understanding of
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SmartPET’s performanceas a positron emission tomographin the following chapter.
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Chapter 5
Positron Emission 'Tomography
Imaging in Geant4
5.1 Motivation
Theability to reproduce radiation interactions within matter in a Monte-Carlo simulation
provides an invaluable route to realistic data. The simulations offer a full understanding
of the y-ray path, free from the restrictions of physical materials and their inherent man-
ufacturing cost. Simulated data are an essential tool in both understanding the potential
and constraints of existing setups and in the design and optimisation of novel systems in
development. This chapter shall focus on understanding the potential and limitations of
the SmartPET system.
5.2 Producing PET Images from Simulated Data
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) data were simulated in the Geant4 environment
(Ago03] to establish the imaging capabilities of the SmartPET system. Further aims
were to quantify the effects of various experimental distortions upon image quality and
prioritise design criteria for future PET systems. A final target was to devise a complex
phantom geometry which can be reconstructed using this apparatus.
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LORuseablein 2.5D Imaging
   
 
LORnotuseablein 2.5D Imaging
SmartPET Detectors
TomographicSlice
Figure 5.1: A graphic representation of the tomographic slicing principle and why only
LORs which do not cross slices can feature in a 2.5D reconstruction. Any LORs which
cross slices must be rejected unless a 3D reconstruction algorithm is developed. Further
explanation is found in the text.
5.2.1 Acquisition of Simulated Data
In simulation, the SmartPET detectors were rotated from the 0° position to the 180°
position around a positron emitting source in 10° increments. 5 million positrons were
emitted per angular position. The source geometries were varied from simplistic point
sources to complex extended phantom structures’. If each of the annihilation y rays de-
posit energy in one of the SmartPET detectors (coincidence), the event and its necessary
information parameters are recorded. Asthe data will be reconstructed into several two-
dimensional slices of image space, lines of response could only be reconstructed if their
depositions were in the same tomographic slice. This intermediate stage of imaging mul-
tiple two-dimensionalslices is often referred to as 2.5 dimensional (2.5 D) imaging. Figure
5.1 illustrates the distinction between the twoline of response categories graphically. The
green LOR contributes towards 2.5D reconstruction whereas the red LOR can only be
included in a 3D algorithm. A preliminary restriction, to excludelines of response which
are not common to one tomographic slice, was applied to reduce the datasize.
 
1Their detailed structure shall be discussed in their relevant sections.
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5.2.2 Reconstruction of simulated Data
Using a C++ algorithm in the ROOT environment [ROO], the lines of response were
arranged into sinograms (Section 2.7). A sinogram is a two-dimensional histogram, where
LORsare stored according to their displacement from a global point (the position, r)
and the angle at which they were acquired (@). This acts as the input format for the
reconstruction algorithm and enables Fourier spacefiltering to be conducted. The sino-
grams were reconstructed with a Java [JAV] based Filtered Back-Projection algorithm
(FBP) [Mat06] (or see Section 2.7.2) employing a RAMP filter. Figure 5.2 portrays a
one-dimensionalslice through a reconstruction of a point source, positioned near the cen-
tre of the Field Of View (FOV)at (0.25, 0,0.25) cm. The quarter centimetre displacement
in the z- and z-dimensions ensures the source is placed centrally within a tomographic
slice.
x10°
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= 2000}
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Position [mm]
 
  
Figure 5.2: A one-dimensional slice through the reconstruction of the “perfect” point
source reconstruction. Using theidealistic data from the simulation the intrinsic limit of
the reconstruction algorithm can be measured.
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5.3 Imaging Efficiency
5.3.1 Event Categories
An overview of the types of detected events is provided in Table 5.1 along with the fraction
of the data which they constitute. The relative fraction lost is defined as the fraction of
events remaining, since the previous restraint was applied. This metric was devised to
highlight where the efficiency losses are greatest and which data processing stages require
most attention. The imaging efficiency discussion is continued in Section 5.6.8 where the
probability of defining a LOR correctly shall be assessed. In this section, the focus is
placed on maximising the number of LORsusable to increase image efficiency.
From 90 million emitted positrons (5 million at each of the 18 angular projections), only
13% of the produced annihilation photon pairs are incident upon the detector faces. This
solid angle related constraint is controlled by the detector separation and surface area
of the detectors. The effects of varying the detector separation shall be investigated in
Section (5.6.6), yet increasing the detector surface area is implicitly linked with higher
manufacturing cost. Although this step must be considered it is not a limitation imposed
 
Data Type Numberof Events Fraction[%] Relative Fraction Lost
Total Emissions 90 million 100 n/a
Incident on Detectors 12.2 million 13 0.13
Coincident Detections 1.9 million 2 0.15
LORin oneSlice 139257 0.155 0.073
Near parallel LORs 12792 0.014 0.092
Parallel LORs 5745 0.006 0.449     
Table 5.1: An overview of the categories into which the emitted events fall. The relative
fraction lost indicates the amount of data which is lost at each stage of the efficiency
assessment.
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upon the system by analysis methods 7. The same statement is made for the second
stage of efficiency loss. Here, the number of annihilation photon pairs, which interact in
both detectors, is quantified. Only 2% of photon pairs deposit energy in both detectors.
The relative loss at this stage is 2/13 = 0.15. This value indicates how the fraction of
forfeited data due to the relatively low stopping power of germanium is approximately
equal to that dueto solid angle restrictions. The stopping poweris an intrinsic property of
the material and, again, can not be overcome by analysis methods, only by additional or
higher Z material. The third stage of data rejection is due to the reconstruction algorithm.
The 2.5D nature of the algorithm places a constraint on the usable data as only LORs
common to oneslice can be reconstructed. This conditionis also a large efficiency restraint
and could be overcome with a volumetric three-dimensional reconstruction algorithm.
However, the expansion from the 2.5D imaging to 3D imaging is non-trivial and results
in much increased reconstruction time. Should PET imaging be pursued with this system,
the development of such an algorithm is recommended,yet it shall not be addressed in
this work.
5.3.2 Line of Response Categories
In previous experimental work [Mat06, Coo09], the system efficiency has been limited
by the constraint of the reconstruction algorithm to process LORs, which do not align
perpendicularly to the detector face. This issue is illustrated graphically in Figure 5.3,
where LORswhichfulfil this criterion are highlighted in the area shaded green. These shall
be referred to as parallel LORs. Their position, r, is effectively equal in both SmartPET1
and SmartPET2 (r; ~ rz). To enhance efficiency of previous studies, LORs within
the yellow shaded areas were included (near-parallel LORs, r; *® rz). It was argued
in [Mat06, Coo09] that the angular parallax error, introduced by an inequality in ry
and rz, was negligible as the offset of up to 1cm is projected across a 13cm detector
separation. The areas in which the detectors are shaded red contain non-parallel LORs.
 
2For completeness it must be stated that due to the crystal growth and manufacturing process (Section
3.4.3) there is a limitation to the achievable surface area of a planar HPGedetector.
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SmartPET1 2cm
Left Handed LOR
5 Right Handed LOR 
SmartPET2
| 6cm |
Figure 5.3: A schematic diagram of the different categories of LOR used in the sinogram
production process. The area shaded green contains parallel LORs, while the yellow
shaded area produces near-parallel LORs. The red shaded area comprises non-parallel
LORs which require a frame of reference rotation before they can be included in the
reconstruction. The reader is referred to the text for further details.
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The non-parallel LORsare further sub-divided into two categories, depending on whether
the opening angle between the LOR and SmartPET1is positive or negative. The term
left handed LOR is used when the opening angle is in the same direction as the detector
rotation; right handed LORsare the reverse case. In previous work, non-parallel LORs
were rejected as the reconstruction algorithm was unable to deal with LORs where @
did not equate to the detector position. Unfortunately, this is a major restriction upon
imagingefficiency as only a marginalfraction of events (0.016%)fall into either theparallel
and non-parallel LOR category.
5.3.3. Maximising usable Lines of Response
The imagereconstructions presented in this work approach this problem differently, intro-
ducing an additional term: the angle of incidence (n). The angle of incidenceis designed to
decouple the angle of the LOR from the physical position of the detector andis calculated
using basic trigonometry as
n=90-(, (5.1)
where ¢ is the angle between the LORandtheinside surface of SmartPET2. Figure 5.4(a)
displays the two SmartPET detectors and two LORs, one opposite (P with interaction
positions P1 and P2) and one non-opposite (Q with interactions positions Q1 and @2).
The angle of incidence, for the non-opposite line of response, can hence be calculated
using
|Q2, _ Ql,|nq = 90 —¢ = 90 — atan
In the figure, the detectors are positioned at 9 = 0°. As the parallel LOR has an
angle of incidence np equal to the angle of the detectors @, it can feature in the sinogram
without further manipulation at a sinogram position pp(r,@ = 7). In order to include
the non-parallel LOR Q, its coordinates are rotated by an angle p and the displacement
calculated for the hypothetical situation in which the LOR were acquired at 6 = ng.
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Figure 5.4: (a) An illustration of a non-parallel LOR and the parameters necessary to
rotate the frame of reference for its inclusion in the image reconstruction. (b) the same
LOR with the detectors rotated around it so that its new coordinates define its position
as a parallel LOR.
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The rotation matrix
cos(p) —sin (p)
sin(p) cos (p)
M=
is used, wherefor left-handed LORs
p=nt9; (5.3)
and for right-handed LORs
p= 180-7 +8. (5.4)
The new interaction coordinates for the LOR in the rotated frame of reference are deter-
mined with
Ql’=Q1xM (5.5)
and
Q2' = @2 x M. (5.6)
In this reference frame, the rotated displacements rp, and rg, equate. The LOR can now
be included in the sinogram with the entry pgies:(r’,n + @) for left-handed LORs and
Paright(7’, 1 — 8 + 180).
5.3.4 Advantages to Rotational Correction
The benefits of calculating an angle of incidence and rotating the axis frame aroundlines
of response are threefold. Firstly, the imaging efficiency increases by a factor of 24.2 using
all LORs over parallel LORs only. Subsequently, the reconstruction process only rejects
events which are not unique to one tomographic slice. This could only be overcome by
expanding the algorithm to a full three-dimensional volumetric imaging package. The
rotation correction method also has accuracy implications as a parallax error, in parallel
or near-parallel LORs,is no longer neglected, but corrected for by performing the rotation,
even on LORsoffset by small angles. Although the parallax error may have been minimal,
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especially for parallel LORs, the method is fundamentally more reliable. Finally, image
quality is enhanced (not just by improvedstatistics), as the numberof angular projections
has increased. The angular projections are not bound to the detector position, because
data are effectively acquired at all angles, without an increase in sampling angles and/or
acquisition time. It is possible for the sinogram to cover a range of 0° to 180° degrees in
steps of unity despite the detectors sampling in larger increments. The application of this
correction to all LORs justifies the sampling in 10° increments in the PET simulations
executed in this work.
5.4 Image Quality Assessment
The precision with which a reconstructed image resembles the original object is referred
to as the resolution of an image. High resolution implies a close match between object
and reconstruction, while low or poor resolution indicates a distorted reconstruction. In
the case of point sources, this work quantifies image resolution according to the Full
Width at Half Mazimum (FWHM)of a one-dimensionalslice through the centre of a two-
dimensional image map alongeither the z- or y-axis. The Full Width at Tenth Maximum
(FW.1M) shall serve as an additional measure of image resolution in some cases. To
minimise uncertainty, a Gaussianfit is performed uponthis distribution using the MINUIT
package [MIN], to access a standard deviation (7) on the mean. The standard deviation
is converted into a FWHM using
FWHM= 20V2In2. (5.7)
5.5 Distortions of Image Quality
In positron emission tomography, deficiencies in image resolution stem from multiple
physical and experimental origins. Figure 5.5 is a flow diagram of the steps which occur
before an imageis reconstructed from PET data. The size and shapeof the sourceis first
distorted by the kinetic motion of the positron (positron range). Upon annihilation, the
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two rays produced are assumed to be emitted at 180°. Their angular offset, of 0.5-1.0°,
is a further source of error. Although more problematic in SPECT and human PET, there
is a possibility of either or both y rays Compton scattering in the subject (Section 2.6.2),
leading to a definition of a LOR, which does not contain the annihilation site. Figure
5.5 displays the above steps inside a “black-box”, as they occur before the y rays reach
the detector. Throughout, the figure separates information which can be retrieved in a
simulation (red boxes, left column) from information available in a fixed experimental
setup (green boxes, right column). Theeffects inside the “black-box” in the top-left of
the diagram are inaccessible with a fixed experimental setup. The figure highlights how
a large numberof parameters are not directly available to the data acquisition system, as
they are lost before an interaction occurs in the detector. The stages within the “black-
box” can be essential to understanding image quality and are an important subject of
study. Some information can be acquired by using specifically designed systems such
as those in [Der79, Der86a]. An additional route to information on these parameters is
provided by a validated simulation of the experiment, such as the model discussed in
Section 4.6. The simulation offers direct and correct access to the parameters, before
they are distorted by the experimental equipment, the analysis algorithms and/or the
reconstruction routines. The simulation grants precise position and deposited energy
values, where a detector would blur these parameters by its respective resolution. The
simulation also offers the true numberof interactions, where a detector is generally only
aware of multiple interactions if they take place in different segments. Parameters such
as the interaction order are only available in simulation. It shall be stressed that the
validation is an essential step in this process and it is not the results of either column in
isolation but the cross-referencing and knowledge between both which allows these effects
to be quantified and a system to be better understood.
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Figure 5.5: A flow diagram illustrating the events from a positron emission results in
an increment in a reconstructed image. Each of these stages will add their own image
distortion. Many are only accessible through simulated data.
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5.5.1 Sources of Experimental Uncertainty
The uncertainties studied in this work are categorised and listed below:
e Physical sources
The positron range
The acolinearity of the annihilation photons
e Detector and Hardware
Position resolution of the detector (x-z)
Depth of Interaction (DOI) resolution of the detector (y)
Identifying the correct event order
Convolution of multiple interactions within one voxel
False definition of a line of response
These uncertainties shall be systematically, and separately, imposed upon the simulated
data. This is interesting for several reasons: firstly, it is valuable, from a fundamental
point of view, to quantify their impact on image quality, secondly it is essential for the
future of the SmartPET project to understand the limitations in the current system
and thirdly building upon these limitations, it will be necessary for future experimental
work to predict a realistic limit upon the performance of the SmartPET imagingdevice.
Biological uncertainties e.g. patient movement (conscious or subconscious) and dispersion
of the radioisotope shall not be studied in this work. Conscious, short and sharp (e.g.
sneezing) patient movement can be responsible for shifts of up to 6mm [Eis88], while
respiratory motion has been quantified to move the patient by between 14mm - 18mm
in [(Osm03].
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5.6 Quantifying Imaging Limitations
5.6.1 An Idealistic Simulated Image
The simulated data were reconstructed into an image with no physical or experimental
distortions added. Although experimentally unachievable, this should infer the intrinsic
limit of the reconstruction algorithm. However, the input stage for the reconstruction
algorithm, the sinogram, Section 5.2.2, requires a finite number of divisions. Therefore,
a bin size of 0.1mm wasselected. A finer level of resolution would have been ineffectual
due to the pixel size in the image. No kinetic energy was assigned to the positron, in
order to rule out the contribution from its range. The first interaction in both detectors
wasselected to ensure the LOR definition was always correct. No scatter material was
simulated around the source. Figure 5.2 presents this “perfect” image, distorted only
by the intrinsic limit of the reconstruction algorithm. It illustrates how the algorithm
is sufficiently powerful to reconstruct LORs to an accuracy of one pixel of image space
 (um x Can — 0.23mmx 0.23mm). These dimensions are exceeded by the size of an
experimental point source (® 0.5mm). This implies that the reconstructions should not
be limited by the imaging algorithm.
5.6.2 Physical Distortions
Physical distortions are attributed to the positron-electron annihilation as seen in Figure
5.6. Specifically, these include the distance travelled by the positron before it annihilates
(positron range) and the acolinearity of the produced ¥ rays.
The Positron Range
The @* reaction which results in a positron emission is described by
AMother > 7, Daughter + e* + ve + Qyatues (5.8)
where the Qyatue is the kinetic energy liberated by the reaction. Following its creation
in and emission from the Coulomb field of the mother nucleus, the positron undergoes
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Figure 5.6: A schematic diagram of the positron-electron annihilation highlighting the
two physical operations resulting in image distortion.
numerouselastic scatter reactions before annihilating with an electron. This processis
termed thermalisation as the positron slows down to reach thermal energies. The positron
range depends upon the density of the surrounding material and the kinetic energy with
which the particle was emitted. Although the decay of a radioisotope has a constant Qyalue;
the kinetic energy of the positron is non-constant, as it shares this Qyalue asymmetrically
with a neutrino (4%) according to
Qvalue Stet + Tie (5.9)
where 7,+ and T,, are the kinetic energies of the positron and the neutrino respectively.
The maximum possible energy assigned to the positron is therefore the full Qyaiue and
is referred to as the beta end-point energy (Gena). For ??Na, the kinetic motion of the
positron was modelled according to the probability vs. energy distribution in Figure
5.7(a). The spectrum reproduces the positron-neutrino energy sharing for a 22Na source,
with a beta end-point energy of Benq = 545 keV. The frequency distribution in the y-axis
is produced using a characteristic Bethe equation
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_ E%(1-£)%PE) = Tswid’
where P(E)is the probability of an energy, F, being assigned to the positron and a and
(5.10)
@ are shaping parameters. The denominator of an identical function of u is included to
ensure that the total probability scales between zero and unity.
Figure 5.7(b) quantifies the effect of the positron range in 7*Na on image quality.
The figure contains one slice through a reconstruction, where the kinetic energy of the
positron has been disabled in the simulation (black). The second slice presented (red)
has the kinetic energy distribution, displayed in Figure 5.7(a), assigned to the positron.
Both reconstructions contain 18 million events, emitted from a point source of positrons
into a 3x3x3cm cube of polythene (CH2). To avoid overlap between the twoslices,
the source which included the positron range was positioned 2.5mm further to the left.
Although the y-ray acolinearity will be discussed more thoroughly in Section 5.6.2, it is
not possible to study the two phenomena in complete isolation. The acolinearity will also
contribute to the width of Figure 5.7(b) (red), but not to Figure 5.7(b) (black). It can be
stated that the combinedeffect of the energy emission spectrum in Figure 5.7(a) and the
y-ray acolinearity results in the minor image distortions presented above. The beta end
point energy in ??Na is sufficiently low that the distance travelled by the positron does
not impact significantly on the peak width. The FWHMis quantified at 0.4mm for both
images. The difference is clearer in the FW.1M measured at 0.9mm and 0.7mm for the
image with and without the inclusion of positron physics. Although some difference is
observed in Figure 5.7(b), the effect is deemed negligible for ?*Na at this imageresolution.
A selection of some of the most commonly utilised PET isotopes are presented in Table 5.2.
Positron emitting point sources with these 6 end point energies were also simulated to
evaluate their impact on image quality. The modelled probability vs. energy distributions
are displayed in Figure 5.8(a). The shaping parameters a and ( were varied to reproduce
the spectra published in [Lev99] and [Alb08]. The reconstructions of these sources, along
with one-dimensional slices through the highest bin entry, are presented in Figure 5.8.
The images were normalised to align all slices in height to the ''C slice. The figure
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Figure 5.7: (a) A model of the kinetic energy assigned to the positron for a ?*Na source.
The probability of the positron being emitted with a kinetic energy is defined by the
plotted distribution. The beta end-point energy is 545 keV. (b) A slice through both the
“perfect” image with no experimental or physical distortions included (black) and the
reconstruction where the kinetic motion of the positron was modelled (red). The two
sources were deliberately offset to aid the reader.
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Isotope Half-Life [mins] Geng [keV] FWHM [mm] FW.1M[mm]
22Na 2.60* 545 0.4 (2) 1.4 (2)
opt 109.74 650 - -
1¢ 20.39 970 0.4 (2) 2.2 (2)
13 9.97 1190 0.4 (2) 2.8 (2)
15Q 2.22 1720 0.7 (2) 4.5 (2)
68Ga 67.63 1899 0.7 (2) 4.8 (2)
o4mT'¢ 52.0 2438 0.9 (2) 7.0 (2)       
* Quoted in years.
+ 18F was not modelled due to its similarity to 2*Na.
Table 5.2: Table of the most commonly utilised PET isotopes and their decay properties.
Theeffect of the positron range has been quantified by measuring the FW.1M.
highlights how the majority of the distortion introduced due to the positron rangeis at
the base of the reconstructed slice. Only at sufficiently large Gena values (over 1 MeV) is
the FWHMeffected. This illustrates that, despite the long distance travelled by higher
energy positrons, their multiple scatters prohibit the majority of them from annihilating
at large net displacements from the emission point. Instead, they scatter around the
emission point in three dimensions. Similar observations were madein [Der86a] where the
annihilations with a large separation from the source were established as a low frequency
distortion and reduced using Fourier analysis. The FWHM and FW.1M of the various
isotopes are summarised in Table 5.2. The measurements are largely consistent with
available literature [Lev99].
Gamma Ray Acolinearity
The y-ray acolinearity arises due to the non-zero momentum of both the positron and the
electron when entering the annihilation reaction. Any momentum ofthe reacting particles
must be carried forward to the produced photon pair. Therefore, in realistic experimental
scenarios the 180° degree (back-to-back) assumption is inaccurate by up to 0.25° degrees
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Figure 5.8: (a) The kinetic energy spectra assigned to the positrons from different PET
isotopes. (b) Reconstructions of the different positron emitting isotopes modelled. As
the positron range increases, the quality of the reconstructed image is clearly compro-
mised. (c) Slices through the reconstructions in (b) to visually highlight the FWHM and
FW.1M of the reconstructions. The measurements of these parameters are summarised
in Table 5.2.
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[Der86b]. The effect of the y-ray acolinearity on image quality is understood to increase
with detector separation at a rate of approximately 28 wm/cm [Hof86]. This would predict
an effect of approximately 0.364mm for the current SmartPET configuration, which is
consistent with the reconstructions in Figure 5.7(b).
5.6.3 Scattering within the Subject
When one, or both, of the 511 keV y rays Compton scatter in the imaging subject, the
defined LOR does not include the true point of positron-electron annihilation (Section
2.6). Independent of the detector system and the physics of the positron, the probability
of the y rays Comptonscattering within the imaging subject depends on the thickness
and density of the subject material. In scintillator based PET, the stopping power of the
crystals is sufficiently high that a full energy photopeak absorption can be demanded in
both detectors. This procedure, referred to as photopeak gating, rules out any significant
scatter within the subject?. Due to the lower stopping power of some semiconductors,
particularly germanium andsilicon, this photopeak requirement can rarely be met as the
7 rays often only deposit a fraction of energy in the detectors (81% at 511 keV and 2cm
thickness of HPGe). In addition to solid angle limitations, this is a further reason why
the main application of semiconductors in PET is in small animal imaging. The reduced
volume of the imaging subject results in a much lower scatter fraction.
The amountof scattering within the subject was investigated by surrounding two opposing
511keV y-ray beams(as in the above Section 5.6.2) with a sphere of water. These were
then absorbedin anartificially large and dense detector material to register all y rays
which exit the sphere.
Several scenarios were modelled, with the radius r ranging in integer steps from one to
five centimetres. For each geometry 100,000 pairs of y rays were emitted. Figure 5.9(a)
is a spectrum of the energy of the y rays entering the detector, before their interaction.
Inaccessible experimentally, this quantity depicts how the majority of y rays still enter
the detector with their full 511 keV energy. It is observed, that the peak-to-total ratio
 
3Somesmall angle scatters may remain undetected due to the poor energy resolutionof thescintillator.
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Figure 5.9: (a) histograms the energy with which the 7 ray entered the detector after leav-
ing the scattering material. (b) depicts the amount of energy deposited in the scattering
material by both back-to-back y-ray beamsfor a range of radii of scattering material. At
large radii a photopeak absorption peak appearssignalling some fully attenuated y-rays
in the material. (c) is a histogram of the angle with which the “back-to-back” -rays
differ from 180° after passing through the scatter material. The same spectrum is plotted
for subject material of different radii. (d) is a plot of the fraction of scattered y rays. The
slight saturating trend occurs as only y rays which reach the detector have been included
and attenuation takes effect at larger radii.
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diminishes slightly with scatter thickness. To produce Figure 5.9(b), the modelled sphere
of water acted as a detector and the energies, which were deposited in the water, are
detailed in the figure. A distinct Compton edge and slight 511 keV photopeak at larger
radii as some ¥ raysare fully attenuated,are visible. For large radii, the deposited energy
extends beyond the 511 keV photopeak as energy was deposited by both y rays. The
angular offset caused by an energy deposit in the subject has been registered in Figure
5.9(c). The majority of events do not show any offset, yet the log scale highlights the
angular continuum obtained. Figure 5.9(d) illustrates the percentage fraction of y rays,
which deposit any energy in the subject before interacting in the detector. A quadratic
fit (red) was performed to emphasise the trend. It can be deduced from the figure that
the scatter fraction for small animals (with a radius of ¥<3cm) is ~30% if no energy
condition is placed on the detected y ray energies. This result is consistent with clinical
literature {Blo95}.
5.6.4 Position Resolution in the Detector
The three-dimensional position resolution of the detector was separated into lateral po-
sition resolution (parallel to one set of strip segmentation lines) and depth of interaction
(DOI) position resolution (perpendicular to both strip segmentation lines). The dimen-
sions implied by the term lateral and depth of interaction is illustrated in Figure 5.10.
This distinction was made for two reasons: firstly existing scintillator PET cameras have
significant difficulty in obtaining reliable depth information. For a ring geometry, at po-
sitions increasingly far from the centre of the field of view, this results in a parallax error
whendefining the line of response. The depth of interaction is a criterion on which semi-
conductor PET can show major improvements, it is therefore interesting to examine the
depth dimensionin isolation; secondly, in planar germanium detectors the lateral position
and the depth position are obtained through different analysis procedures. The fact that
they potentially have non-equal limitations is an additional argument for decoupling the
dimensions.
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Figure 5.10: A depiction of the dimensions of position resolution and the axis labelling
scheme applied.
Lateral Position Resolution
The effect of the lateral resolution of the detector was investigated by reconstructing
sinograms, where the detector had been segmented to a variety of resolution levels. In
SmartPET, voxels of 5mmx5mmx20mm are defined by raw granularity. These levels
were enhanced in [Mat06, Coo09] through application of parametric PSA algorithms to
obtain a lateral position resolution of + 1 mm?.
Theeffect of improving the lateral spatial resolution is displayed in Figure 5.11. A linear
relationship is observed between the FWHMandlateral spatial resolution which holds
down to the sub-millimetre level. Although the SmartPET detectors are unlikely to
achieve sub-millimetre resolution of this description (see Chapter 6), this implies that
the intrinsic limitation of the reconstruction algorithm is not reached until this degree of
resolution. It also indicates that opting for a system with high andreliable lateral spatial
resolution is crucial to high resolution PET imaging.
Attaining such position resolution in a semiconductor detector is not straight forward.
The most direct meansof achieving high spatial resolution is to segment a detector into a
large number of small pixels or strips. This route is inherently linked to high cost due to
the implementation of each channel with digital readout electronics. Additionally, even
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neglecting the expense of the system, smaller detector segments increase the likelihood
of charge sharing at segment boundaries [Coo08]. Although this effect could be modelled
and corrected for it serves as an example of the complications of small segment size. A
second option is to implement larger segments, avoiding the cost of a large number of
readout channels and charge sharing issues, and use PSA techniques to retrieve spatial
information. The PSA techniques introduce their own uncertainties discussed in Chapter
6. To conclude, although high lateral spatial resolution must be made a priority in
any small animal PET scanner, achieving such resolution can be challenging. The most
straight forward route to high spatial resolution is the implementation of many small,
isolated detector segments. Unfortunately, this option is also the most expensive. This
issue shall be discussed further in Chapter7.
Depth of Interaction Resolution
The depth at which a y-ray interaction occurs in the detector is a subject of much discus-
sion in clinical scintillator PET [Tai05]. The inability of the scintillator to identify this
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Figure 5.11: A depiction of the FWHM ofa reconstructed point source as a function of
lateral position resolution. The linear and steep trend emphasises the direct link between
lateral spatial resolution and high resolution images. The vertical line indicates the level
of lateral resolution currently achievable using the SmartPET system.
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Figure 5.12: A plot of the image resolution as a function of DOI resolution. Theinitial
linear increase with depth sensitivity plateaus between ~10 mm and ~5mm. This implies
that the benefit of DOI resolution on the LOR definition becomes saturated in the sub-
centimetre range. The readeris referred to the text for further details.
interaction dimension introducesa significant parallax error, especially toward the edge
of the field of view. More modern PET systems address this problem by employing mul-
tiple crystal layers [Rol07]. In a semiconductor detector, a three dimensional interaction
localisation is performed based upon pulse shape analysis (Chapter 6). The influence of
the depth of interaction uncertainty on image quality of a point source reconstruction has
been modelled. Measurements extended beyond the 20mm depth dimension of Smart-
PET up to 60mm to includetheeffect for systems with thicker scintillator detectors.
Figure 5.12 is a plot of the image resolution as a function of depth resolution. These
reconstructions were obtained with a 1mmlateral position resolution in the remaining
two dimensions and a detector separation of 13cm. The trend of these values highlights
an initial linear increase with improving depth resolution which plateaus ~5 mm.
Figure 5.13 presents slices through images reconstructed with different depth sensitiv-
ity. The plateau effect is highlighted by minimal observed differences between theslices
with 4mm (red) and 1mm (blue) depth resolution. The plateau is believed to be a result
of the 1mm depth resolution having little impact on lines of response defined across the
13cm separation between the two detectors. This implies that, in system design, it is
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Figure 5.13: Slices through the reconstructions with different levels of depth sensitivity.
Theslices illustrates how the difference between the reconstructions with 1mm (blue)
sensitivity and 4mm (red) sensitivity are minimal.
important to have some depth of interaction sensitivity down into the millimetre region,
yet sub-millimetre depth of interaction resolution may not befruitful.
5.6.5 Interaction Clustering
Due to the aforementioned mediocre stopping power of germanium (Section 3.3), mul-
tiple interactions will commonly occur within the same detector pixel. Therefore, the
true numberof interactions (V) cannot be established by counting the numberoffired
segments. Instead, more intensive analyses of the leading edge of the pulse shape must
be performed (Chapter 6). In order to model and quantify the effect of this phenomenon
on image quality, multiple interactions, if present, have been replaced by their energy-
weighted barycentre, calculated according to
Fy E, En~~!|p ypl_gppNlE,+ij+..By ~ Eitigtaby w, (5.11)P.r E, +E, +...Ey
where the interactions P, - Py are the individual interactions depositing energies EL;-
En in the segment. P-p is the vector of the weighted barycentre where the total energy
Er = yo EF, is deposited. The application of this interaction clustering formula shall
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be referred to as packing or clustering. For this analysis, the volume in which the inter-
actions were clustered was the volume of one voxel of 5mmx5mmx20mm. Theeffect
of this phenomenon on image quality was quantified for fold <1,1,||1,1> data. An image
distortion of ~0.2 mm wasintroduced through packing resulting in a measured FWHM of
~1.4mm. In an experimental data set, this value may be higher due to theeffect of the
convolved interaction on the accuracy of the PSA routine. This issue shall be addressed
in parts in Chapter6.
5.6.6 Varying the Detector Separation
The simulations discussed above were repeated with the two SmartPET detectors sepa-
rated by reduced distances (dgep = 11,9,7,5 cm) to investigate the dependence of the above
parameters on the detector separation. Figure 5.14 presents the image resolution of a
reconstructed point source with different distortions included as a function of detector
separation. The x-axis has been negated, to allow the reduction in separation to flow
from left to right.
The figure illustrates that the majority of the included effects remain constant within
errors as dgep is reduced. This implies there should be no decrease in image quality
if the detectors are brought closer together experimentally. Previously [Mat06, Coo09],
the detector separation was maximised as only parallel and near-parallel LORs were to
be utilised in image reconstructions. The large separation reduced the error in treating
near-parallel LORs as parallel. With the ability to use non-parallel LORs developed in
Section 5.3.3, experimental data can be acquired at lower separations. The increased
solid angle coverage raises the overall efficiency of the SmartPET system. As determined
through the simulations, at 13cm the total imaging efficiency is 0.022% of all source
emissions. This numberincreases by a factor of ~10, if the detector separation is reduced
to 5cm. With regard to image quality, the only points indicating a trend are those
corresponding to images with no depth of interaction (DOJ) information (opencircles).
Although the values all pass a consistency check, a successive rise is present, implying
a linear dependence on detector separation. This is understood to occur for the same
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Figure 5.14: A plot of FWHM for various distortion parameters added as a function of
detector separation dgep. The z-axis has been negated to permit the separation reduction
to read from left to right.
reason as the plateau in Figure 5.12. The impact of an error of up to 10mm in depth on
a LORincreases for trigonometric reasons as the detectors are brought closer together. If
the LORis considered as a vector, it will consist of a lateral- (2) and depth-component
(y). The depth component of a LORis defined as dgep + DOIsp; + DOIsp2. The greater
the magnitudeof dge, is, the more it dominates the depth-component of the LOR and the
more negligible the error on the remaining terms becomes. For dsep=5 cm an uncertainty
of up to 10 mm on the depth-coordinateof the interaction positions therefore has a greater
detrimental effect on image quality than at dsgep=13 cm.
5.6.7 First Hit Identification
Due to the lighter Z of the material, the likelihood of multiple y-ray interactions in the
detector is increased in silicon and germanium over a denser scintillator. For a defined
LORto contain the positron annihilation point, the first interaction must be correctly
identified. The determination of the first hit is made ever more crucial by the longer
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mean free path of the y rays in lighter Z materials increasing the separation between
interactions. This means an erroneous LORdefinition has more dramatic implications on
image quality. The effect of the correct identification on image quality is studied below
and various methodsof determiningthefirst hit are explored. A y-ray tracking algorithm
has also been developed using the SmartPET model. Its performance and accuracy has
been investigated.
Producing data sets with multiple first hit candidates in one detector
To accentuate the effect which the presence of multiple first hit candidates has upon image
quality, simulated data were pre-selected that consisted of events where
e one detector registered an interaction on only one strip in both detector faces
e the other detector registered two strips firing on both of its detector faces.
This pre-analysis step was performedas the fraction of fold <1,1]|1,2> events is oth-
erwise small compared to the fold <1,1,||1,1,> events (15%) and any benefit or reduction
in image quality may go unnoticed.
Identifying the First Hit Based on Energy
The assumption that the interaction, which deposited the most energy, was the first hit
led to a correctfirst hit identification accuracy of 59%. Figure 5.15 displays a reconstruc-
tion of the fold <1,1||1,2> gated data, where thefirst hit was correctly established using
information from the simulation, while Figure 5.16 utilised the above discussed energy
based assumption. The difference in the FWHM and FW.1M areclearly visible. The
FWHMincreases from 1.39mm in Figure 5.15 to 2.28mm in the assumption based re-
construction. The FW.1M equate to 2.58mm and 4.22mm for the ordered and energy
assumption based reconstructions respectively. The ratio of FWHM/FW.1M is constant
within errors at ~0.54 for each reconstruction and shall be calculated to monitor any
change in the Gaussian shape of the point source. This information is summarised in
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FWHM 1.39mm
FW.1M 2.58mm
 
Figure 5.15: A reconstruction of a point source using only fold<1,1||1,2> events where the
first hit was correctly identified by obtaining the interaction order from the simulation.
Table 5.3, where the Efficiency columnrefers to the fraction of the fold <1,1||1,2> data
subset that different event ordering methods were applicable to.
Identifying the First Hit Based on Depth
The Klein-Nishina distribution (Equation 3.4 displayed in Figure 3.2) indicates that +
rays with an energy of the order of 511 keV have higher probability of scattering forward,
than in any other direction. Due to this behaviour, the interaction, which has a shallower
position in the crystal, has an increased chance of having occurredfirst. A reconstruction
performed, based upon this assumption, is presented in Figure 5.17. Thefirst hit identi-
fication accuracy was reduced to 52% for these data and the FWHM and FW.1M were
measured to be 2.38 mm and 4.45mm respectively. The ratio between these metrics has
remained unchangedinferring that the general shape of the peak has not been affected.
With the accuracy barely above a random choiceoffirst interaction, a more sophisticated
method must be derived.
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FWHM 2.28mm
FW.1M 4.22mm
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Figure 5.16: A reconstruction of a point source using only fold<1,1||1,2> events where
the interaction depositing most energy was assumed to bethefirst hit.
FWHM 2.38mm
FW.1M 4.45mm 160001400012000100008000600040002000
 
Figure 5.17: A reconstruction of a point source where the shallowest y-ray interaction
was used in LOR definition.
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5.6.8 Gamma-Ray Tracking
Gamma-ray tracking algorithms have been under study for nuclear physics applications
throughout the last decade [vdM99, Sch99, vdM02, Mil03, Lop04]. These have developed
the ability to track y rays throughout a 47 geometry of a next generation array such
as AGATA [{Sim06] and GRETA [Bea03]. However, some of the assumptions, utilised
in these works, do not hold for PET analysis. The algorithms presented in [vdM99,
vdM02, Mil03] are back-tracking algorithms based around determiningthe final interaction
and reconstructing the y-ray path in inverse chronological order. The last interaction
can beidentified as it often deposits least energy and fulfils an energy restraint (e.g.
East <90 keV) [Lop04]. This initial assumption is based upon full absorption of the y ray
within the germanium shell and a final photoelectric absorption. Furthermore, the higher
initial energy (of the order of 1 MeV) ensures higher energy deposits are likely to happen
first. In SmartPET, these assumptions cannot be made. Thefull absorption of the y ray
does not occur in a majority of cases, therefore an adopted and simplified version of a
forward tracking algorithm (e.g. [Sch99, Lop04]) has been developed and applied.
Algorithm Structure
The tracking algorithm is applied to the simulated data after adding Gaussian blurring
on all three dimensions of the position coordinate and the energy deposit. Furthermore,
the data have been clustered according to Section 5.6.5. In Figure 5.18, the methodol-
ogy behind the simplified forward tracking algorithm is displayed, through a schematic
diagram of a fold <1,1||1,2> event. The single interaction (fold<1,1>) in one detector
(SmartPET2 in Figure 5.18) acts as a starting point for the y-ray track. In the other
detector (SmartPET1 in Figure 5.18), two interactions remain as potential candidates for
a first hit. A vector @ is defined connecting this single site interaction with one of the
two interactions. An additional vector 6 links the twofirst hit candidates in SmartPET1.
Using the scalar product, the angle between @ and b is determined. This angle is then
converted into an energy based upon inverse Compton kinematics and the assumption
that the incident y ray energy was 511keV to produce a geometrically obtained energy.
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Figure 5.18: A cartoonillustration of the process by which the correct LORis identified
using y-ray tracking. A single site interaction must be available in one detector to function
as a starting point. Using vectors and geometrically obtained angles, the most likely y-ray
path is identified.
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This geometric energy is compared with the detected energy at that point (F; in the
figure) to act as a confidence parameter for this track iteration. The interaction orderis
then reversed, and the process repeated, to calculate a figure of merit for the opposing
track starting with the other first hit candidate (/, in the figure). The figure of merit
is calculated by taking the absolute difference between the experimental and geometric
energies. If neither, or both, geometrically obtained energies (from the first and second
iteration) lie within a 35 keV energy gate of the detected energy, the event is rejected.
However, if the algorithm results in a unique solution, where one interaction has a much
closer match to the expected energy, this interaction is defined as thefirst hit.
Algorithm Performance
The algorithm produced a unique solution in only 43% of cases. However, of these 43 %,
the first hit was correctly identified 86% of the time. Reconstruction of a point source
applying this method produces a FWHM of1.81 mm,depicted in Figure 5.19(a). In order
to overcome theefficiency deficit, an image was also produced, where the shallowest hit
was declared the first hit if the tracking method was inconclusive. This reconstruction is
presented in Figure 5.19(b) and has a FWHM of 1.98mm. The ratio between FWHM and
FW.1M has not diverged outside of consistency throughout application of the tracking
 
approaches.
First Hit Used FWHM[mm]| Efficiency [%] Accuracy [%]
Correct 1.39 100 100
Most Energy 2.28 100 59
Shallowest 2.58 100 52
Tracking 1.81 56 81
Tracking with Shallow 1.98 100 65      
Table 5.3: A summaryof the performance of the y-ray tracking algorithm when applied
to fold <1,1||1,2> data.
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FWHM 1.81mm
FW.1M 3.28mm
 
(a) Tracked events only
FWHM 1.98mm
FW.1M 3.75mm
(b) Tracking and Klein-Nishina
Figure 5.19: (a) A reconstruction of a point source using fold<1,1||1,2> data where the
tracking algorithm was applied to identify the first hit. The data were only included in
the reconstruction if the tracking algorithm produced a unique solution. The FWHMis
1.81 mm, a significant improvement on the single parameter based first hit identification
methods discussed above. (b) A reconstruction of a point source using fold<1,1||1,2>
data where the tracking algorithm was the primary meansofidentifying the first hit. If a
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Figure 5.20: Slices through all five discussed point sources reconstructions using the dif-
ferent methodsofidentifying thefirst hit. The figureillustrates the improvement achieved
by employing the y-ray tracking algorithm to establish which interaction occurred first.
The Klein-Nishina method was chosen as the alternative to the tracking algorithm
as the most likely causes of inability to track the y ray originate from issues regarding
the energy parameter. The two main responsible processes are: scattering within the
subject matter, in which case the assumption of an incoming 511 keV y rayis invalidated;
and/or the clustering of interactions within a detector voxel (Section 5.6.5). Although
the clusterisation of the interactions within a segment had a reduced direct effect on the
reconstructed image, as the distance between interactions in a segment was often minimal,
the error introduced by the energy summation is a major issue for the tracking algorithm -
more so than the inclusion of position and energy resolution. If y-ray tracking algorithms
are to be utilised in future PET imaging applications, the ability to deconvolve multiple
interactions within a segmentis essential.
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First Hit Used FWHM [mm]| Efficiency [%] Accuracy [%]
Correct 1.64 100 100
Most Energy 1.80 100 60
Shallowest 1.76 100 50
Tracking 1.68 56 86
Tracking with Shallow 1.78 100 70
Table 5.4: A summary of the performance of the y-ray tracking algorithm when applied
to fold <1,1||1,3> data.
Gamma-Ray Tracking on Fold 3 Events
The algorithm was extended to process fold three events. The methodologyis as described
above, except the y-ray track includes a third event, adding moreiterations, but also more
parameters, to determine a correct path. The algorithm is therefore slower, yet as the
third interaction is also available for comparison with the track, the accuracy increases.
Table 5.4 summarises the performance of the tracking algorithm using fold <1,1||1,3>
data. Although the minor variations in the FWHM follow the trend seen in the fold
<1,1||1,2> (Table 5.3), it must be stated clearly that all FWHM measurements below are
consistent within their uncertainties. This means that the additional data point available
to the tracking algorithm increases the accuracy to the extent of any erroneously assigned
y-ray paths barely decreasing image quality. This shall be discussed further in Chapter
7.
Expanding the Algorithm to Higher Fold Events
Thefeasibility of applying these tracking techniques to data with higher and more complex
fold combinations was investigated. For this purpose, the different fold distributions in
the data are represented graphically by introducing two metrics, fold sum and fold maz.
The fold sum is the summation of the detected event folds on all four detector faces (e.g.
<1,1||2,3> fold sum = 7). Similarly, the fold max is the highest fold registered on any
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Figure 5.21: (a) a two-dimensional histogram with fold fax on the y-axis and fold fum
on the x-axis for all coincident PET data. (b) the same matrix but only including event
where one detector registered a fold<1,1> event. These events can be used for y-ray
tracking.
face (e.g. <1,1||2,3> fold max = 3). Figure 5.21 contains two-dimensional histograms
of fold max vs. fold sum for all the data (Figure 5.21(a)). The plot highlights how the
majority of the data have fold values <3.
More importantly, Figure 5.21(b) is a two-dimensional histogram of fold max vs. fold
sum for the data subset where a fold <1,1> event registered on at least one of the
detectors, offering the necessary starting point for the tracking algorithm. Analogous to
the data in Figure 5.21(a), it is clear how the data fraction gained from tracking higher
fold data is relatively low as 82% of the data lie in the fold<1,1,1,1> histogram entry.
Of the remaining 18%, ~80% are some combination of a fold 2 event. In summary,it
can be stated that, for SmartPET, only a small data fraction is gained by including fold
distributions above fold max = 3. For these reasons, the y-ray tracking algorithm was
not expanded to include higher fold combinations.
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5.7 Phantom Imaging
Although PET is employed for a functional insight to the imaging subject rather than
information regardingfine detail, reconstructions of complex sources - such as the Jaszczak
phantom (Figure 5.22(d) [JAS]) - are an ideal means of testing a system’s capabilities.
The cylindrical Jaszczak phantom consists of four regions each filled with multiple smaller
cylinders that vary in width and separation. It was designed to challenge tomographic
scanners andits reconstruction often serves as a comparison between commercial systems.
A range of phantomssimilar in structure and varying in complexity have been simulated
and reconstructed to obtain a level of the SmartPET system’s potential in fine structure
resolution. All phantoms embody a numberof cylindrical rods, with different radii, aligned
perpendicular to the tomographic rotation plane of the field of view. Reconstructions
of these phantoms with all experimental deficiencies included in the reconstruction are
found in Figure 5.22. The results portrayed in these figures are highly encouraging for
the SmartPET imaging system. A next stage of the research will aim to reproduce these
results experimentally and verify these abilities. Should this prove successful, it is believed
that the SmartPET system is a worthy competitor in the commercialfield of small animal
PET scanners from the perspective of image resolution.
5.8 Summary
A full discussion on SmartPET’s and semiconductor PET’s place in PET can be found
in Chapter 7, however a brief overview of the above points shall be provided here. Both
the experimental measurements in [Coo09] and the simulated geometries above present
highly encouraging results for the capabilities of the SmartPET system. Various sources
of experimental image distortion have been quantified and the image resolutions are sum-
marised in Table 5.5.
The criteria with the most significant impact upon a point source reconstruction are
precise lateral position resolution and the accurate determination of the first interaction.
Germanium detectors offer the potential to achieve sub-millimetre spatial (lateral and
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(a) Five Rod Phantom (b) Nine Rod Phantom
25000
20000
15000  
(c) Thirteen Rod Phantom (d) Jaszczak Phantom
Figure 5.22: A reconstruction of increasingly complex line source phantoms. (a) - (c)
contain five, nine and thirteen cylindrical rods. (d) is a photograph of a clinically used
Jaszczak phantom [JAS].
depth) resolution using pulse shape analysis techniques. The question as to whether these
aims can be achieved with the SmartPET detectors shall be addressed in Chapter 6. A
large image distortion arises when the effects of position resolution and event ordering
are combined. Although not discussed for the modelled data, but only in Chapter 6, the
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Distortion FWHM [mm]
No Distortions 0.23
2Na e* range 0.34
Lateral Position Resolution 1 1.21
DOI 20mm 2.01
DOI 1mm 1.23
Interaction clustering 1.34
Correct First Hit Identification* 1.39
Energy based First Hit Identification* 2.28
Position based First Hit Identification* 2.38
y-Ray Tracking* 1.81
y-Ray Tracking with Position Based* 1.98
Correct First Hit Identification* 1.64
Energy based First Hit Identificationt 1.80
Position based First Hit Identification* 1.76
y-Ray Tracking*T 1.68
y-Ray Tracking with Position Based* 1.78
* Fold 2 subset + Fold 3 subset
Table 5.5: A final summary of the effect of all introduced uncertainties on image quality.
distorted pulse shape, produced bya clustered interaction, addssignificant error to the
PSA routines. The interaction clustering also hampers the ability to identify the first hit
using 7 -ray tracking as the position and energy of the individual interactions mustfirst be
retrieved. Attempts to overcome these hindrances are madein the following chapter, but
sub-millimetre position resolution will most certainly not be obtained for clustered data in
the current detector design. Small animal PET will require a system which consistently,
and reliably, produces millimetre or sub-millimetre position resolution in its detectors and
allows a clear identification of the first hit. This could occur either with a dense material,
ensuring only one interaction, or using a light material, encouraging many scatters, and
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easing y-ray tracking. Whetherthesensitivity of the SmartPET pulse shapesis sufficient
to overcome these obstacles, shall be addressed in the following chapter.
Chapter 6
SmartPET Detector
Characterisation
6.1 Motivation
As discussed theoretically in Section 3.3.3, the charge signature produced by a semicon-
ductor detector is highly sensitive to the precise location of a y-ray interaction. Thorough
analysis of the induced pulses allows the enhancement of spatial resolution, beyond the
granularity of the device. To reliably study the relationship between pulse shape charac-
teristics and an interaction site, the following conditions must be met:
e the interaction position must be controlled and known,
e the pulses must contain a low or zero noise component,
e the charge response must be inducedby a single y-ray interaction.
For obvious reasons, knowledge of the interaction position is crucial, as the aim is to
establish an output typical of a site in question. The degree to which the y-ray interaction
position is understood can impose a limiting factor on the extent to which the granularity
can be improved. Secondly, the noise contribution must be minimised, as it is not char-
acteristic of the interaction position but depends on the experimental surroundings, the
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detector performance and setup. Finally, pulses generated by multiple interactions within
the detector must be excluded, as they too are non-characteristic of the single interaction
position which shall be defined.
For semiconductor detectors, two approaches exist to obtain pulse shapes characteristic
of the interaction positions in a detector. The first involves solving Poisson’s equation
and calculating the charge induced on the contacts for an interaction site [Med04]. These
electric field simulations have speed advantages and do not require a detector or any
electronics, merely knowledge of its geometry. However, they must be validated with ex-
perimental data to ensure confidence in the simulated pulses. Further difficulties are the
inclusion of any additional effects, such as the intrinsic delay of the preamplifier and/or
cross-talk between channels, which must be added retrospectively. Phenomena such as
cross-talk can prove particularly challenging to model and are often tedious to incorporate
[Rad09].
An alternative is to produce the pulses experimentally, while controlling the interaction
position of the y-ray and ensuring the interactions all stem from only one energy deposit.
The influence of random noise is minimised through summation of many pulses. This
method is also necessary to validate any pulse shapes producedbyelectric field simula-
tions.
Once derived, these pulses are stored in a look-up table or pulse shape database and com-
pared with data from unknown interaction locations to enhance position resolution. The
quality of agreement between a pulse shape response and the database can also indicate
the presence of multiple interactions within a detector voxel.
The aims of this chapter are therefore to understand the charge response within the de-
tector as a function of position, to apply this approach to real data to improve position
resolution and to identify and deconvolve multiple interactions in a segment using this
technique.
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6.2 Experimental Setup
Two dimensions of the y-ray interaction site were controlled by collimating the y-ray
source and mounting it to a table, whose position was manipulated with high precision
stepper motors [Par08]. This restricted the incident y rays to a spot of between 1mm
and 2mm diameter, depending on the distance from the collimator opening. A secondary
collimation stage, along with an array of bismuth germanate (BGO)scintillator detectors,
was assembled around the germanium detector (see Figure 6.1). This allowed y rays
coincident between the two materials to be localised in three dimensions through the
position of both collimator sets. This configuration also increased the numberofsingle
site interactions, as the unique kinematics of 90° Compton scattered y rays are rarely
reproduced by a sum of multiple interactions. Details on each individual setup component
are discussed below, while the results of Monte-Carlo simulations evaluating this method
are presented in Section 6.6. A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is presented in
Figure 6.1, while a photograph of the experimental assembly is provided in Figure 6.2. As
the figures illustrate, the SmartPET1 detector was mounted on its side as the dimension
of primary interest was the 2cm detector depth.
6.2.1 Scanning Table and Primary Collimation
A 907 MBq !8’Cs source was mounted inside a lead castle upon a mount coupled to two
high precision Parker stepper motors [Par08]. The motors allowed the enclosed source to
cross the detector face in x-y steps with micrometre precision, while the detector itself
remained stationary. The source directionality was controlled with a 16cm long coaxial
tungsten collimator with a 1mm opening diameter. This produced a well-defined beam
of 662 keV ¥ rays.
6.2.2 Secondary Collimation and Scintillator Elements
To geometrically constrain the coincident y-rays’ scattering angle, an array of both sec-
ondarycollimators and BGOscintillator detectors was assembled around the planar HPGe
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Figure 6.1: A schematic diagram of the experimental setup used to maximise single
site interactions by selecting y rays coincident between the germanium detector and the
surrounding BGOarray.
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Figure 6.2: A photograph of the SmartPET detector mounted uponthe scanning table
surrounded by the secondarycollimators and the BGOarray.
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detector. The secondary collimators were assembled from semi-circular lead slices with
inner and outer radii of 5cm and 13cm respectively. The BGO elements were a mixture
of hexagonally and pentagonally tapered cylinders of ~8cm length with back and front
radii of 2cm and 1cm respectively. Each crystal was directly coupled to a photomulti-
plier tube (PMT) supplied with an operating voltage of +700 V. Plastic spacing elements
were placed between the stacked secondary collimator slices to define openings at three
different positions in the crystal which shall be referred to as depths. The opening at the
lowest depth was 1.5mm wide while the two remaining openings were 3mm wide.
6.3. Electronic Setup
The electronic data acquisition and trigger setup shall be discussed in terms of separate
components corresponding to either the HPGe (SmartPET1) detector or the BGOarray.
6.3.1 SmartPET Electronics
The SmartPET1 detector was biased to its operational voltage of -1800 V with an ORTEC
659 Detector Bias Supply. The 12 DC preamplifier outputs were fed, via a grounding
panel, into the VME GRT4cards (Section 4.2.1, [Laz03]) for digitisation. The signals
from the 12 AC channels were branched into two paths at the grounding plate: one route
leading to the remaining VME GRT4 channels; the other providing an analogue logic
pulse to trigger data acquisition. The trigger signals were processed with three ORTEC
863 Quad Timing Filter Amplifier (TFA) units whose fast outputs were connected to three
ORTEC 935 Quad Constant Fraction Discriminator (CFD) units. The internal delay of
each CFD wasset to 20 ns while the thresholds were individually set to + 300 keV using a
152Ruy source and an ORTEC MAESTROanalogueto digital converter (ADC). Thelogical
OR ofall 12 CFD outputs was obtained using a Philips Scientific 755 Quad Majority Logic
Unit. The extension of this logic pulse to 50ns through an ORTEC 416A Gate/Delay
generator acted as the indication of an energy deposit in at least one of the AC strips and
the trigger for the SmartPET system.
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6.3.2 Scintillator Electronics
The PMT outputs were fed into multi-channel gain/offset processing units, where the
signal amplitudes and baselines were manually aligned. Subsequently, each signal was
divided into two. As with the SmartPET detector, one half of the signals was led directly
into the data stream through a CAEN N568LC 16 channel Programmable Spectroscopy
Amplifier. This multi-channel output was integrated into the digital VME data stream us-
ing a CAEN 32 Channel Multievent Peak Sensing ADC. The remaininghalf of the output
signals produceda trigger for the scintillator side of the coincidence setup. These pulses
were amplified using three ORTEC 863 Quad TFA units following into three ORTEC
935 Quad CFDs. The thresholds on the scintillators were set to +60 keV with an 744Am
source. The logical OR ofall CFD signals was generated using a LeCroy 380A Multiplic-
ity Logic Unit, which transmitted a logic pulse, if any one of the 12 channels registered
an impulse. This signal was prolonged with an ORTEC 416A Gate/Delay generator and
then served as the BGO component to the coincidencesignal.
6.3.3. Coincident Master Trigger
Thetrigger signal from each detector system was used to produce a coincidence gate by
implementing a LeCroy 465 Triple 4-fold Coincidence Unit. Providing both triggers were
registered within a 200 ns window, a master trigger signal was sent to a Philips Scientific
794 Quad Gate/Delay Generator, where it was converted to a TTL pulse. The TTL pulse
was copied between each GRT4 card of the VME DAQ system using a LeCroy 429A Quad
Mixed Logic Fan-In/Fan-Out. This signal prompted the digital acquisition of all pulses
(SP1) and energies (BGO array) by the system. During data readout further triggers
from the Gate/Delay generator were prevented, by directing the inhibit pulse from the
GRT4units back into the Gate/Delay generator with an additional LeCroy 429A module.
Figure 6.3 is a simplified diagram ofthis electronics chain. To aid the clarity of the figure,
the true numberof signals is not displayed nor are units which fan these in or out.
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Figure 6.3: A simplified schematic diagram of the electronics setup for the coincidence
trigger. Data are only digitised and stored when an energy deposit is registered in both
the germanium andscintillator detectors.
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6.4 Data Runs
Thecollimated beam was moved across the face of the detector in straight lines of 1 mm
step size referred to as runs or scans. Figure 6.4 illustrates the paths of the collimated
beam. In the figure, the detector is viewed looking upwards, from the perspective of the
source. For each run, data were extracted at the three different secondary collimator
depths: DC03, DC06 and DCO9. Thefollowing scans were performed:
e centrally through AC05 from DC contact to AC contact
e centrally through AC03 from DC contact to AC contact
e centrally through AC10 from DC contact to AC contact
e parallel to the DC strip boundaries, 2.5mm from the DC contact in AC03
e parallel to the DC strip boundaries, 2.5mm from the DC contact in AC05
e parallel to the DC strip boundaries, 2.5mm from the DC contact in AC10
e parallel to the DC strip boundaries, 2.5mm from the AC contact in AC03
e parallel to the DC strip boundaries, 2.5mm from the AC contact in AC05
e parallel to the DC strip boundaries, 2.5mm from the AC contact in AC10
e parallel to the DC strip boundaries, in the centre of AC03
e parallel to the DC strip boundaries, in the centre of AC05
parallel to the DC strip boundaries, in the centre of AC10
The source was placed at each position for 12h at a coincidence rate of ~10 counts
per minute (cpmin) to acquire sufficient statistics. The SmartPET singles count rate was
~80 counts per second (cps).
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Figure 6.4: A schematic representation of the paths scanned by the collimated beam in
steps of 1mm size. Forall lines, pulses were extracted for the three different depths of
secondarycollimation.
6.5 Data Pre-Selection Criteria
The coincident setup design aims to ensure a high fraction of the data consists of single
site interactions. To verify that criterion, and reject events which scatter through either
the primary or secondary lead shielding, the following conditions are applied before the
data are accepted for analysis. Firstly, the events were requested to have only triggered
one pixel in the detector i.e. one DC strip and one AC strip. Secondly, it is demanded
that the scattered y-ray interacting in the secondary detectors only triggers one row of
scintillator elements.
6.5.1 Germanium Energy Spectrum vs. BGO Energy Spectrum
Ay ray entering the SmartPET1 detector with 662 keV which scatters by 90°, andis fully
absorbedin a scintillator element, will produce energy deposits of 374 keV and 288 keV in
the germanium and bismuth germanate detectors respectively (see Compton Scattering
in Section 3.1.2). Figure 6.5 is a two-dimensional histogram displaying the intensity of
the energy registered in the scintillator material vs. the energy deposited in the germa-
nium detector. The region of intense counts contains the genuine 90° scattered events. A
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polygonal energy window or gate was placed around this region to extract pulse shapes
assumed to only originate from true 90° scatter coincidences. The germanium detector
energy gate was 40 keV wide and ranged from 350 keV to 390 keV, while the BGO gate
included the energies from 240 keV to 349 keV.
The following experimental features can be observed in Figure 6.5:
e The threshold of the constant fraction discriminator for the HPGetrigger is visible
as the level of background counts increases around the 250 keV mark on the z-axis.
The scintillator threshold is also seen at around the y= 60 keV line.
e Secondly, photopeak energy deposits in the germanium arevisible in a vertical line
at x =662 keV. These events arise when a ¥ ray is fully absorbed in the germanium
in temporal coincidence with a deposit from background or scattered radiation in
the scintillator. The line diminishes in intensity with increasing y as the likelihood
of the scintillator stopping higher energy y rays decreases.
e A vertical line at E, (x-axis) = 511 keV is also observed. Thisoriginates as some nat-
urally abundant isotopes emit 7 rays above 1022 keV,e.g. “°K where E, = 1460 keV.
These quanta contain sufficient energy to undergo pair production (Section 3.1.3),
subsequently resulting in 511 keV ¥ rays detected in the germanium crystal. Pro-
viding they coincide with a background interaction in the scintillator, they shall be
recorded and feature in the presented matrix.
6.6 Monte Carlo Setup Evaluation
The setup, described above, was modelled using the Geant4 environment [Ago03] to as-
sess the accuracy of the fold- and energy-based single site event selection. The number
of multiple site events, which fulfil all criteria stated above, was also to be obtained. A
simplification was made, neglecting the individual BGO crystals and readouts. Instead,
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Figure 6.5: A two-dimensional histogram ofscintillator energy shown on the y-axis vs. the
energy measured in the germanium crystal plotted on the x-axis. The intense region of
the plot surrounding (374 keV,288 keV), highlighted by the dashed box, contains the true
coincidences between germanium andscintillator detectors. These y rays have entered the
germanium crystal with 662 keV, scattered by 90° and deposited their remaining energy
in the scintillators. A detailed discussion is provided in the text.
cylindrical tubes of BGO detectors wrapping around the secondary collimators were mod-
elled.
6.6.1 Scattering in the Shielding
The 90° scatter energy prediction presumes a y ray incident on the crystal with an en-
ergy of E,=662keV. Any Compton scattering, either in the lead shielding, along the
tungsten collimator or in the housing of the detector, is neglected. To add confidence to
this postulate, Figure 6.6 (black) displays the energy of the simulated y ray, before its
interaction with the germanium crystal. Here, the simulation allowsthe fraction of y rays
which deposit energy before reaching the crystal to be quantified. One clearly sees that
the discussed assumptionis largely valid as 75 % of 7 rays which trigger the system enter
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Figure 6.6: A simulated spectrum of the energy of the collimated y rays before interacting
in the germanium crystal (black). The y-values are depicted on a log scale. The figure
highlights how most of the y rays enter the detector with the expected 662 keV. (red)
plots the simulated incident energy of the y rays which met the energy gates applied to
both the HPGe and the BGO.
the crystal with an energy of 662 keV. This value is dependent on the collimator material
and geometry, rather than any y-ray properties, yet is an interesting constraint on the
data accuracy. The low energy tail on the photopeak in Figure 6.6 is indicative of small
angle Compton scatters, either in the lead shielding or the tungsten collimator, while
the continuum more distant from the photopeakis a result of larger energy losses most
likely y rays penetrating the lead shielding. In Figure 6.6 (red) the same information is
displayed, however after only examining y rays which deposit between 350 keV - 390 keV
in the HPGe and 240 keV - 349 keV in the BGO. Thefigureillustrates how applying this
gate accurately removessignificant fractions of y rays, which scattered previously, from
the data.
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6.6.2 Uncertainties in the Scatter Peak
There are three physical factors which contribute to the width of the experimental scatter
peak in the germanium detector. As with the PET study in Chapter 5, an experimental
approach only observes the summation of all uncertainties. In simulation, the ability to
control sources of error and quantify their isolated influence is granted. In Figure 6.7 a
simulated spectrum of deposited energy in the HPGe, providing a coincidence with the
scintillator detector, is depicted in black. This spectrum does not include the intrinsic
energy resolution of the HPGedetector, therefore the width of the peakis defined solely by
the inaccuracy in the geometric definition of the scattering angle introduced by both the
primary and secondary collimator openings. The red spectrum is broadened, by adding
a random number to account for energy resolution in the detector. The random number
wasdistributed around the true value following a Gaussian function. The a parameter of
the Gaussian was selected to produce a FWHM of 2.8keV - a worst case example of the
energy resolution measured with this detector. Finally, the blue spectrum was obtained in
the experimental measurement from strip ACO03 of the SmartPET detector and includes
Doppler Broadening - a result of the y ray scattering off a target in motion, namely a
loosely bound electron of a germanium atom. As Figure 6.7 demonstrates, this effect
dominates the width of the experimentally measured peak. The two simulated spectra
are normalised to the experimental 374-keV peak. The FWHMofthe individual peaks
are summarised in Table 6.1. The effects of background radiation are also clearly visible
in the experimental energy spectrum (blue), as is a 662-keV photopeak resulting from
random coincidences as discussed in Section 6.5.1.
6.6.3 Fraction of Single-Site Interactions
The most interesting question to be answered with the simulation is the accuracy with
which the selection processidentifies single-site interactions. A histogram of the multiplic-
ity, i.e. the true numberof interactions, is presented in Figure 6.8 for the various filtering
stages. As restrictions upon interaction fold and energy are applied, the fraction of single
site interactions (multiplicity = 1) in the accepted data increases. Figure 6.8 confirms that
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Figure 6.7: A comparison of both simulated and experimental energies deposited in the
SmartPET1 detector. The black spectrum contains simulated energies with no additional
blurring. The width of the peak is defined by the geometric opening angles of the pri-
mary and secondary collimators. The red peak includes the intrinsic energy resolution
of the HPGe detector. The spectrum obtained experimentally is presented in blue. Its
much greater width is due to Doppler broadening, an uncertainty produced by the y ray
scattering off a target in motion.
 
 
Source of Uncertainty FWHM[keV]
Geometrical 6.5(2)
Geometrical and Energy Resolution 7.4(2)
Experimental 16.0(5)  
Table 6.1: An overview of the individual FWHM of the simulated and experimental
spectra. The uncertainties originating from the geometry, the detector performance and
Doppler broadening have been quantified.
the most important condition in isolating single site interactions is to gate on the scatter
peak in the germanium detector. The figure was produced applying a 40 keV energy gate
(350 keV - 390 keV) in the HPGe and a 100keV wide energy window on thescintillator
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Figure 6.8: A display of the true number of interactions in an event which passes the
quoted criteria as evaluated in the simulation. As the restrictions upon fold and deposited
energy becomestricter, the fraction of true single site events also rises. Finally, whenall
conditions are applied 89% of the data are single site interactions.
energy (240 keV - 349keV)!. The data which meet these conditions consist to 89% of
single site interactions.
6.6.4 Multiple Site Interaction Separation
For the 11% of the data where a multiple site interaction passes the selection criteria, the
distance between the two (or more) interaction points is crucial to the impact of this pulse
on the database. Figure 6.9 contains the absolute distance between the first and second
interaction in SmartPET1, providing the event fulfilled the acceptance criteria. The aver-
age distance between the two interactions is ~1cm. Theinteractions have been included
in this histogram regardless of their deposited energy. As one interaction may deposit
insufficient energy to trigger the experimental energy threshold, the absolute separation
can exceed the boundaries of a voxel despite the fold <1,1> condition being realised. Al-
though somewhat paradoxical, this phenomenon may well occur in the experimental data
and must be included in the model.
 
lThese gates are identical to those applied in the experimental analysis
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Figure 6.9: A histogram of the separation between multiple interactions which pass the
applied restrictions as obtained from the simulation. The separation can exceed a strip
boundaryif one interaction deposited energy below thelevel of the experimental threshold.
6.7 Database Construction
The data pre-selection was carried out in the MTSort analysis package [MTS] and began
with a three point energy gainmatching process. The data, selected based upon fold
and energy restrictions, were extracted through a 3100x N matrix, where N defines the
number of events which meet the criteria and 3100 arises as the approximate product
between the 24 channels at 128 samples each. These pulse matrices were analysed in the
ROOTenvironment [ROO], where a pulse analysis function library was developed.
The first analysis stage was to interpolate the waveforms by a factor of five from 128
samples to 640 samples, using a quadratic movingfit function. The original 128 pulses
acted as the skeleton of the interpolated pulse and were not altered. A three parameter
fit was performed over three samples of the skeleton (37.5ns). The interpolated points
between thefirst two samples were thenfilled according to the fitted quadratic expression.
Subsequently, the fit range was moved forward by one skeleton point (12.5ns) and the
process repeated, until the end of the interpolated pulse was reached.
Next a filtering/smoothing algorithm acted upon the interpolated pulses, to reduce the
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Figure 6.10: An exampleof a pulse pre- (black) and post-filtering (red). It is demonstrated
that the filtering algorithm maintains the characteristic shape of the waveform yet removes
a majority of the noise oscillations.
impact of noise fluctuations. A typical pulse pre- and post-filtering is presented in Figure
6.10. The figure illustrates how the filtered pulse (red) is smoother and less affected by
noise spikes, yet the algorithm reliably conserves the shapeof the original pulse (black).
The filtering algorithm implements
15
P(j +i)
0FG+7)== (6.1)15 ,
where j=7,8,...589,590; P describes the unfiltered pulse and F correspondsto thefiltered
pulse. Equation (6.1) averages seven samples back in time and eight samples forward,
replacing the central value with the average of the fifteen samples.
The real charge pulses were subsequently normalised to range from zero to unity by
subtracting an average of the first 100 samples (baseline) and dividing by an average of
the last 100 samples (maximum). The image charges were scaled by the same factor as
their neighbouring real charge.
A correction to remove the preamplifier’s exponential decay from the normalised maximum
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height was applied, by summingthe pulse with an exponentially fitted function from 100
onwards. The pulses were then time aligned (see Section 6.8). Time alignment, in this
context, is the temporalshift of a pulse to maximiseits overlap with another. A discussion
of a selection of methods to time align traces, which are not globally synchronised, is
provided in Section 6.8. Once time aligned, the pulses are summed and re-normalised to
produce an average pulse response or superpulse.
Figure 6.11 illustrates the standard deviation (Noise) on the baseline noise calculated
over 100 samples for the superpulse, as a function of the numberof pulses with which it
was constructed. The figure highlights how, through summation of manypulses, the error
resulting from electronic noise is reduced. No systematic error is observed to remain as the
standard deviation tends to zero. The figure also confirms that, despite the low number
of pulses available, a plateau in the standard deviation has been reached. Thefigure was
produced using the pulses closest to the DC side at the lowest secondary collimator level
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Figure 6.11: The standard deviation on the baseline noise of a superpulse as a function of
the numberof pulses used to construct the superpulse. The figure shows how despite less
than 50 pulses the standard deviation saturates and tends to zero. No systematic error
is observed in the trend.
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in the voxel shared by ACO5 and DCO3.
Finally, the superpulse is compared to each individual pulse once more and a new
superpulse is generated using only pulses which pass a x?-rejection test according to
AC+1 t100 D(t )| DC+1 ae | (t)|-yyeeeee (6.2)
AC—1 t=t0 DC—1 t=to
In Equation (6.2) AC and DC are the AC and DC strip numbers which register real
charge; P(t) and D(t) are the contents of the raw pulse and database pulse at timet.
In Figure 6.12, each sub-plot depicts the x? values for all pulses at a position through
the voxel shared between ACO5 and DC03 (lowest secondary collimator level). Position
1 (top-left) was the position closest to the DC side. Thefirst five positions are in the
top row from left to right, while positions 5-10 are in the second row etc. The rejection
thresholds were set individually for each position based upon the quality of its pulses and
were gauged to include as close to the most accurate 66.6% of events as possible.
Figure 6.13 contains the averaged charge pulses for a line of positions where the col-
limator was moved in 1mm steps from the DC to the AC face. The collimated beam
line ran as centrally as possible through AC05; events in DC03 were selected by gating
on the lower BGO level. The real charge pulses are aligned to t5 for the display pur-
poses of the figure, yet the iterative alignment approach (Section 6.8.3) was employed
in the analysis. Image charges are presented from AC04 and AC06, DC02 and DC04.
These are included in the neighbouring sub-plots. A number of observations can be made
from the figure. First the separation of the real charges is more dominant in the AC
pulses than in the DC pulses. This has also been observed in earlier studies including
[Tur06, Coo07b, Coo08, Gri09}.
Secondly, the imbalance between the magnitudes of the image charges in the AC strips
(AC04 vs. AC06) implies that the beam waspositionedslightly off-centre in AC05. Judg-
ing by the image charges, its positioning was marginally closer to ACO6. This observation
is not made in the z-dimension, where the magnitudes between the image charges on
DC02 and DC04 are in reasonable balance.
Figure 6.14 contains the pulses from the samecollimator positions as discussed above,
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Figure 6.12: A histogram of the x? values for all pulses and positions at the lowest
secondary collimator level. The first row displays the results from positions 1-5; the
second from positions 6-10 etc. The x? rejection level is displayed by the horizontal
red line on each sub-plot. The level was adjusted for each position to include the most
characteristic 66.6% of the data.
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Figure 6.13: The position characteristic charge response for twenty interaction positions
through the depth of the pixel shared between ACO5 and DC03. The average response
from strips AC04, ACO05 (real charge) and AC06 are depicted at the top of the figure.
The DC pulses from DC02, DC03 (real charge) and DC04 are presented in the bottom
row of sub-plots.
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however this time the voxel shared between AC05 and DC09 wasselected by gating on
the higher BGO level. Real charges from AC05 and DC09 are presented along with
neighbouring image charges from strips AC04 and AC06 and DC08 and DC10. It shall
be noted that only 18 pulse shapes, corresponding to 18 positions, are displayed in the
figure. At the DCO9 level - furthest away from the collimator - the two positionsclosest
to the DCside did not acquire sufficient statistics to form an average pulse. ‘This relation
between available events and distance from the AC face was consistently observed at all
secondarycollimatorlevels and is a result of using the AC face as the acquisition trigger.
Fortunately, sufficient statistics were available at lower secondary collimator positions.
In Figure 6.14, the image charges in DC10 show increased amounts of cross-talk over
the image charge pulses in DC08, DC02 and DC04. As no net chargeis collect at the
image charge contacts, the pulse should return to the zero baseline value. This does
not occur in DC10, implying that minimal amounts of charge remain in the strip. This
charge is the result of cross-talk between electronics cables and circuity in the signal
path. A speculative reason the cross-talk is observed more dominantly in this channel is
that its neighbouring contact DC11 has registered a mechanical fault, since the detector’s
commissioning in 2004. Increased cross-talk is, therefore, likely to take place between the
contacts in question, if they are not sufficiently grounded inside the cryostat.
6.8 Time Alignment Optimisation
Along the stages discussed above, significant issues arose in optimising the time alignment
of the pulses. The tested methods, their surroundingissues and procedures through which
they were overcome, are discussed herein.
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Figure 6.14: The position characteristic charge response for eighteen interaction positions
through the depth of the pixel shared between ACO5 and DC09. The average response
from strips AC04, AC05(real charge) and ACO6are depicted in the top of the figure. The
DC pulses from DC08, DC09 (real charge) and DC10 are presented in the bottom row of
sub-plots.
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6.8.1 Parametric Time Alignment
Parametric time alignment has been employed to construct superpulses in [Coo08, Dim08,
Gri09]. The method uses a fixed fraction of the pulse height e. g. t10? to serve as an
alignment point . For two pulses, t10 is calculated and one pulse is dynamically shifted
forward or back until their t10 values overlap. This process is referred to as parametric
time alignment to t10. Weaknesses in this method arise whensignificant noise fluctuations
are observed; an example of this is provided in Figure 6.15(a). The inaccuracy of the
alignment is a dominant source of error when matching uncollimated data to the pulse
shape database (Section 6.9.1). Alternative methods were thus devised as a part of this
thesis.
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(a) Pulse aligned to t10 (b) Pulse correctly time aligned
Figure 6.15: An example of a pulse whichis inaccurately time aligned using the parametric
method. The black and pink pulses are average pulses while the blue and green pulses are
responses from the same position which align well with this approach. The pulse displays
a large fluctuational artifact in its earlier trace and is falsely aligned parametrically in
Figure 6.15(a). In Figure 6.15(b) the red pulse has been correctly aligned using the
iterative approach (Section 6.8.3).
 
2The reader is reminded that t10 is the time at which a real charge pulse reaches 10% of its height.
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6.8.2 Constant Fraction Time Alignment
In an attempt to align pulses to a parameterless sensitive to fluctuations caused by noise
and variations in shape, an algorithm based around digital constant fraction discrimi-
nator (CFD) was implemented. A CFDis applied in experimental pulse processing when
a timing signal is required from pulses, which are expected to differ in shape. The inaccu-
racy producedin a timing signal attributed to the shapeof a trigger signal is referred to as
walk [Kno99| andis significantly reduced by implementation of a CFD. A version of this
approach would therefore seem applicable to this problem. A digital CFD is also often
used in free-running digital electronics, e. g. the Lyrtech ADC (Section 4.2.2), to identify
real charge without the need for an analogue trigger. The CFD algorithm was devised
loosely around the description of a CFD pulse processing unit found in [Kno99]: in the
algorithm, a duplicate of the pulse is inverted, amplified and delayed. An example of the
original pulse, along with the duplicate, are provided in Figure 6.16(a). The unaltered
original pulse is then summed with the manipulated copy to produce the waveform pre-
sented in Figure 6.16(b). As in the experimental pulse processing unit, the zero-crossing
point of the summed pulse should be independent of pulse shape and only be susceptible
to uncertainties induced byelectronic noise (jitter) [Kno99].
6.8.3 Iterative Time Alignment
The final time alignment algorithm implemented is referred to as iterative time align-
ment. This approach consumessignificantly more computer processing time than the two
discussed above, yet has produced more accurate results. Here, pulses are first aligned
to tl10 using the parametric method. One pulse is then shift backward in time by 50ns.
A x? parameter is then calculated (Equation 6.2), assessing the agreement between the
two pulses at this point. The shifted pulse is then moved forward by 100ns in 2.5ns
increments (one sample), thus sweeping over the second pulse. A x? value is calculated
and stored for each of the 40 positions. The position of minimum x?is declared the point
at which the pulses are correctly time aligned. Figure 6.17 depicts typical y? entries as
a function of pulse positioning as one waveform is dynamically swept over another. A
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Figure 6.16: Excerpts from different stages of digital CFD algorithm. Figure 6.16(a)
showstheoriginal pulse (top) along with the inverted, amplified and delayed copy. Figure
6.16(b) displays the sum of the two. The zero-crossing point to which the pulses are time
aligned is indicated by the vertical dashedline.
single, distinct global minimum, representative of the point where the pulses are aligned,
is clearly present. The remaining x? at the global minimum is a result of the electronic
noise on both pulses.
6.8.4 Time Alignment Assessment
The quality of each time alignment algorithm has been quantified by measuring the
FWHMofa set of time aligned pulses. The assessment was conducted for two extremes
of pulse shape: the most challenging shape i.e. with a shallow gradient around t10; and
the least challenging shape i.e. with a steep gradient around t10. Table 6.2 and Figures
6.18 and 6.19 depict the precision of each algorithm for the different example cases. The
most reliable was the iterative approach which produced a FWHM of 10.0ns and 5.0ns
for the two selected scenarios.
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Figure 6.17: An example of the y? agreement between two pulses as a function of pulse
position as produced with the iterative time alignment algorithm. A well defined global
minimum is reached when the pulse shapesare aligned.
 
 
Method FWHM [ns]
Parametric 53.(3)
Shallow at t10 Constant Fraction 18 (3)
Iterative 10 (3)
Parametric 18 (3)
Steep at t10 Constant Fraction 8 (3)
Iterative 5 (3)   
Table 6.2: An overview of the time distribution measured in full width half maximum
(FWHM)for the time alignment algorithms. Two extremecases of steep and and shallow
initial rise have been studied. The iterative time alignment method demonstrates best
performance.
6.8.5 Time Alignment of Image Charges
Both nearest neighbour and next-to-nearest neighbour image charges provesignificantly
more challenging in their time alignment. A combination of their shape and poorersignal
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Figure 6.18: An overview of a sampleset of pulses time aligned using the three algorithms
discussed in this section. Pulse shapes with an initial slow rise were selected as the low
shallow gradient ensures their early alignment is most challenging. The figure highlights
how the most accurate match is reached with the iterative approach.
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Figure 6.19: An overview of a sampleset of pulses time aligned using the three algorithms
discussed in this section. In this figure, pulse shapes with aninitial fast rise are presented.
These pulses are easier to align due to the steep early gradient. The figure highlights how
the most accurate match is reached with the iterative approach and how performance is
improved for pulses with an initially fast rise.
to noise ratio is responsible for this issue. Two methodsof image charge time alignment
were studied. In the first approach, the image charges are not time aligned but the traces
are averaged without additional processing. The disadvantages to this method are obvious,
as no correction has been applied for the sources of pulse misalignment. Specifically, these
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Figure 6.20: A comparison of image charge time alignment methodsfor pulses from DC02.
Thepulses in Figure 6.20(a) were not time aligned but summed without further processing.
In Figure 6.20(b) the pulses were aligned to their point of maximum displacement.
are: the jitter induced by electronic noise whenestablishing a trigger point with the CFD
which should be of random nature; a delayed output as the digital electronics are readout
sequentially. The latter effect will follow a systematic trend. However, as pulses which
originate from the sameelectronics cards are to be compared, the systematic delay will
be constant and negligible. It shall be argued that the jitter, present in the CFD signal,
which culminates in a timing error on the trigger signal, will oscillate in a Gaussian
manner aroundthe true trigger time (t0) thus a net offset should be minimised through
the averaging process. Figure 6.20(a) depicts an example set of image charges through
the depth of the crystal using this simplistic approach. The second method aligned the
image charges parametrically to their point of maximum displacement from the baseline.
This method produced morereliable results for strongly unipolar image charges as their
point of maximum offset was characteristic of their shape and accurately obtained and
reproduced. The alignment was less accurate for image charges low in magnitude and of
a bipolar nature. These were particularly susceptible to a bias introduced by the method.
Asseen in Figure 6.20(b) only very few bipolar image charges are observed; this behaviour
strongly disagrees with predictions by basic weightingfield calculations and existing work
(see Section 6.12 and [Tur06]).
In summary it was deemed more important to be consistently less accurate, yet pro-
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duce reliable, unbiased data. Therefore, the image charges were not time aligned to any
further degree than their natural overlap. It should be stressed that no systematic error
should be introduced as the image charges under comparison originate from the same
electronics channel. When comparing pulse shapes (of any type) from different channels,
a correction for the sequential readout must be applied.
6.9 Matching Collimated Data with the Database
Having produced the pulse shape database using optimised algorithms, the position reso-
lution achievable with this approach must be made a subject of study. For this purpose,
the collimated pulses and the database were compared to obtain the position of minimum
x? value. An event was defined as correctly matchedif its position of lowest x? agreed
with the location of the collimator to a degree of Ay. The Ay parameteris the level of
uncertainty tolerated in the matching process. For example, it is logical to accept events
as correct if they are matched to within 1 mm ofthe collimator position due to the 1-2 mm
spot size of the beam. This criterion would be described as Ay=1mm; the demand of
an exact match is referred to as Ay=0Omm.
6.9.1 Accuracy through the Depth of SmartPET
The accuracy of the database was assessed for the positions running along the y-axis
through the centre of AC05 for two separate secondary collimator levels: the upper layer
(DC09) and the lower layer (DC03). The single site interactions from the coincidence
data acquisition were treated as interactions from unknownpositions. These test pulses
were extrapolated, filtered, normalised (see Section 6.7) and then compared with every
pulse in the pulse shape database from the relevant voxel to produce the position of best
fit with the x? parameter in Equation (6.2). Iterative time alignment was utilised to
overlay the pulses. The results for the upper (lower) layer are represented graphically in
Figure 6.21(a) (Figure 6.21(b)). Significant fluctuation is observed for Ay=0 through the
detector which appears to follow no logical pattern. The erratic nature of the distributed
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Figure 6.21: The accuracy of the raw pulses when matched with the database across
all available positions. The Gaussian properties of the beam spot are observed for most
points. Approximately 55% of the data lie within 1mm of the point, while over 90% lie
within 2mm.
points is indicative of the limitations in sensitivity being approached. Factors which
contribute to these limitations are the overlap in shape of the pulses due to noise and the
spot size of the beam incident upon the detector.
Overall ~55% of events are matched to the exact position (Ay = 0) in the upper layer
and ~53% of events for the lower layer. For the Ay=1mmtolerance level the accuracy
improves to 91% (upper layer) and 90% (lower layer). This implies that although the
combination of beam spot size (1-2 mm), noise level on the pulses and detector sensitivity
struggles to reliably identify pulses to the 1 mm level, an average 90% of pulses are matched
within one millimetre of their correct position. No reduction in accuracy is observed due to
the larger spot size in the upper depths. This indicates that the limit in accuracy for both
Ay=0mm and Ay=1mmis dominated by resemblance of pulse shapes at neighbouring
positions and their overlap due to noise. Because of this increased similarity between the
pulses separated by 1 mm,an interpolation between the pulses to 0.5 mm spacing was not
performed.
Figure 6.22 depicts 20 histograms of the difference between the position of the col-
limator and the position of best fit as retrieved by the database matching for the data
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from the lower secondary collimator layer. The majority of histograms have a mode of
zero, supporting earlier statements that any error is evenly distributed around the colli-
mator position. The FWHMof the position spectra in Figure 6.22 varies between 1mm
(y=20mm) and 3mm (y=15mm). With the exception of one histogram (y= 4mm)
all positions have the highest number of entries in the correct bin. These observations
promote the applied method andreinforce the postulate that position resolution has been
accurately improved comparedto earlier studies [Coo07a, Gri09]. As a majority of events
are matched to the correct millimetre and any discrepancies are consistent with uncer-
tainties introduced by the spotsize, it shall be claimed that a position resolution of 1mm
in the depth dimension has been obtained for single site events.
6.9.2 Accuracy across a SmartPET Strip
Using the processing stages described above, the pulse shape database was expanded to
include pulses from lines running across strips perpendicular to the segment boundaries.
As with the pulses running through the depth of the crystal, the coincident single site
pulses were compared with the database to evaluate its performance. In this section a
line of collimator positions which ran across AC05 in 1mm steps shall be discussed. The
primary aim of these scan points was to investigate the image charge behaviour, as a
function of position across the strip. Due to experimental time constraints, only selected
lines in the strip were scanned (as in Figure 6.4). These were positioned:
e 5mm away from the DC contact (y=5 mm)
e in the centre of the strip (y= 10mm)
e 5mm away from the AC contact (y= 15mm).
As with the real charges, it was imperative to derive the most efficient and accu-
rate means of matching pulses to the database. The methods investigated included a
calculation of the parametric image charge asymmetry (ICA) with
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Figure 6.22: A histogram of the distance between an event’s position of minimum x? and
the collimator position for each point through the depth of the detector.
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Ateft — ArightiCA=", 6.3
Aleft + Apight ( )
where Ajef: and Aj,igne correspond to the absolute area underneath the left and right
image charges respectively. Position matching with the image charge asymmetry has
been applied in earlier studies e.g. [Mat06, Coo07a, Coo09] to obtain a single value
representative of the lateral distance of the y-ray interaction from the AC or DCstrip
boundaries. The position was determined by matching the ICA of a single event to the
ICA values of the database. This figure of merit shall be compared with the more detailed
method executed for real charges in Section 6.9.1, where a x? value is calculated using the
entire pulse. In this approach, the image charges are time aligned (TA) parametrically
to their maxima and a x” parameter is calculated. It was also investigated whether the
image charge accuracy is increased by scaling the image charges (Scale), to ensure their
maximum height matches that of the database pulse 3. Table 6.3 summarises the accuracy
values for both Ay=0mm and Ay=1mm for the data across the strip close to the AC
face. Results for the three discussed methods are presented. The first observation is
that the scaling function significantly reduces the accuracy of the matching process. This
is most probably due to the scaling being applied to one value i.e. the maximum and
therefore being very sensitive to noise.
Secondly, unlike the real charges, a clear position dependence is observed in the accuracy.
A plausible explanation for this is the reduced magnitude of the image charges in the
central regions of the strips and the subsequent decreasein signal to noise ratio. A further
contributing factor is the bipolar nature of the image charges, resulting in time alignment
inaccuracies. Having dismissed the image charge scaling, both the time alignment with
x? matching and the ICA produce very reliable results at Av=1. The Av=0 accuracy
average is over 10% higher for the x? data and on average 35% higher near the measured
strip boundaries. It shall also be noted that the performance at Ax=1is identical, within
 
3 Although the charges are already of similar height, there is some uncertainty in the gainmatching
process and in the exact interaction position due to the spot size. Therefore a pulse-by-pulse scaling was
investigated.
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Figure 6.23: Histograms of the distance between the y-ray interaction position as deter-
mined by the pulse matching process and the true collimator position. Histograms are
presented for all five positions scanning across a strip near (a) the DC side
centre of the strip and (c) near the AC side
, (b) in the
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Accuracy %
Position TA + Scale + y? TA + x’? ICA
Aa=0 Pr] Ag=0 Av=1 Ave Ac=l
1 66 95 94 100 66 100
2 30 95 53 100 71 100
3 28 79 48 97 ol 97
4 30 77 ol 100 33 100
5 8 72 89 97 53 95
Average 32 83 67 99 5D 98         
Table 6.3: A depiction of the accuracy of the match of collimated data to the database
for positions moving across the centre (y=10mm) of AC05. Three different methods
are presented. Reduced accuracy is observed in the centre of the strips, yet the Ar=1
accuracyis very high for both a parametric and the full pulse comparison based approach.
errors, between the simplified parametric ICA figure of merit and the more complex y?
value. This implies the simple parametric approach maysuffice for resolution of ~2 mm,
whereas 1 mm position resolution can only be achieved using the full y? comparison to a
pulse shape database. Depending on the specific application of the detector, one approach
may be chosen over the other.
6.9.3. Evidence of Weak Electric Field at Strip Boundaries
The behaviourof the average real charge pulses when scanning across the 5mm dimension
of an AC strip wasalso investigated. The AC and DC real charges from the scan line
5 mm away from the DCface are presented in Figure 6.24(a). The DC pulses are presented
for comparison and areall near identical in shape, with no consistent difference observed
between them. This is to be expected, as the interaction position is consistently aligned
centrally in the DC strip. On the ACside, charge collection properties toward the strip
boundaries are pronounced. The chargeis collected slightly faster in the centre of the
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Figure 6.24: (a) Average pulse shape sampling across the strip 5mm away from the DC
side. The AC pulses are marginally slower toward the boundariesof the strip. (b) The
t50 - t50min values for both the AC and DC pulse shapes. The t50 values highlight the
reduced charge collection time close to strip boundaries on the AC side.
strip, than it is toward the strip boundaries. To emphasise this trend, the difference
between each 50 value and the fastest of all five #50 values (t50min) have been plotted as
a function of position across the strip in Figure 6.24(b) for both the AC (red triangles)
and DC (black dots) pulses. Although the error bars of +2.5 ns (one sample) are relatively
large in comparison,it is argued that these values follow a trend indicating slower charge
collection toward strip boundaries on the AC side, particularly as this effect is also found
for scans across the strip at the centre of the crystal (10mm depth) and 5mm from the
AC contact (Figures 6.25(a) and 6.26(a)). The presence of this feature, independent of
position within the depth of the crystal, suggests this is not an artifact introduced by
poor time alignment of pulses with an initially slow rise, but a genuine characteristic of
the charge collection at strip boundaries.
Although extensive electric field simulations and experimental data across the DC
strip would be required to fully explain this feature, some speculative arguments shall be
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discussed here.
As described in Section 4.1, the majority charge carriers on the AC (DC) contacts are the
holes (electrons). The bias voltage is applied to the AC contacts, therefore the region of
strongest electric field is in the vicinity of the DC contact. The observations imply thatat
least the holes migrate through the crystal with reduced velocity at strip boundaries. The
possibility that the holes are becoming trapped in the crystal lattice, as is often seen in
cadmium zinc telluride, is unlikely as this would not be dependent on the position across
the strip. A more convincing hypothesisis that the applied electric bias is not sufficient to
saturate the drift velocity of the holes throughout the width of the strip, but only (if at all)
at the strip centre. As the electric field is understood to be weaker at strip boundaries,
these would be the first crystal regions to demonstrate such effects. Furthermore, the
extent by which the pulses are slower at strip boundariesis slightly reduced for positions
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Figure 6.25: (a) Average pulse shape sampling across the at the centre of the crystal.
Slower risetimes are observed toward the boundariesofthe strip for the AC pulses. (b) The
t50 - t50min values for both the AC and DC pulse shapesas a function of lateral position.
The t50 values highlight the reduced charge collection time close to strip boundaries on
the AC side.
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Figure 6.26: (a) Average pulse shape sampling across the AC strip 5mm away from the
AC side. The AC pulses are marginally slower toward the boundaries of the strip. (b)
The t50 - t50min values for both the AC and DC pulse shapes. The t50 values highlight
the reduced charge collection time close to strip boundaries on the ACside.
close to the AC contact (Figure 6.26). The holes created at these positions would spend
the least amount of time in the weaker field near the AC contact, therefore they are
exposed to the possibly weaker field for shorter distances. This may explain why the
effect is reduced at these positions. As mentioned above, further information could be
gained from detailed studies of the electric field (whether experimental or simulated)
focusing on the pulse shape properties at different bias strengths and with different contact
geometries. For such work to take place in a model, a validated pulse shape simulation
package is required. This issue shall be addressed briefly in Section 6.12, but a more
thorough investigation is recommendedin future.
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6.9.4 Mean Position Error
Asa final metric of the position accuracy, the mean position error is calculated by aver-
aging the distance between the true collimator position and the position determined using
the database’s entry of minimum y?. Figure 6.27(a) is a plot of the mean position error
in the depth dimension of the detector as a function of collimator position. The values
lie between 0.1 (1) mm and 1.5 (1) mm;the average of the 20 results is 0.6(1) mm. Closer
inspection of Figure 6.27(a) reveals a position dependence on the mean position error as
has previously been indicated in the accuracy plots (Figure 6.21), the position histograms
(Figure 6.22) and will feature in the sensitivity measurements (Section 6.11.1). The mean
position error is slightly larger close to the DC face (Position 1) with the highest values
between three millimetres and five millimetres away from the DC contact. The mean po-
sition error then follows a practically constant trend in the range between six millimetres
and eleven millimetres only to indicate a linear decline from twelve millimetres onwards.
This trend implies the ability to localise interactions accurately is enhanced when the
interactions are near the AC contacts. A full explanation for this behaviour is discussed
in Section 6.12 once further evidence has been presented. Briefly, it is believed that the
observations due to the poor mobility of the hole in regions of the detector, where the
electric field is weakest (near the AC face). If the drift velocity of the less mobile holeis
not saturated, an insensitivity in the pulse shape to different positions may be present.
This will have least effect close to the AC face, as the hole is collected quickly and re-
moved from the charge induction process. This explains the improvement in position
resolution. Figure 6.27(b) displays the mean position error measured laterally across the
strip for three lines using the y? closest match approach: 5mm from the DCside (blue
triangles), 10mm from the DCside(red, open circles) and 5mm from the AC side(black,
closed circles). For these data, a position dependence can be observed close to the AC
(black, open circles) and DC (bluetriangles) faces, where the mean lateral position error
increases in the centre of the strip. This corresponds to regions of low magnitude image
charges on either side, which may explain the trend. Also, Figure 6.14 indicated that, in
this region, the image charges are dominantly bipolar, especially on the AC face. This
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Figure 6.27: (a) The mean depth position error in depth dimension for the 20 collimator
positions. (b) The mean lateral position error for three sets of five data points across a
strip. The three sets correspondto the lines across the AC strip 5mm from the DC face
(blue triangles), at the centre of the strip (red, open circles) and 5mm from the AC face
(black, filled circles).
makes not only their alignment, but also their matching process, more difficult. This lack
of accuracy toward the centre of crystal segments is consistent with work presented in
[Rad09]. The same trend is not found in the centre of the strip, most likely due to the
bipolar nature of both image charges for these interaction positions.
6.10 Matching Uncollimated Data
The real challenge to the iterative data matching process and the accuracy of the pulse
shape databaselies in identifying the positions of uncollimated y-ray interactions. To ad-
dress this point, data were acquired using an uncollimated !3"Cs point source (E, = 662 keV).
The caesium isotope wasselected for its monoenergetic decay chain andits relatively high
energy. The energy ensures the y rays bear enough momentum to penetrate significantly
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into the germanium crystal. A fold <1,1> restriction was applied and the data were ex-
tracted from the MTsort analysis package [MTS] using the 3100x N matrices discussed in
Section 6.7. To avoid disturbing the setup, the source was placed in between the germa-
nium detector and the secondary collimators. Regrettably, this has introduced artifacts
through backscattered y rays, which shall be discussed below.
6.10.1 Structure of the algorithm
Initially, a single site interaction was assumed and the real charges from both the DC
and AC faces of the voxel were matched with each position in the database using the
iterative time alignment procedure. The AC and DC waveforms were compared inde-
pendently, producing a suggested position for both faces. Depending on the separation
between these positions, the degree of confidence on theidentification was assessed. Based
upon the accuracy plots generated in Section 6.9.1, the database could be accountable for
an uncertainty of +1mm. Therefore a disagreement of between 1mm and 4mm (inclu-
sive) was attributed to the general uncertainty within the matching process. In this case,
the estimated position was constructed using an average between the depths, weighted
according to the individual x? parameters. An interaction where both AC and DC match-
ing agreed on the interaction site was treated as correctly matched. Larger separations
(>5 mm) qualified the pulse to be constituted of multiple interactions in which case a more
sophisticated deconvolution section of the algorithm was activated (see Section 6.11).
6.10.2 Identification Performance
Figure 6.28(a) presents a spectrum obtained counting the positions of best match for
fold <1,1> pulses in the voxel shared between ACO5 and DC09, while Figure 6.28(b)
is a Monte-Carlo prediction of the clustered y-ray interaction position using the model
described in Section 6.6. The first observation made when comparing the figures is that
the experimental reading suffers from disappointingly low statistics. Regrettably this
implies only speculative arguments can be made, however some trends will be discussed.
Firstly, both figures demonstrate a consistent reduction in intensity from the positions
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closest to the source at 0mm (close to the DC face) into the 14mm depth region. Only
the simulated results have sufficient statistics to highlight the exponential nature of the
distribution. Secondly, both position spectra show an unexpected increase in counts from
~15mm onwards until the end of the crystal. Through the Monte-Carlo simulations, it
was deduced that this trend is only present if the copper plate, on which the secondary
collimators and the point source were positioned, is included. Large angle Compton
scattering (backscatter) upward from the copper plate could explain this observation. In
the experimental data, the increase in counts toward to 20mm deep region (near the AC
face) of the crystal is higher than in the simulation. Although a statistical nature cannot
be ruled out, it is possible that unmodelled materials from which backscatter can occur
(e.g. tables, metal holding structures) could be responsible for this. Overall the agreement
is encouraging, yet data with higher statistics are required to add weight to the discussed
arguments.
Figure 6.28(c) summarises the separation between the lowest x? match from the AC
and DC faces respectively. The figure conveys that the matching process results in an
agreement of 2mm or better between the faces for the majority of events (76%). As men-
tioned above, only the events with a separation of five or greater were classed as convolved
interactions and excluded from Figures 6.28(a) and 6.28(d). A more sophisticated method
for identifying convolved interactions is discussed in Section 6.11.
6.10.3. Two-dimensional Identification Performance
The matching process of uncollimated data as explained in Section 6.10.1 was combined
with the lateral position determination algorithm described in Section 6.9.2 to generate
a two-dimensional map of the y-ray interaction site. The three-dimensional positions
were projected through the DCstrip plane for two-dimensional plotting. The intensity of
interactions as a function of two-dimensional position is displayed in Figure 6.28(d). The
zero coordinate in the y-axis corresponds to the DC face. Theeffects discussed above are
visible along the depth of the crystal (y-axis). Furthermore, intensity reduces towards the
edges of the strip. This feature is introduced by the fold <1,1> condition. As the AC
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Figure 6.28: The weighted depth position calculated by comparing the match between AC
and DC pulse shapes with the database (a) and the positions predicted by a Monte-Carlo
model (b). The frequency of the separations between AC and DCposition is presented in
(c), while (d) represents a two dimensional histogram of the positions of the uncollimated
data as determined by the database. For this plot, the real charges were employed to
match the depth while the lateral coordinate was extracted from comparing the image
charges.
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side is approached the intensity of interactions are distributed more uniformly. This is
again believed to be due to the reduction of the backscattered y rays in this region of the
crystal. The lack of increments in some pixels and an increased intensity in some edge
pixels close to the AC side may be genuineartifacts, but a statistical origin is a more
obvious explanation, given the available data, and cannot be ruled out.
6.11 Pulses Containing Multiple Interactions
To gain a moredetailed understanding of the charge pulse induced by multiple interactions
within a segment, a set of convolved pulses (Pc) were produced from the pulse shape
database. In this process, two pulses (P; and P,) were summed according to
_ Ey, * Pi + Ey * Pp
7 FE, + E,
where FE and FEare weighting factors to represent the energy deposited by the two in-
Po ; (6.4)
teractions. For example in the hypothetical case of both interactions depositing equal
energy, E, and E2 would equate. The energy weighting parameters E; and FE» will later
often be quoted as a ratio E,:E2. After summation, the pulses were re-normalised to range
from zero to unity by dividing by (£, + Fy). Convolved pulse shapes were generated for
all 390 (20? — 20) combinations of interaction positions with energy ratios of 1:1, 3:1,
and 9:1. Figure 6.29 illustrates the convolved AC real charges from a set of pulses with
FE, = E> = 1. In the figure, P; was the position closest to the DC face at 1mm depth
and was convolved with all remaining pulses at depths 2mm-20mm. This set of pulses
will sometimes be referred to as artificially convolved interactions.
In the following sections of this document, a high frequency sine wave has been added to
oscillate around the pulse to model the effects of electronic noise.
Initial assessment implies that a minimum distance between the interactions is required
before the presence of both sites is clear from the leading edge of the waveform. Key
parameters in the ability to identify multiple sites are therefore:
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Figure 6.29: Samples of convolved pulse shapes produced using Equation 6.4. Weighting
factors of E;=H2=1 were used. The twenty displayed pulses are the AC responses from
position 1mm from the DC contact convolved with the twenty other depth positions.
e the sensitivity of the pulse shapes as defined by the weighting field,
e the energy ratio between the two interactions (£; and E34),
e the separation between the twointeraction sites.
In this discussion, the sensitivity of the pulse shapes is constant as it is defined by
the contact design and applied electric field. This section will therefore aim to establish
the limitations of the sensitivity of the SmartPET detector by quantifying conditions
required for a convolved interaction to be identified. Pulse shapes produced by more than
two interactions have not been considered in this work.
6.11.1 Sensitivity to Convolved Interactions
As with the single site interactions above, the convolved AC and DC pulses (Pc) were
iteratively time aligned to each database pulse and the best x? match was obtained using
Equation (6.2). In Figure 6.30, the lowest x” value for AC pulse and DC pulse wereplotted
against each other. This procedure was conducted both for a range of single site pulses
from different positions across the coincidence scan (black circles) and for the convolved
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pulses calculated with Equation (6.4) (red triangles). For significant fractions of the Po
data, the single site pulse and convolved pulse entries fall into separate regions of the
plot for the 1:1 and 3:1 energy ratio. This observation cannot be madefor the 9:1 energy
ratio parameters in Figure 6.30(c). As the energy imbalance increases, one interaction
dominates the pulse shape. The convolved shape closely resembles the dominant single
site interaction pulse and the convolution is unidentified. Nevertheless, the regions of the
plot can be exploited to define a threshold, representing the worst accepted parameters
for an event to still be classed as a single site interaction. In this case, this threshold has
been defined as a line y44o+XHo < 20.
To understand the separation required for multiple interactions to be identified based
on the pulse shape, the convolved pulses, which lie outside of the single site acceptance
criterion, have been examined moreclosely. Subfigures 6.31(a), 6.31(b) and 6.31(c) are
histograms of the separation between the artificially convolved interactions that were
identified by applying this method. Obviously, the convolved data sets contain a larger
number of pulses separated by small distances. For example, there are only two available
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Figure 6.30: The x? value of the best AC and DC matches plotted against each other
for single site data (black dots) and convolved data (red triangles). The figure illustrates
how the best x? values fall into separable regions of the plot for energy ratios of 1:1 and
3:1. In the 9:1 energy ratio data, one interaction dominates the pulse shape to the extent
that the x? parameter often implies a single site interaction.
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Figure 6.31: (a) - (c) are histograms of the separation between identified convolved inter-
actions. The red line indicates the number of pulses which were available to be identified
at that separation. These figures highlight that providing the interactions are separated
by ~10mm or more they should be identifiable with this approach. In (d) - (f) all com-
binations of convolved pulses are represented by P; plotted on the x-axis and P, on the
y-axis. The matrix entries have been set to unity (black) if the event was successfully
identified and to zero (white) if the pulse was treated as a single site interaction. Sub-
figures (d) - (f) show evidence of an enhanced sensitivity toward the AC contact of the
detector (Position 20).
pulses where the individual interactions were 19mm apart: the two pulses produced by
convolution of position 1 with position 20 and vice-versa. Whereas a range of combinations
producing pulses 1mm apart are possible. The numberof pulses which were available to
be identified at a certain separation is indicated by the dashed red line. The figures
illustrate that the separation at which all of the possible events are no longer identified
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is ~10mm. At separations <10mm,large amounts of the 1:1 and 3:1 energy ratio data
(Figures 6.31(a) and 6.31(b) respectively) are still identified. Only at ~5mm does the
methodfail to identify pulsesat all as the entries in the histogram are around zero. For the
9:1 energy ratio data, this tendency begins at ~10mm separation but is a more gradual
process. In Subfigures 6.31(d), 6.31(e) and 6.31(f), graphical representations of matrices
of Py vs P; are presented. The matrix has been filled with unity if the method was able
to identify the pulse as convolved (black) and with zero (white) if the pulse would have
been declared a single site interaction. As in the subfigures 6.31(a), 6.31(b) and 6.31(c),
it is demonstrated that if one interaction deposits sufficient energy to dominate the pulse
shape, a much larger separation is necessary between the interactions for the convolution
to be detected. In all three data sets, the distance required between interactions is less
whenthe interactionsare close to the AC face (Position 20). Here further evidenceis found
that there is an enhanced sensitivity of the real charge pulses near the AC side. This is
observed at both scanline positions in Figures 6.13 and 6.14 and in the mean position error
plots in Figure 6.27. The reasons for these shapesare believed to relate to restricted hole
mobility in regions of weakelectric field, as touched uponearlier (Section 6.9.4). Extensive
electric field simulations may offer a further insight into this issue. These simulations will
only be touched upon briefly in this work (Section 6.12). A further investigation into this
matter is recommended.
In summary, for multiple interactions in a single segment to be identified, two criteria
must be met: both interactions must deposit sufficient relative energy to impact the
leading edge of the pulse shape. At an energy ratio of 3:1 or less, this requirement is
fulfilled. Secondly, a minimum separation in depth between the individual interactions is
necessary. This value is dependent on the region of the crystal the interactions are in.
Increased sensitivity is demonstrated near the AC face where a separation of only ~4mm
is needed. Near the DC face, interactions must be separated by >10 mm.
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Figure 6.32: Histogramsof the multiplicity - the true numberof interactions - for both fold
<1,1> (a) and fold <2||1> data as calculated in the simulation. (b) indicates that when
studying fold <2||1> events, there is an increased risk of an interaction being convolved.
6.11.2 Identifiable Multiple Interactions in Simulated Data
With limiting factors on the ability to deconvolve interactions established, it is essential
to quantify the fraction of uncollimated data which is convolved at 511 keV andtheability
to identify these events given the sensitivity above. For this purpose, fold <1,1> and fold
<2||1> data were extracted from the Monte-Carlo simulations discussed in Section 4.6.
To remind the reader, these simulations modelled a monoenergetic (E, =511 keV), point
source, 25cm away from the aluminium can of a SmartPET detector. Only one detector
was studied in these simulations. For additional details, please refer to Section 4.6. One
crucial parameter to extract from these data was the multiplicity - the true number of
interactions in the detector. The simulations reveal that the fraction of convolved data
depends on the fold of the interaction. Figure 6.32 displays histograms of the multiplicity
for fold <1,1> data (Figure 6.32(a)) and for fold <2||1> data (Figure 6.32(b)). It was
calculated that when using fold <1,1> data - which constitute 62% of the total data
- only 12% of the data contained a convolved interaction ie. a multiplicity >1. This
is an encouraging result for the use of the fold <1,1> data subset. The separation in
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Figure 6.33: Histogramsof the depth separation between two components which constitute
a convolved interactions for both fold <1,1> (a) and fold <2||1> data as calculated in
the simulation. The region shaded in red highlights the convolved interactions of most
concern.
depth between the two interactions is the deciding factor in being able to identify the
convolved interaction. The simulations indicate that 70% of convolved interactions fulfil
the necessary energy ratio requirement, while only 16% are sufficiently separated in depth
to be identified. Unfortunately, the two effects are also in competition with each other:
only a small initial deposit leaves the original y ray with sufficient momentum to travel a
large distance through the crystal. Therefore if the energy ratio condition is met, it will
reduce the likelihood of the separation requirement being fulfilled. The depth separation
between the two interactions is presented in Figure 6.33(a) for the fold <1,1> data. The
area shaded red highlights the region of interactions of most concern as these interactions
have separations large enough to be detrimental to image reconstruction, but, currently,
cannot be identified.
For fold <2||1>, the multiplicity values are presented in Figure 6.32(b). This subset
consists to 28% of interactions which are in some way convolved. This fraction is over
twice the value for the fold <1,1> data. The depth separation (Figure 6.33(b)) indicates
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that the interactions are no easier to identify using the current method. Theinteractions
inside the red shaded area result in a mean position error in three dimensions of 3.8mm
for fold <1,1> data and 4.4mm for fold <2||1> data. For fold <2||1> the issue is
further complicated by identifying the strip which containedthefirst interaction. If this is
performed incorrectly, the average position error in three dimensions increases to ~6 mm.
Although these statements are concerning, there is much useful information considering
future PET system design to be taken from this knowledge. A thorough discussion is
found in Section 6.13.
6.11.3. Deconvolving Experimental Convolved Interactions
Havingidentified a pulse as a candidate for a convolved interaction, the final challengeis to
establish the two interaction sites which produced it. For this purpose, data were acquired
using the SmartPET1 detector and an uncollimated !°7Cs source (E, =662 keV). Fold
<1,2> events were selected in the MTsort environment [MTS] and analysed in the ROOT
environment [ROO]as in Section 6.7. These fold <1,2> events must contain a pulse shape
convolved from at least two interactions on the AC side as two hits were registered on the
DC face. The methods described in Section 6.11 were applied and identified 20% of the
data as convolved. Although 100% of the data must be convolved, a significantly lower
fraction will be recognised due to insufficient separation of the interactions in depth. The
20% of events diagnosed as multiple site events is in reasonable agreement with Monte-
Carlo simulations which indicate that 13% of fold <1,2> data are separated by 10mm
or greater. The additional fraction of interactions may arise from random coincidences
between prompt y rays, lead X-rays and/or y rays which have backscattered off the
secondarycollimators.
To separate the individual interactions, which have resulted in the convolved pulse
shape, these were compared with the database of convolved interactions produced using
Equation 6.4 with energy ratios 1:1, 3:1 and 9:1. The best match was declared to con-
tain the two combinations most likely to have produced the observed pulse shape. In
Figure 6.34 two examples of the experimental, convolved AC pulses (black) are presented
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Figure 6.34: Two examples of convolved experimental AC pulse shapes which were iden-
tified and separated (black). The best match with the convolved databases are also
presented (red). (a) was determined to have an approx. 1:1 energy ratio between the
interactions which were 10mm apart. The AC response from the individual positions are
shown in green and blue. The second example had an energy ratio of 3:1 in favour of the
shallower interaction (green) and the positions were 13mm distance from each other.
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alongside the best AC match from the databases (red) and the twosingle site positions,
which result in the convolved pulse (green and blue). The pulse in Figure 6.34(a) was
determined to have an energyratio of 1:1 between the two interactions and according to
the matching process they were separated by 10mm.For the pulse in Figure 6.34(b) the
two interactions had an energyratio of 3:1 in favour of the position closer to the DC side
(green). The separation in depth between the two sites was calculated to be 13mm.
Although this process appears to reproduce the shapeof the real pulses accurately, it has
speed limitations and would not be suited for online analysis. The least squares matching
requires ~9sec per event on a FUJITSU SIEMENSlaptop with an Intel Centrino Duo
dual core processor of 1 GHz and 1GB of RAM.Further work will be required to develop
the algorithm at both the identification stage and the pulse deconvolution stage. It is
recommended a more sophisticated algorithm is generated in the future. One suggestion
would be an adaptive grid search technique [Ven04] or a singular value decomposition
([Dox07]. This shall be discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.
6.12 Charge Pulse Simulations
The characterisation measurements above and the pulse shapes presented in Figures 6.13
and 6.14 are also important in verifying waveforms from electric field simulations. A
validated electric field simulation is a crucial tool in system modelling and design asit
can predict the pulse shapes of an interaction, before the detector is assembled. This
is necessary to anticipate position resolution performance (Section 6.9) and sensitivity
limitations as discussed in Section 6.11. A dependable electric field simulation is also
often utilised as an alternative to the characterisation methods outlined above, to reduce
the time required to generate a pulse shape database.
In an electric field simulation, the pulse shape induced on a detector contact is calculated
by applying the Schockley-Ramo theorem [Ram39] as described in Section 3.3.3. In this
work, the Multi-Geometry Simulation (MGS) package [Med04] was employedto calculate
the pulse shapes induced on the SmartPET contacts. The following calculation stages are
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necessary for the software to produce the theoretical waveforms:
e Geometry
The user must describe the detector geometry as a set of input parameters. Decisive
factors in this stage include thesize of the crystal, the operating bias voltage, the
impurity concentration, the cryostat temperature, any spacing between the crystal
and the cryostat, the inter-strip gap and the contact thickness. In the case of a
coaxial detector, properties regarding the bore hole must also be entered.
e Electric Potential
With this information the software calculates the magnitude and direction of the
electric potential (w(x, y, z)) throughout the crystal by solving Poisson’s equation
ry Op Pv pl(z,y,z)
Ox? r Oy? ~ a2Ot (6.5) 
where p(x, y, z) represents the volumetric charge density as calculated by the impu-
rity concentration gradients.
e Electric Field
The electric field E is then calculated according to
E=Vvw. (6.6)
e Charge Carrier Drift Velocities
The strength and vector of the simulated electric field is combined with knowledge
of the crystal lattice to calculate the trajectory of the charge carriers. MGS ap-
plies mobility parameters for electrons and holes calculated in [Mih00] and [Bru06]
respectively.
e Weighting Field and Pulse Shapes
Finally, the weighting field as described in Section 3.3.3 is calculated from the electric
field and combined with knowledge of the charge trajectory to obtain the current
i(t) = qvaEo(2,y, 2), (6.7)
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where q is the charge carrier in the crystal, vq is its drift velocity and Ep is the
weighting potential at a given coordinate. The charge pulse Q(t) is calculated by
summing the integrals of the current induced on a contact by both charge carrier
species.
When simulating the SmartPET charge pulses, it was observed that the calculated
pulses become unusable for significant regions of the crystal near the detector guardring.
If the interaction point is within 10mm of the guard ring, the charge carriers are not
drawn toward their respective contact but toward the guard ring itself. As part of this
investigation, it was noticed that the default SmartPET parameters stored in the software
do not agree with the values in the SmartPET data sheet [San05a]. Using the default
parameters, the issue affects the two most outer strips on each face (AC01, AC02; AC11,
AC12; DC01, DC02; DC11, DC12); entering the correct specifications improvesthis issue,
yet does notresolve it completely as boundary strips (ACO1, AC12, DCO1, DC12) arestill
affected. The correct parameters entered into MGS from the SmartPET data sheet are
documented in Table 6.4.
Figure 6.35 illustrates the pulse shapes calculated by MGSfor the points which pro-
duced Figure 6.13. To aid the comparison, Figure 6.13 is repeated overleaf. A number of
features are observed in the simulated pulses which do not agree with the experimental
measurements. The first would possibly be rectified by the inclusion of some hardware
effects, the others are more complicated:
e Sharp and abrupt shape in simulation
The simulated pulse shapes have less rounded curves and the points at which the
charge changes from being induced bythe hole and electron current is clearly visible.
This is not the case for the experimental shapes. Previous pulse shape simulations
[Dim08, Kha08] indicate that this effect is at least reduced, if not removed, when
including the response of the preamplifier. As the capacitor discharges, the escaping
charge slows the pulse shapes delivering a more rounded shape. This feature may
also be minimised when the sampling frequency of the GRT4 cards of 80 MHzis
included.
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Figure 6.35: The simulated charge response as calculated by MGSfor eighteen positions
through AC05 and DCO3.
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Figure 6.36: Experimental pulse shapes for the twenty interaction positions in the voxel
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Parameter Value
Active Width 60mm
Guard Ring Width (each side) 7mm
Active Length 60 mm
Guard Ring Length (each side) 7mm
Active Depth 20mm
Potential AC contact -1800 V
Potential DC contact OV
AC Contact Thickness 0.3 wm
AC Contact Inter-strip Gap 180 um
Distance to Front Window (AC) 15mm
DC Contact Thickness 0.3 wm
DC Contact Inter-strip Gap 180 pm
Distance to Front Window (DC) 15mm
Impurity Concentration ~6x 10° per cc
Table 6.4: A table of the input parameters required by MGStaken from the SmartPET
data sheet [San05aj.
e Difference in Risetime
The charge induced in the DCside of the pulses has an approximatefull collection
time (t100) of 200 ns. Dueto the uncertainty in the beginning and end of the experi-
mental pulses, the experimental t100s are harder to define, however an approximate
observation shows reasonable agreement with the simulation. Despite uncertainties,
it is undeniable that this is not the case for the AC pulses. They require at least
50% longer to reach full charge collection in experiment than in simulation. As
the AC side collects the holes, this observation implies the holes are perhaps not
migrating through the crystal as easily as in the model. This supports the postulate
in Section 6.9.3 that the applied bias may beinsufficient to fully saturate the hole
drift velocities and that issues regarding their mobility are being discovered.
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e Image Charge Polarity
The magnitude and shape of the image charges also differs between simulation
and real data for the AC responses. While the experimental DC image charges
display approximately the same number of positive and negative image charges,
the experimental pulses induced on the AC side are predominantly positive. This
effect is highlighted in Figure 6.37 where the total, positive (+ve) and negative
(-ve) image charge integrals are plotted as a function of depth position. These
figures supply further evidence, that the point of symmetry in theelectric field is
around the centre, as would be expected. However, for the image charges on the
ACside there are significantly more image chargesof positive polarity than negative
polarity. The point of symmetry in the electric field is very close to the AC side.
This shape has previously been observed in experimental image charge pulses in
SmartPET [Tur06], but only on the AC side. [Tur06] also demonstrates, that this
phenomenon is only present in the AC nearest neighbour image charges. When
examining the charge on next-to-nearest neighbouring segments (i.e. ACO03 and
ACO07 in this case), the effect vanishes. This behaviour can be confirmed by this
study. Further evidence is supplied in Figure 6.37(c), where similar behaviour is
demonstrated in experimental 790 values for the AC and DC pulses. The shortest
T90 on the DCside is approximately central; on the AC side this is not the case.
Thedifferences in risetime and image charge behaviour between the two detector faces
and the simulation model may offer the explanation into enhanced position resolution
near the AC contact. The reader is reminded that the electrons - whosedrift velocity is
expected to be saturated - are collected on the DC contact. The holes - where evidence
suggests their velocities may not be saturated - migrate toward the AC contact. Electron-
hole pairs created near the AC face, where thefield is weakest, have the shortest time of
the pulse induced by the less mobile holes. Therefore a slight increase in sensitivity for
these interactions can be explained.
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Figure 6.37: The experimental positive (+ve) and negative (-ve) components of the image
charge integral as a functionof interaction position depth. The DC image charges (a) are
near symmetrical around the centre of the crystal. This is not the case in the AC image
charges (b). In previous characterisation work, similar effects have been observed in real
charges on the AC face. An example (c) is taken from [Coo08).
6.13 Characterisation Discussion
The aims of this chapter were to enhance theoverall position sensitivity of the SmartPET
detector with particular regard to PET imaging. The ability to identify and potentially
deconvolve multiple interactions within a voxel wasalso to be evaluated. Figures 6.27(a)
and 6.27(b) contain values of the average error between the collimator position and the
best match retrieved with the database. These values indicate that the matching process
developed in this work accurately determines the interaction position down to the 1mm
level for single site interactions. These values are consistent with recent publicationse.g.
(Kha08]. A method for identifying convolved interactions has also been developed. This
allows the majority of events which result in large position distortions to be identified.
However, simulations indicate that the majority of convolved interactions are not sepa-
rated by sufficient distance to be picked out using the current routine. This issue can
be addressed in several ways. The first is to continue work on the identification and
deconvolution routine. In [Kha08] a more sophisticated identification routine, developed
as part of the DESPEC project [Pod05], is described for use with planar detectors. In
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[Kha08}, pulse shapes are converted into meta-signals and positions are retrieved by mul-
tiplying with a matrix of all possible database meta-signals. An additional option would
be to investigate current pulses (i(t)), as they can be more sensitive to the presence of
additional interaction sites. Looking further into the future, these considerations could
be taken into account at the design stage of a new project, where again two schools of
thought exist. One would aim to enhancethe sensitivity of the pulse shapes and reduce
the separation limit necessary for convolved hits to be identified. Many projects in the
detection of neutrinoless double 3 decay (0v3G) operate along these lines, although they
aim to detect much higher energy y rays. Detectors with point-like contacts are often
applied as the shape of their weighting field means most of the current is induced when
the chargecarrier is in close proximity of the contact. This allows the separation between
interactions to be exaggerated in the leading edge of the pulse. The other would argue
that the mean free path of the y rays should be altered by choosing a different material.
Either a lower Z material, to encourage y ray scattering and ensurelarge, resolvable dis-
tances between interactions; or a higher Z to restrict the scattered distance so that single
site or scatters within a small volume are maximised. A full discussion of these techniques
and systems which apply them is featured in the next chapter.
Chapter 7
Conclusions & Discussion
The results presented in this study have demonstrated the potential abilities of a PET
imaging system using high-purity germanium detectors. Experimental measurements have
been carried out in parallel with a validated system model to approach the highest possi-
ble image quality. The model was experimentally validated over an energy range of 80 keV
- 1408 keV, where an excellent agreement is presented. The simulation then acted as a
platform for developing analysis techniques and sources of image resolution distortion.
These results are interesting from both a system development/improvement and a funda-
mental point of view and concentrated on the positron range, detector position resolution,
interaction clustering andfirst hit identification. The parameters with the largest impact
on image resolution were the lateral position resolution in the detector and the correct
ordering of the events. A y-ray tracking algorithm was applied to aid in the problem
of event ordering. Although the approach is reliable and, according to the simulation,
retrieves the first hit for up to ~80% of the data, it is limited by the clusterisation of
interactions. Despite the fact that the clusterisation itself only introduces minor blurring
to a reconstructed image, it reduces image quality indirectly, by distorting the parameters
with which a tracking algorithm operates, most significantly the deposited energy.
Thelatter half of this work has addressed this issue by constructing a pulse shape database
from an experimental detector characterisation. Using the pulse shape database, the po-
sition resolution for single site interactions has been reduced to around ~1 mminall three
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dimensions with the magnitude of the mean position error equating to 0.78(1)mm. The
database has also been employed to identify and deconvolve multiple interactions in a
segment. With the currently presented algorithm, convolved interactions must be sepa-
rated by ~8mm before they are clearly distinguishable from single site events. However,
this analysis stage is not yet perfected and will require further work. A discussion of the
current status, limitations and potential improvements are provided below.
7.1 SmartPET Status & Further Work
Attention shall be drawn specifically to the following areas of the SmartPET project:
7.1.1 Efficiency
Using the current 2.5 D reconstruction algorithm, the efficiency of the detectors cannot be
improvedsignificantly without the inclusion of additional detector material. The rotation
correction discussed in Section 5.3.3 allows LORs to be reconstructed independent of
their angle of incidence. Further LORscould only be utilised in reconstruction with a 3D
algorithm. It is suggested that other areas of the project are the focus of more immediate
investigation.
7.1.2 Position Resolution
Excellent position resolution has been demonstrated using the pulse shape database de-
rived in Chapter 6. The use of the database has confirmed that sub-millimetre resolution
can be achieved for single site interactions. The largest error in this process is a result of
poor time alignment, which can be overcome by an iterative matching approach. Using
the iterative time alignment (Section 6.8.3), over 95% of events were correctly positioned
within 1mm of the true interaction position and a mean position error of 0.78(1) mm is
calculated. The database has also been applied to uncollimated data. Simulations indi-
cate that the impact of the position resolution on a reconstructed image is most crucial,
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therefore achieving this level of confidence at the millimetre level is therefore a highly
encouraging result.
7.1.3 Sensitivity to Multiple Site Interactions
The pulse shape database has also been exploited to identify and separate multiple inter-
actions which occur within the same detector voxel or segment. In this case, the summed
pulse shape must be deconvolved to retrieve the true number of interactions and their
original positions. An algorithm has been formed to address this issue by comparingarti-
ficially convolved pulses with the single site interaction pulse shapes. For a fixed weighting
potential, the impact of the multiple interaction sites on the pulse shape depends on their
separation and the energy ratio between the two interactions. Results depict that a sep-
aration of 8mmis required to identify convolved pulses at a 3:1 energy ratio or less. For
greater energy ratio values, the separation needed increases. For interactions in real data,
where these conditions were met, interaction deconvolution has been demonstrated.
Unfortunately, only few clustered interactions fulfil, these requirements as the separation
at 511 keV is typically <4mm. This leaves three options which should be investigated as
part of further research:
e Refinement of the algorithm
This research step is absolutely essential as a number of more complex avenues
for pulse shape decomposition remain unexplored. Some examples include using a
folding algorithm {Gat01] to reliably obtain the true multiplicity or a singular value
decomposition algorithm {Dox07| to develop the x” matching stage. An exploration
into the use of current pulses (i(t)) is also highly recommended.
e Optimisation of the pulse shapes
Dependent on the outcome of the bullet-point above, it may be necessary to re-
design the contact geometry to produce pulse shapes more sensitive to clustered
interactions. One option would be to implement a point-like contact, which is im-
plemented in commercially available Broad Energy Germanium (BEGe) detectors.
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These devices have demonstrated high sensitivity to convolved interactions [Bud08}.
A disadvantage to this method is the prolonged charge collection, which would be
coupled to count rate restrictions.
e Investigation into other detector materials
Should it become apparent that deconvolving typical event clusters in germanium
at 511keV is unrealistic, then an evaluation of other detector materials may be
advantageous. Replacing germanium with materials with a lower(higher) atomic
number (Z) would lengthen(shorten) the absolute distance between interactions.
For lower Z materials, this would ease their deconvolution and y-ray tracking. It
would reduce the need for tracking in higher Z materials as a larger fraction of the
‘ rays would be stopped in a single energy deposit.
7.1.4 Electric Field Simulations
Electric field simulations have been performed to produce the experimental response of
the SmartPET detector. The applied software (MGS)still has many outstanding issues
and, regrettably, its development is no longer being pursued [Dim08b]. Oneissue is the
failure to produce sensible pulse shapes in boundarystrips. A large dependence on the
impurity concentration has already been demonstrated for this phenomenon. Oncethis
problem is addressed, more subtle differences can be investigated.
Valid electric field simulations offer a vital insight into the performance of a detector
without the need for detector manufacture, construction and characterisation. They also
assist in explaining experimentally observed phenomenae.g. Section 6.9.3 and Figure 6.37
as parameters can individually be adjusted to reproduce a behaviour. A full validation
and implementation of an electric field simulation is an imperative requirement, not only
for the fundamental understanding of charge collection in planar detectors, but also for
the design of a new system. Whether the simulated pulses are obtained using MGS or
an alternative software package, is yet to be decided. Should the shortcomings of MGS
prevail, either independently written software, as in [Kha08], or commercially available
options, e.g. [Ans08], should be explored.
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7.1.5 Lyrtech Electronics and Phantom Imaging
A final outstanding work package on the SmartPET project is the commissioning of the
Lyrtech digital electronics (Section 4.2.2). The use of this hardware option has several
advantages. First, the global clock would makethe iterative time alignment redundant,
drastically improving the pulse shape matching speed. More importantly, this would
allow accurate time alignment of the image charges, mitigating their inclusion in the
deconvolution routine.
The most critical reason for this hardware upgrade is the need to image isotopes with
short half-lives as these are predominant in clinical use. In order to capture sufficient
data within the available half-lives of the nuclide, a high data acquisition count-rate
is necessary. SmartPET cannot fully demonstrate a proof-of-principle without imaging a
clinically relevant PET isotope. Therefore, it is suggested the phantoms imaged in Section
5.7 should be reproduced experimentally with '8F to verify that reconstructions of more
challenging structures are achievable. Once this stage is completed, it is recommended
that a characterisation of the full system according to commonly usedliterature metricsis
performed. Although noofficial literature standard is defined, [Mye02] provides a review
of many existing small animal PET systems and offers suggestions towards a literature
standard. The SmartPET system must be evaluated in this way for its performance to
be comparedin similar metrics to its competitors.
7.2 Evaluation & Small Animal Imaging Field
Many small animal PET review papers exist which address commercial systems {[Hum02,
Lew02, Mye02, Web04]. Some of those most commonly discussed (commercial and re-
search) and someof their properties are summarised in Table 7.1. The full width at half
maximafor the reconstruction of a point source are quoted.
An examination of the values in Table 7.1 indicates the SmartPET parameters fall
comfortably nicely within the range of commercial and research competitors. While di-
rect comparison proves difficult, as no international standard metrics exist in the small
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System Name Detector Material FWHM [mm] Abs. Eff. [%]
MicroPET [Web04] LSO 1.84 1.22
Quad-HIDAC [Web04] Avalanche Chamber ~1.0 0.9
SHR-7700 [Mye02} BGO 2.6 2.3
[Par07] Si-BGO 1.1 1.0
eXplore VISTA [Wan06] LYSO and GSO 1.4 4.0
YAP-PET [dGu97] YAIO3:Ce 1.6 730 cps/pCi
SmartPET HPGe 1.4 0.97 [Coo07b]}
Table 7.1: An overview of the FWHM and absolute efficiencies quoted for several PET
systems.
animal imaging field [Mye02], sufficient evidence is provided to state that the SmartPET
system certainly meets the standards required in the field. Even some of the highest res-
olution systems [Ish07, Par07] produce similar reconstructions of point sources to those
produced both in this document and experimentally in [Mat06, Coo07b, Coo09]. [Mye02}
quotes the size of a rat brain as ~10mm and a mouse brain ~6 mm. SmartPET’s image
resolution performanceis certainly within specification to image objects of these dimen-
sions.
SmartPETefficiency has been calculated by simulations in this work to lie around 2%
with a 13cm detector separation. [Coo07b] quote a value of around 1%. The discrepancy
between the two measurements is most likely to be due to energy gates/thresholds. This
issue must be understood, and an experimentally measured efficiency should always be
quoted over a simulated value. Either of these values still places the SmartPET perfor-
mance comfortably amongst the figures quoted for other systems.
The only discouraging result so far remains the unsuccessful experimental imaging of a
Jaszczak phantom in [Coo07b]. It shall be argued that this result should not necessarily
be interpreted as an argument against SmartPET. Theliterature review conducted here
has not discovered any published images of a Jaszczak phantom matching the measure-
ment attempted in [Coo07b]. The closest is Figure 7 of [Par07], yet only partial volumes
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of the phantom werefilled with radioactive tracer. To confirm SmartPET’sabilities, it is
suggested such a partial phantom measurement is conducted as part of further research.
These arguments emphasise the urgency of acquiring data with the Lyrtech electronics in
order to evaluate SmartPET more thoroughly in a preclinical context.
7.3 Future System Design
Having assessed the potential impact of SmartPET when comparedto existing systems,
it is important to turn someattention to the future. The most important statements of
this thesis shall be summarised and their implications for different materials presented.
The conclusions most relevant to this discussion are:
e that image efficiency cannot be increased further without either a 3D imagingal-
gorithm or thicker germanium detectors.
e that with the current contact geometry and operational bias, evidence suggests the
electric field is not saturating the velocity of the holes. This results in regions of
the crystal where position resolution and sensitivity are compromised.
e the position resolution and the false ordering of events have the most detrimental
effect on image quality.
e sub-millimetre position resolution has been demonstrated for single site interactions.
e position resolution and y-ray tracking are limited significantly by convolved inter-
actions.
e at 511 keV and in germanium,the distance between two, convolved interactions is
4mm.
Germanium
Thefirst two points alone suggest that a selection of several germanium stacks of <2cm
thickness, should be opted for over a thicker crystal.
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From the point of view of imageresolution, the later four observations are decisive. They
imply that a system, where the single site interaction data sub-set is maximised, would
deliver optimum performance. A system which eases y-ray tracking, e.g. through encour-
aging many clearly-defined interactions, should not be discounted. It must be assessed
whether a germanium system has the ability to deconvolve interactions separated by
3. Should this requirement4mm, yet maintain position resolution of the order of 1mm
not be realised, then germanium may not be the material of choice for small animal PET
imaging.
Silicon
While these arguments may cast doubt over germanium’srole in small animal PET, other
semiconductor materials show more promise. A system based upon tracking clearly-
distinguished, multiple-scatter interactions would be feasible with silicon detectors. Its
lower Z reduces the effects of Doppler broadening and it can be operated at room temper-
ature. The ability for fine segmentation and some pulse shape analysis would maintain
the required high position resolution. Although efficiency would be sacrificed, the fact,
that great confidenceis ensured in the events which are present, may produce competitive
images. Examples of somesilicon based PET (and Compton assisted PET) systems are
discussed in [dDo06, Par07].
Cadmium Zinc Telluride (CZT)
On the opposing side, cadmium zinc telluride (CZT) offers a higher Z material with
greater stopping power than germanium. Thiswill increase the fraction of single-site, full-
energy absorptions and reduce the spacing between convolved interactions. The efforts
invested into event deconvolution and y-ray tracking would be spared. The difficulty to
manufacture large crystals and limited PSA potential (due to poor chargecollection) will
be significant issues. The only option to maintain high position resolution may be to
produce many, small crystal segments as in [Ish07] at great financial expense.
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Fast Scintillator Detectors
It must also be highlighted that the scintillator-field is progressing rapidly and position-
sensitive photomultipliers (PS-PMs), avalanche photodiodes (APDs) are making great
advancements. Recent literature suggests the feasibility of millimetre or sub-millimetre
resolution in scintillators [Vin08]. These systems also offer timing resolution of several
hundred picoseconds permitting time-of-flight (TOF) PET [Kar08]. Providing this time
resolution can be preserved in the electronics, this is a very significant advantage over
semiconductors. Should sub-millimetre position resolution and pic-second timing resolu-
tion be realised in these devices, semiconductor systems will struggle to compete. The
main issue with these systemsis the large scale fabrication of the PS-PMs.
7.3.1 Summary
Overall the role of SmartPET in PET imaging will be dictated by the commissioning of
the Lyrtech electronics and the success of imaging clinically relevant isotope, preferably
a phantom analogousto those in Section 5.7 or a living organism. It shall be stressed that
a high resolution image is not necessarily essential as PET remains a functional imaging
modality. An investigation into improving the ability to identify multiple interactionsis
also encouraged. The role of semiconductor detectors in small animal PET should most
certainly not be dismissed as someof the highest quality images so far were produced with
these systems [Ish07, Par07]. Germanium, butalso silicon and cadmium zinc telluride
offer many advantages and their full potential in producing high-resolution images from
their position sensitive response is yet to be realised.
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